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Preface.

In this

thes~

I will trace the history of the International

Fed e ration of Library Associations from the conceivemenk of the
idea, in Prague in 1926 to its creation in Edinburgh in 1927 and
through its early y~ars up to World War II. As sources I have
mainly used the proceedings of the annual meetings, published
in the first eleven volumes of the "Actes du Comite International
des Bibliotheques". No doubt a careful study of the archives of
the Federation would yield further interesting information on the
development in th e se early years, but this would have led me too
far for the present purpose.
The "Actes" give the proceedings of ·the IFLA meetings in the
four languages of the fed e ra tion: Englis1h, French. German and
Italian, although this last language

wa ~

I have cited the text of the Actes I

ha~e

used very little. Wherever
translated it into

English, if the text was published in aJy of the other three
languages. I apologize if these translations are not always
perfect.

I

I hope to have given a.good picture lof the activities of the
Federation in these early years and of 1he development of this
organization from an idea backed by 15 cjountries to an active
federation with ca. forty ·members.

I
I

I
I
I
I
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Chapter I.

Prehistory and Foundation.

A. Introduction.
Like many other organizations, the International F&deration of
Library Associations was not formed suddenly, but had a certaih
pre-his tory. In the case of IFLA we really ough t to go back to 1876,
the year in which the American Library Association was established.
This first official organization of librarians was to play an
important part in national and in international librarianship. The
English librarians were the first to follow the example of their
American colleagues. They met in 1877 in London, holding, together
with representatives from a number of other countries, a meeting
which WaS called "the First International Conference of Librarians".
Tha t year .the Library Association of the Uni ted Kingdom was formed.
United by a common language, the British and the American
Library Association kept in fairly close contact, and in 1897 they
organized the Second International Library Conference, which was
attended by delegates from many countries. Three years later, in
1900, a Congres International des Bihliothecaires was held in Paris.
Coordination was obviously lacking, resulting in these rather too
frequent independently organized meetings. At the end of the 1900
Congress it was decided that this situation needed improving, and
that an International Conference should be organized every five
years. However no further steps were taken to this purpose.
The idea of more organized international cooperation and some
kind of permanent body responsible partioularly for the organization
of regular international conferences, was again discussed at an
ALA-meeting in Saint Louis in 1904 and also at the Congres
International des Archivistes .et des Bibliothecaires in

B~ussels

in

1910. However, the plans never seem to have taken any more definite
shape. The first "orld War prevented any further international
congresses and therewith any developments in this field for the next
fifteen years. However, the idea did not die; it only lay dormant,
1
till it was revived by ~r. Henriot ) in 1926. Mr. Henriot could be
1) further information on people mentioned can be found in Annex III.
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called the spiritual father of IFLA, since it was he who pushed
the idea and gave it shape resulting in 1927 in the creation of
the International Library and Bibliographical Committee.

B. Prague, 28th June - 3rd July 1926.
The first international meeting of librarians
after the war was the
I
"Congres International de s Bibliothecair~s et des amis du Livre",
held in Prague, 2 8 th June till 3rd JulY i 1926. At this meeting mr.
Hanriot revived the idea of an international organization for
i

librarians. In the years after the First World War people had great
I
hopes for the future and they expected much from international
I

cooperation and international organizations. An example was their
early faith in the League of Nations. Ci rtain professions, too,
began to organize themselves internatio ballY.
So it should not surprise
,
I

us to see the librarians of the Western ! world go along with the mood
I

of the time in their eagerness to form an international body. An
eagerness strong enough to give a defin l te shape to the vague
pre-war ideas.

I

Many interesting topics were discussed at the Prague meeting.
International matters

con~erning

libraries were discussed by Section
I

I. In the session of this Section on 29th June, Mr. M.G. Henriot,
speaking for the French Library

Associa ~ion,

proposed:

"the constitution of an internati bnal permanent Comi ta directeur
I

representing the various national associations of librarians".1)
j

As had been discussed before the war, he saw the need for a permanent
I
contact, particularly for the organization
of conferences:
,
"It is necessary ••• to coordina

tr

our action, to maintain a

permanent contact between our associations, and to cooperate
i

for international manifestations, such as Congresses, for which
as timetable ought to be prepare? in advance".2)
He also wanted this Committee to work in the field of bibliographiesl
I

" ••• tha t

the Comi te directeur- ••• ',-should be charged wi th

distributing to the various national associations a list each
year of the principal reference works, published in the course
of that year, for all the branches of human knowledge ll • 3 )

1) Actes du Comite International des Bibliothegues, Vol. I. pp. 3.
Uppsala, 1931.
2) idem, p.

4.

3) idem, p. 4.
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Professional status was another consideration for creating such an
international body of librarians:
"The ,Comite directeur should have a greater authority than our
national associations, to plead the so badly knQwn cause of
modern librarians".1)
A sub-committee was formed, consisting of I. Collijn, Sweden,
G. Henriot, France, A. Hilsenbeck, Germany, V. Tilke, Czechoslovakia,
and L. Wharton, England. This committee composed a resolution,
elaborating Mr. Henriot's suggestion, which was included in the final
resolution of the Section as well as in the final reso,lution of the
Congress as a whole.
It was decided that:
- while there was no definite organization, each Association would
appoint a delegate.
-

the Committee must assume responsibility for the execution of the
resolutions taken.

-

the Committee must fix the place and date of the next official
international congress.

it must establish relations with 'the Institute of Intellectual
Cooperation, and find out if the Committee could have a permanent
Bureau at the Institute.
- any Association should be able to ask the Committee's intervention
in library matters, particularly to defend professional interests.
-

the Committee should suggest, centralise and start any tasks whioh
need international cooperation, such as yearly lists of the pricipal
bibliographies.

- it should study the possibilities of extending the relations with
archi vis ts.

- it should examine any probiems submitted that dealt with international
or cooperative matters.
. t'10n. 2)
S orne con t r1'b u t'10n WaU ld b e expec t e d f rom eac h aSBOC1a
Mr. Henriot was appointed as delegate to discuss the matter with the
Institute of Intellectual Cooperation in Paris.
It is obvious that Mr. Henriot wanted a committee which would not
1) Actes du Comite International des Bibliotheques, Vol. I. pp. 4.
Uppsala, 1931.
2) For compr'e hensive records of the Proceedings see: ' "Congres
International des bibliothecaires et des amis du livre"
2 vols. state Printing House. Prague. Tenu
~

.:. .• .:"

... ~

" O':J t=.

"~+.o.CJ

"r . . . 1_

T

T"IT"I_

~_h_·

a

1928-29,

Prague, du 28 juin au
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only prepare conferences and execute resolutions taken, but also a
permanent body which could deal with any international or cooperation
problems on an international level. He also - rightly - saw the need
for a bureau or permanent secretariat and for financial, support.
The representative of the United Kingdom Library Association and the
British Museum, L.C. Wharton reported on the Congress in the Library
Association Record, calling the scheme "worthy of our support", arid
promised his personal support for its execution.
Although the organization finally to be called IFLA in 1929
differed from Mr. Henriot's proposals in various respects, this Prague
scheme really was the beginning of IFLA. As Rudolf Malek said:
"In the nine points of this resolution almost all the basio
ideas can be found which characterize, one year later, the
officially established international organization of
librarians, IFLA, and which influenced the entire future
. .
,,1 )
actlv1 ty '.
I thought it would be useful at this stage to add a note on the
International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation, as this will
play an important part in the development of IFLA up to the second
World War. The Institute for Intellectual Cooperation was established
in 1925. In that year the French Government agreed to establish and
maintain in Paris an Institute, runned by the International Committee
of Intellectual Cooperation. The French government would give a
yearly allowance, but other countries could also contribute financially.
The Institute was housed in a wing of the Palais Royal, and opened in
January 1926.
The Institute was meant to be a preparing and executing body for
the Committee of Intellectual Cooperation, as the Committee itself
lacked the means and personnel to achieve anything substantial. The
Committee was subdivided into three Sub-Committees, of which the
Sub-Commi ttee for Bibliography and Scienc.e was the most important one
from our point of view. The Institute was divided into seven Sections,
one of which Was the Section of Scientific Relations and Bibliography.
Mr. De Vos van Steenwijk became the head of this Section.

1) On the origin of the International Organization of Librarians (IFLA)

Rudolf Malek, Libri, 20, 1970, p. 223/24.
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Many plans reached the Secti.on, particularly in the field .of
bibli.ography. This was (and is) indeed a very imp.ortant field .of
librarianship. The Institute's functi.on in this and .other library fields
was meant t.o be mainly c.o.ordinating: acting as age-between t.o stimulate
c.o.operati.on. At the time selective, analytical bibli.ographies were
c.onsidered particularly imp.ortant. Als.o accurate inf.ormati.on ab.out
libraries in each c.ountry, inf.ormati.on .on lending etc. was much needed.
T.o this end, fer
1
libraries. )

e~mple,

the Institute sent a circular t.o many

In its functi.on .of stimulater .of c.o.operati.on between experts, the
Institutehasplayed a very imp.ortant r.ole in the devel.opment .of
librarianship in the years bef.ore·the war'?)
C. Atlantic City, 1926.
In Oct.ober 1926 the American Library Ass.ociati.on held its fiftieth
Anniversary C.onference at Atlantic City and Philadelphia. The meeting
was attended by many Eur.opean guests. It seemed a go.od .occasi.on t.o
discuss internati.onal matters, s.o .on Oct.ober 7th, the ALA c.ommittee
.on Internati.onal Relati.ons called an inf.ormal meeting for the
discussi.on .of internati.onal c.o operati.on. Mr. Henri.ot had distributed
pr.op.osals c.oncerning headquarters fer the Pr.ovisi.onal Internati.onal
Library C.ommittee created at Prague. He had discussed the matter with
the I.I.I.C. in Paris and new rep.orted .on the results, c.oming t.o the
f.oll.owing c.onclusi.ons. It seemed best that the Committee sh.ould
maintain a c.onnecti.on with the Institute, but retain its c.omplete
independence, having a permanent headquarters elsewhere. H.owever,
as pr.oximity to the Institute might be useful, Mr. Henri.ot prop.osed
t.o place the Bureau in Pa,ris, in the building .occupied by. the American
Library and Library Scheel. The new Bureau and the Library and the
Scheel w.ould all pr.ofit fr.om the arrangement, making the building
int .o a true international library centre. The headquarters sh.ould
function under the c.ontr.ol and patr.onage .of the American Library and
the C.omite

Fran~ais

de la Bibli.otheque m.oderne, with the advice .of the

faculty of the Paris Library Scheel, .of which Mr. Henri.ot was a
1) Bihli.otheekleven, Special issue 1926. Dr. J.E. Bar.on De V.os van
Steenwijk .on the I.I.I.C. p.

84-90.

2) In the rest .of this w.ork the Institute will be called I.I.I.C. and
the C.ommittee I.C.I.C.
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I
I

II
professor. The $ 2,000 needed would have to come from subscriptions.
As to activities, Mr. Henriot proposed I n organization:
"1. where libraria ns of all natio J s as .a body can seek general
information and offers and re J uests for
exchange, travel in foreign

I

c~untries,

empl~ment,

employment

travelling expenses etc,

2. where the faculty of library ~chools will obtain information
i

and make comparisons on international instructions in library
!

management, school programs,

~unctionB

and administration,

statistics, exchange between nations of faculty and students,
I
equivalence of diploma's, etc~,
i

3. where one can study improved methods of documentation; the
i

publication through international cooperation of manuals and
bibliographical works; inform~tion
on indexes under way or
,
;

projected, regulations concerriing bibliographical and
s tatistical re g i s tration of publications; uniform dictionary
of library terms; international exchanges; lending of
manuscripts, propaganda directed to the governments of various
countries pushing international agreements, etc.,,1)
Many librarians reacted positively, but they were not authorized
to give a definite answer to the proposals. It was therefore decid e d
to discuss the matter in more detail informally during the postconference trip. As a result a resolution was submitted and accepted
at the end of the trip. It was decided that the ALA should take the
ini tia ti ve and
"submi t to the different national organizations the proposal
to discuss the forming of an International Library Committee
with the prospect that such discussion may be so far advanced
at the time of the Edinburgh meeting of next year that definite
action then may be taken by authorized representatives of the
different national organizations,,2)
It was hoped that the various associations would come to a decision
within their own organizations as to the desirability of Mr. Henriot's
plans. The activities envisaged by him were all important, beyond doubt,
although all together they formed far too great a task for a newly
1) Actes Vol. I., p.

8-9.

2) Actes, Vol. I., p. 10.
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created body. Mr. Henriot was either far too ambitious for his planned
creation, or he was thinking in terms of many years to come.
His American proposals oertainly forme d a more clearly defined
, program than was considered in Prague. It is curious, however, that
the organization of inte r national conferences was not mentioned.
Again we can only guess at the reason. Either he assumed this as the
Committee's first task, or he did not find it such an important
function after all.
We also wonder why the ALA was given the initiative, thereby
excluding Mr. Henriot. Whatever the reasons were for this arrangement,
it had consequences f or the Committee as formed in Edinburgh.

D. Edinburgh, 19 27.
The British Library Association held its fiftieth Anniversary
Conference at Edinburgh, September 2 6 th - 30th 1927. International
affairs were discussed by the Section for International Library
Cooperation, which had its first session on September 27th. Dr. De
Vos van Steem, ijk, chief of the Section of Scientific Relations of
the I.I.I.C. was present to present and explain the resolutions and
recommenda tions' of the Ins,ti tute.
At this first session the possibilities of an International
Association were discussed in rather general terms. There were two
proposals: on the one hand the proposal of the ALA-conference and
the ALA report made since the conference, and on the other hand a
proposal based on a plan developed by the I.C.I.C.-sub-committee for
Bibliography, in which the Institute was seen as the permanent centre.
A committee of seven, each representing a different country, was
appointed to consider the proposals. On Septembei the 30th this
committee reported and came with a proposal. On the enquiry of the
ALA 10 countries had ahnounced their readiness to join the American
project. At the Edinburgh Conference five more authorized delegates
had announced their approval. The main speaker and defender of the
plan was Dr. Hugo Kruss, General Director of the Prussian State
Library, who advocated the plan with great skill and pertinacity,
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1
pushing aside the I.C.I.C.-project with kindness but determination. )
The proposal was worded as follows:
"We, th e undersigned representatives of National Library
Associations, in conference at Edinburgh, 30th

~eptember

1927,

adopt the following resolution with the understanding that
neither this action nor any aotion which may be taken by the
Committee shall be binding on any national library association
until ratified by the association.
1. Resolved that we hereby establish the International Library
and Bibliographical Committee.
2. The Committee shall consist of members selected by the
national library associations which ratify this action •••
3. The duties of the Committee shall be to select the time
and place for the international library conferences and,
with the co-operation of local committees, to prepare
progra.ms for such conferences; and to make inves tiga tions
and recommendations concerning international relations
between libraries, organizations of librarians and
bibliographers, and other agencies.
4. International library conferences shall be held at least once
in five years. The first conference ••• shall be held in
1929 or 19 30 ••• The first plenary session of the Committee
shall be held within one year from this date.

5.

The Committee shall have power to appoint sub-committees
from its own membership or from the membership of any of the
cooperating national library associations.

6. The Officers of the ••• Committee shall be a Chairman, two
Vice-Chairmen, and a Secretary. These, with four other
members,

~hall

constitute the Executive Committee •••

7. We do not think it necessary for the present to ask for any
contributions from the national organizations ••• "
The Resolution of Edinburgh was signed by delegates from the
following countries: Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, France, Germany, Great-Britain, Holland, Italy, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, United S tates. IFLA was born, although not yet
1) Bibliotheekleven jaarg. 13 - 1928, p. 4 E. de Clercq. Internationaal
Congres van Bibliothecarissen te

Edinburg.
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in name.
It is interesting to trace the development of the idea of an
international organization from its re-emerging at Prague to its
realization in Edinburgh. In the Resolution of Edinburgh the main
stress was again on the organization of international conferences.
The other tasks have been pushed into the background again. The
Committee seems to have been satisfied for the time being with the
establishment of closer, better regulated international contacts
between librarians. There was no longer any mention of a bureau,
nor of any particular relationship with the Institute or Committee
of Intellectual Cooperation, or the American Library in Paris.
Neither was it thought necessary to have any money available. It is
obvious that the Committee thus established would not be able to do
any of the tasks allotted to such an organization by Mr. Henriot,
i

except for organizing congresses. In fact the new Committee's
organization was close to what Mr.

Henr~ot

had originally proposed

in Prague, although even then he saw th~ need for a permanent Bureau
and for subscriptions. However, all the work, thought and discussion
that had gone into his plans and had

I

tr~nsformed

them since Prague,

were ignored in the forming of the even~ual Committee in Edinburgh.
I

The differences between Mr. Henriot1s proposals as discussed at
the ALA Conference in 1926, and the act~al Resolution signed in
Edinburgh in 1929 can be explained only las the result of an opposition
that seems to have grown between the

ad~ocates

of the plan originating

from America, and the I.I.I.C. Mr. Henr{ot's plans which had by now
i

almost become l.I.I.C.-plans, and were ~robably presented through
their representative Dr. De Vos van Ste~nwijk. For some reason this
plan was effe ,ctively opposed. Either it lwas thought too ambitious,

,

or, more likely, it was felt to be too much in the hands and the power
of the I.I.I.C. The absence of Mr. Henr{ ot himself in Edinburgh may
have had something to do with it. The development of the organization
I

in the following years would no doubt h~ve been different had he been
there.

I

In conclusion it might be interesti1 g to see somB of the reactions

I
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to the creation of this new body. In the Library Association Record
of 1927 i t was mentioned as one of the two points achieved by the
Jubilee Conference: "There wa s formed a permanent organization, under
the chairmanship of Dr. Collijn, of S tockholm, to arrarrge international
conferences (or, more strictly, an international character for a
selected national conference) every three or four years".1)
This is all that was said. The editor of Library Association Record
refrained as yet from any comment on the value of such an organization.
The full text of the Resolution was published in 1928, again without
2)
any comment.
Perhaps more interesting is the report from the Dutch representative.
He found the Edinburgh Conference too much exclusively EnglishAmerican orientated, and therefore doubted the usefulness of such
conferences for countries like Holland. I think it is good to realize
this Anglo-American predominance and the obvious difference in
development between these two countries and certain other countries
at this stage in the field of librarianship. We must realize that,
although 15 countries signed the resolution, not all of these were
equally ready or capable to support the project actively.
Mr. De Clerq reported on the developments since Atlantic City and the
di s cussion at Edinburgh. He was particularly impressed with the
performance of Mr. Kruss in defending the plan. He noticed that for
the time being the e s tablishment of contacts through conferences
was considered sufficient, in spite of the original aims concerning
international loans and international information services etc. He
also mentioned the intention to establish some connection with a
larger body, with possibilities for the future and financial capacities,
such as the League of Nations. 3 ) However this intention was nowhere
mentioned in the official statements. Fo r comm e nts on the possible
usefulness of the. International Committee, w.e have to wai t till 1929.
With the ratification of the Edinburgh Resolution by a number of
national library associations, the International Library and Bibliographical Committee was officially established and was ready to start
work.

1) Library Association Re cord, Vol. 29, 1929, p. 252.
2 ) Library Association Record, Vol. 30, ~ 9 28, p. 60-61.
3) Bibliotheekleven, Jairg. 13, 1928, p. 4 E. de Clerq Internationaal
Congres van Bibliothecari~sen te Edinburg.
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Chapter II.

Early Years.

A. First Plenary Session, Rome, ,19 28.
In accordance with the Edinburgh Resolution, the

fi~st

Plenary

Session of the International Library and Bibliographical Committee
was held within one year after the Edinburgh Conference. The Chairman,
Dr. I. Collijn, (Sweden ) , invited the delega tes to a meeting in Rome,
on the 31st March, 19 2 8 . I 'n answer to this invi ta tion delegates from
Aus tria,' Belgi um, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Holland, Germany, Italy,
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the United States came to Rome for
the meeting.
There was an Agenda for this meeting with twelve items, of which
the most important were:
the election of a temporary secretary,
-

the election of the Executive Committee,

- time and place for the next international library meeting,
- proposition by Mr. Godet concerning the programme of the
future Congresses,
- appointments of sub-committees.
It is obvious that this first meeting was mainly devoted to matters of
a practical, organizational character, as could be expected.
i
First the Chairman submitted his report regarding preliminaries
executed by him. Fourteen countries had !ratified the Edinburgh Resolutio
namely: Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
I

France, Germany, Great-Britain, Holland j Italy, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland, United States. Of the ,1 5 c i untries, whose delegates signed
the resolution, only Denmark had not ra Tified it yet, because its
association had not yet met. Poland wa s lexpected to join too. From
Estonia, Latria

,and Japan there had been no answer. In Hungary and

Spain efforts were being made to form a Jlibrar y association. Dr.
Collijn had not succeeded yet in obtain 1ng information from Russia.
\-Ie see that it was the intention to get lall the possible countries

of Western and Eastern Europe to join, And even some Asian countries.
The other three Continents did not come into it. It basically was a

North-American - Vlest-European organization, at this stage.
The Executive Committee was elected: Chairman: Collijn; ViceChairmen: Bishop and Fago.
The appointment of Mr. Sevensma as Secretary was discussed. Dr. Collijn
explained why it would be desirable to have the Director of the
Library of the League of Nations as permanent Secretary to the
Committee. It would obviously be a very strategic move to involve
this. man, whose work placed him in such a geographically and
organizationally central position. However, as Mr. Sevensma could
only accept under certain conditions, a decision on this matter was
deferred until the next Congress.
A letter had been received from the Italian delegate, containing
an invitation to hold the next International Congress in Rome. This
invitation was accepted, and it was decided to hold the Congress in
Rome in the middle of June 1929.
As item

8 of the agenda, Mr. Godet presented some very interesting

proposals concerning the principles of the programme of future meetings:
"I. The program of the Library Congress will be restricted
chiefly to questions of the following character:
a) international, that is to say, those concerning the
international relations of libraries and of international
bi bliography.
b) general - that is to say, questions which are of interest to
the librarians of the whole world.
The program will deal with no matters of a special character
other than those serving as an introduction to visits to
collections in the city where the meetings of the Congress take
place, or as general orientamion to the libraries of that
country.

II. The sole discussions , to be permitted at the Congress, are
as follows:
a) Propositions and requests presented by the International
Committee or by one of the national Committees.
b) Individual propositions and requests made by one of the
Associations or Institutes mentioned below.
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III. All propositions and requests shall be communicated by the
Executive Committee to the delegates of the National Associations
in sufficient time to permit the latter to examine them before
the Congress and, if possible, submit them to the
, national
organizations which they

represent~

IV. The program of the forthcoming Congress shall include,
amongst other things, a report and propositions of the Executive
Committee touching the two following questions:
a) Relations with the I.C.I.C. (Geneva) and the I.I.I.C. (Paris).
b) Relations with the Institut International de Bibliographie
(Brussels) and the bibliographical Conferences organized by
thi sIns ti t u t. 01 1 )
At the suggestion of Mr. Bishop the propositions, approved as
a whole by the Committee, were handed over for further examination
to the Committee on by-laws to be appointed. The proposals stated some
interesting points of organization. The restriction of matters to be
discussed was an important point; the problem raised in III would be
one of the major problems of the organization in the years to come;
and the relationship to other organizations and institutes would also
be a matter of .much concern. Mr. Godet rightly saw that having a
permanent secretary connected with the League of Nations was not
sufficient. The new Committee would have to find its place in relation
to the existing (and future) bodies in the same or connected fields.
At the sllggestion of Mr. Milam, six sub-committees were formed,
each with a president and one or more members:
a) Committee on classification schemes for international use.
b) Committee on international catalogue rules.
c) Committee on current bibliographies and on an international code
for bihliographers.
d) Committee on international scholarships, fellowships and exchange
of librarians and assistants.
e) Committee on education for librarianship.
f) Committee on by-laws for eventual regulations supplementary to
the resolutions adopted at Edinburgh.

1) Actes, Vol. I, pp

38.
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As we can see these six committees dealt with a selection of the issues
suggested by Mr. Henriot in America. The first three committees were
meant to deal with questions of standardization

in fact. This problem

of international standards in library matters would ri&htly be a major
issue for IFLA in the following years. International exchange also
was of continental interest, and library education would become more
and more important. Alltogether these first sub-committees seem a fair
representation of the problems that occupied librarians, and therefore
IFLA, in the years before the second War, even though the choice of
issues at the time seems to have been mainly decided by Mr. Milam's
suggestion, and probably reflected his personal interests.
There does not seem to have been any discussion on what these
committees were supposed to do, and how they were supposed to go
about it. A thorough discussion of the place, function, and workingmethod of sub-committees at this stage might have avoided many
problems. However, the Committee obviously had not developed that
far yet.
As to reactions to this first plenary session, the Dutch delegate
1
J.S. Theissen reported in Bibliotheekleven ), voicing some of his
doubts and hopes. He stressed the work done by the temporary president
Mr. Collijn (now elected president), and the importance of the meeting
in preparing the way for the Congress, He thought that some of the
measures desired, such as uniformity in classification, cataloguing,
the arrangement of bibliographies and abbreviations might certainly
have a practical usefulness for librarianship. No doubt something
could be achieved, although he obviously doubted whether the result
would be impressive. He particularly doubted the ability of older
libraries to make any changes in order to achieve such standardization.
He only believed in new libraries being built up along the same lines.
This lack of faith in the adaptability or willingness to change
among the settled librarians I find rather worrying. One wonders
whether this attitude was widespread.
However Mr. Theissen did believe in the usefulness of international
library meetings in enabling librarians from allover the world to get

1) Bibliotheekleven, Jaarg. 13, 1928 pp. 133.

J.S. Theissen,Vergadering van het Inte~national Library and Bibli6graphical Committee.
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to know each other personally. He thought that if the leaders of the
main libraries of the " estern world kne!w each other as friends,

this

I

would considerably h e lp the traffic of ibooks and information between
these centres of learning. Pe ople

alwa ~s

friends than for unknown foreigners.

I~

make more of an effort for
is typical of the times that

he could still believe in such friendships actually having some
effect on international relationships i b
it remind s us how restricted this

fiel~

the field of librarianship;
sti;l was. Although the

building up of such personal contacts il;as certainly been an important

I

element of all IFLA meetings, I am gla 4 to be able to say that it
has achieved some more palpable

result ~

years~

over the

as well.

B. Second Plenary Session, First Meetin'g, Rome, 14 June, 1929.
I

I

•

The Chairman I. Collijn, invited tne delegates to this second
I
plenary session because, according to "he Edinburgh Resolution, the
Committee should meet at the time of

I

e~ch

International Congress.

This meeting was attended by the delega:tes from Germany, United

i

States, England, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
I

Holland, Italy, Japan, Let tland, Norway" Poland, S weden, Swi tzerland,
and Czechoslovakia and by a delegate from the League of Nations.
I

The mos t importan t items on the agenda 'were the S ta tu tes, and the
change of name, the proposition of Mr. Godet, and the finance.
First the Chairman read his report. Six more countries had joined
the organization: Denmark, Poland, Esthonia, Japan, Lettland, and
Mexico. Also a letter had just been received, stating that the
Library Association of Hungary had very recently been formed and
was willing to join. Mr. Collijn recounted the proceedings of the
first plenary session for the benefit of the new-corners, and expLained
some of the details of the World Congress.
Next he proposed to discuss a cnange of name for the Committee.
He thought that the Union Was by now too comprehensive to be
characterized by the word 'Committee'. Already 21 associations
belonged to it, and more were expected to join. ·T he word 'Bibliographical'
had been added originally at the proposal of Mr. Guppy, but this was
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not consi d ered a necessary part of the name, as the inclusion of
bibliogra p hical tasks in the work of the committee was thought to
be self-evident. The Chairman therefore proposed the name "The
International or the World's Union of Library Associations".
After some discussion it was decided to change the name to:
"Fldlra t ion Internationale des Associat~ons des Bibliothficaires"

(FlAB),

or International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) , or in
German "Internationaler
Verband der Bibliotheksve
reine", in Italian:
.
,
"Federazione Internationale delle Assoc t azioni dei Bibliotecari".
The Executive Committee would be cailed "The International
I

Library Committee". All this was approv~d by the delegates at the
i

first meeting of the Pleanary session preceding the Congress, and
would be laid before the coming

Interna ~ional

Congress.

According to the Edinburgh Resoluti ~ n par.

6:

"The Secretary

I

may be, but need not be, a member of
national association". The present

th~

Committee designated by some

i
comm~ttee

gratefully used this

i

possibility, which allowed them to Choo ? e Mr. Sevensma, present at
the meeting as delegate of the League of Nations, as their Secretary.
i

'

Thi s was obviously a wise move: The President remarked that the
choice of Mr. Sevensma would attach the l new Federation to the League
of Nations, of which the I.C.I. C. had cfeated a (special) subcommittee for bibliographical matters,

~nd

that by the fact of the

I

choice itself, a close collaboration was ensured between on the one
hand the S ub-committee for BibliOgraPhy l and the I.I.I.C. and on the
1)
,
other hand the new Federation." • Mr. $evensma was happy to accept
the post offered.

.

r

Although no official policy had been ado p ted, the relationship
with the League of Nations and the Institute in Paris, which had
earlier been thought so important, had thus been established
I

informally throu gh the person of Mr. S evensma.
By this move a very
,
important task and a heavy

responsibili~y

shoulders. It is doubtful whether it
both one of the most important

had been put on his

re~lly

function~

was a wise move to entrust

in the Federation, and the

go-between function between the Federation and the League of Nations

1) translated from the French by the author, Actes, Vol. It p. 37.
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and the I.I.I.C. to one person only. However Mr. Sevensma would
prove to be very capable to deal with all this.
The . propositions made by Mr. Godet during the session of 1928,
had since been examined. The Section concerned now cam& with the
following proposition:
"We favour the approval of the propositions of Mr. Godet in
their present form, provided they are interpreted liberally.
As to the first proposition we are of opinion that this
proposition may be interpreted so as to permit a discussion
in general of the most important developments in library
service in the several countries and not only of proposals
for international cooperation. Too long papers describing in
detail the work of individual libraries are not desirable,
unless they have relation to libraries in other countries.
Regarding the proposition 4, Mr. Milam proposes, that the
Congress should include a discussion of our relations not .
only with the I.C.I.C., the Paris In s titute, the Brussels
Institute, but also with the World Association for Adult
Education, the World Federation of Education Associations and
with associations, institutes and bureaux, >:hich are concerned
with the international exchange of students and professors. n1 ).
To his original proposals Mr. Godet added the observation that in
order to arrive at really useful results it would be necessary to
limit the discussion to questions of which the solution demanded
international collaboration. One single issue could really be studied
in detail. He therefore proposed:
"For each congress one special question shall be chosen".
This was accepted by the delegates. This decision ended the discussion
on the first three points of the original proposal, so that no
further decisions were taken on the other points raised in these
propositions: the kind of chairman's mistake we may find in the
minutes of meetings anywhere!
Proposition 4 would be studied closer by the Committee, considering
the relations with all international organizations in the field.
1) Actes, Vol. I, p. 39.
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It was decided that resolutions adopted by the International
Congresses organized by IFLA would only become effective or carry
force when they had been approved by the International Library
Committee. Of course in avery country the national library
association would have to decide whether the recommendations would be
acted on in that country or whether a decision would be ratified.
IFLA after all never had, and never would have any real power in
itself, and the Congresses even less.
It had by now become clear
. , , that nothing sUbstantial could be
done without some money. A minimum annual contribution was proposed.
I

It was decided to raise the matter during the Congress.
i,

, v ,

I

The Chairman invited the delegates f:or a meeting in Stockholm in
i

!

August 1930. Th .,S,ta tutes said that: "Pl:enary sessi,ons of the

7

Committee must be held in connection wi~h each international
I

,

"

library Conference. Other sessions may b:e held at the call of the
,

:'"

I

Chairman and must be held when r7~ue~te1,bY one third of the
Committee".1)
I

"

Al though no decision was taken at ,th~~"sitage to meet annually, such
a pattern was clearly arising. This pattern would persist, although
<IIJ,

Ii

I do not think that any official decisio:n to this effect was ever

taken. For the moment it was only t~ankJ to the active President.
.
. . ,. " I
His acti vi ty has substantially influence'd the development of the
".

Federation in the early years.

1.

I

Second Plenary Session, Second Meeting, Florence, 25th June 1929.
This time the delegates met to disc J ss the Statutes for IFLA
drafted by Mr. Milam. After some discusJion
they were adopted.
,
They would be presented to the General ~ssembly of the Congress in
Venice. Other matters discussed were

th~

usefulness of continuing
'
the representation of each member-associia tion, the budget of the

,

Secretariat, and the way to calculate t~e contribution of each
country. (for Statutes, see Annex I.)

I

1) Statutes, see Annex I.

•
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C. First World Congress, Rome, Venice, Florence, 1929.
Although called a world congress, this first international meeting
during the existence of the International Library Committee was, as
1
had been reported in the Library Association Record ), 'not so much
an international conference, as a national conference with an
international character. The plenary meeting of the Committee in 1928
had given the push to the organization of this congress by choosing
the place and time and appointing Mr. Fago as chairman of the Local
Committee. The actual organization was left almost completely to
this Committee and the Government of Italy.
It is difficult to find much exact information on this Conference.
2
The complete proceedings were published in Italian ), but they were
never fully translated in any more commonly used language, as far as
I know. We therefore depend for our information on the resolutions
as discussed in further sessions of the International Library
Committee (1930 and following) and on the reports of some of the '
national representatives.

The representative for England gave an account of the Congress
in the Library Association Record of 1929, p. 180-182. Apart from
the fact that there were 18 sections and 140 papers, this report
does not provide us with much factual information on the actual
Congress. It does mention the change in the Statutes of the
International Committee, which we will discuss later.
The Dutch delegate, J.S. Theissen gave an extensive account of
the World Congress in Bibliotheekleven. 3 )
Mr. Theissen's report also begins with the change in Statutes,
recording them fully. Next followed a detailed account of the opening
session, the sections etc. The subjects to be discussed were divided
as follows:
A. Technical matters:
1. section for interna tional classification systems.

2. sec tion for international cataloguing rules.

3. sec tion for national bibliographies.
4. section for international bibliography and an in terna ti ona'l
1) see p. 11.
2) Primo Congresso Mondiale delle Biblioteche e di Bibliografia

Roma~

Venezia 15-30 Giugno, 1929; 6 vol. Roma, La Libreria dello Stato,

\/.,

1931-33·
3) HetWereldcongres der Bibliotheken in Italii, van 15-30 juni 1929.
P:';'h1..;,...+).,,:,,:,klpvp.n .TRarfl'~ ·14~-1q?qA n .. 222-2~7 . .
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bibliographical code.
5. section for the Italian book, jbibliography and libraries.

,

6. section for bookproduction an~ bibliofily.

,

7. section for library statistic$.
,

8. section for planning and building of libraries.
9. section for legal or

I

VOluntar~

deposit.

10. for international congresses and exchange of librarians
and library students.
B. Professional matter s .
1.section for by-laws and additional re Gulations to the
I
Edinburgh resolutions.
I,

,

2. matters concerning the profession and the associations.
C. International relations.

I

1. international relations between libraries.
I

2. section for relations between !national information centres
and bibliographical institutes.

.

3. section for the statistics of lbOOk production.
Altogether 179 papers were presented. For four da ys the various
sections met. Of course there was

I

alway~

more than one section-meeting

going on, and for each meeting there wefe too many papers to be read,

I

all taking far too long. So the delegates always had to choose, and
I

to miss some meetings. Usually the speakers would have to finish
speaking before they had finished' their l talk. Mr. Theissen rightly
concluded tha t the papers would only co~e i .n to their right and achieve
I
some effect after pUblication. Whether anybody ever sat down to read
them all is another matter.

I!

We wonder how the final conolusions i were really reached. Somehow
I

15 resolutions were formulated and agreed on during the plenary
session on June 29th in Venice.

I

Resolutions adopted by the 1st World Congress of Libraries and
Bibliogra phy in the plenary session of 2 9 th June in Venice.
1. That a new edition of the Bibliotheca Bibliographica should be
published.
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2. That IFLA should get into touch with th e I. C.I.C. and the
I.I.I.C. as soon as possible in order to esta blish an
international code for bibliographical abbreviations.

3. Tha t the In terna tional Commi t tee ,should make a l.o.s t of all the
or ganizations and institutes whidh deal with international
bi blio g raphy, and a lis t

0

f wha t Ithey do, and keep up to da te.
I

4. That the g overnments

should effe,ctively support th e

recommenda tions of the League of ;Na tions of 1928 concerning
the conservation of books and ma J uscripts.

5.

I

That the I.C.I.C. should study t j e possibilities of publishing
every y e ar a li s t of all

librari ~s

microphoto g raphy and projection.

possessing apparatus

for

I

6. That the Bureau of IFLA should s t udy means of organizing
exchange s and individual periods 10f practical work for librarians .
library-students and library

I

tea~hers;

that, in order to

I

reali ze the s e exchanges, the Bure,a u should con tac t the relevant
authorotie s and should approach the various national
or ganizations and the I.C.I.C.

I

a~d

the I.I.I.C. to try and

obtain funds or gifts; that the Bureau should prepare periodic
reports on th e exchange and

I

trai~eeshi~s

concerned.

7. That professional library school~ should be established where
they do not exist yet; that traiJing in such establishments
should become a prerequisite for

~ll

candidates for library

jobs, or that at l e a s t, if there lis no school, a traineeship
should be obligatory and sanctioded with a certificate; that
i

the diplomas 'of the library schodls should be offioially
recognized; that the experiment

~f,

the American Library

As sociation to create an internafional library school for pupils
from twenty-five countries,
extended.

"

ShOU~d

be continued and if possible,

I
I

8. Tha t the S ecretary of IFLA should make a list of the memberassocia tions wi th the na me, the ni'-me of the president and the
secretary, the address'and a lis ~ of their pUblications.
,

I

9. That, considering the great impor:tance of establishing a

"

,
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complete collection of the p Ublications of each country, for
the present and for the future, it is necessary that in each
country at least one library collects all books published there,
whether acquired by legal deposit or any other

~ethod

or

agreemen t.
10. That international loan between libraries should be effected
without intermediary and on a basis of reciprocity, whereby the
conditions attached should be standardized as much as possible.
11. That the I. C.I.C. should study the possible basis for an
agreement acceptable to all countries, also those which do not
adhere to the conventions of Brussels, in order to create
in each country an office charged with organizing and coordinating the international exchange of literary and scientific
publica tions.
12. That there should be a general arrangement for the exchange of
theses, whereby the universities should state a specialisation,
so as to limit the number of theses to be sent to each
uni versi ty.
13. That all publications, bought or received by libraries should be
free of custom duties.
14. That national bureaux should be created for bibliographical
information and orientation, in correlation with the
recommendations formulated in 1928 by the I.C.I.C. and in 1929
by the Committee of Library Experts in Paris.
15. That the national organizations concerned should standardize
the rules for statistics of printed matter and the Bureau of
IFLA should charge a special committee with the task of preparing
this normalisation.
In the closing session, on 30th June, one more resolution was added.
It was agreed to remind the Governments of the important cultural
role of libraries and to stress the desirability of libraries being
supported financially, just as much as education, not only as part
'

o f e d uca t lon.

1)

Mr. Theissen stressed in his report both the good and the bad

1) translation from the French, from Bibliotheekleven Jaarg . 14, p.
228-230 by author.
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sides of the Congress. On the negative side he regretted the bad
organization and the eXcessive number of thi~gs to discuss,· to do and
to see. The leadership lacked coordination. The president of IFLA
could only exercise an indirect influence on the running of the
Congress; the direct management came from the Italian Government,
which obviously could not quite cope. As a result nobody knew
exactly what was supposedto happen next or where he or she was
expected to be.
The enormous number of issues to discuss led to unpleasant haste.
There also was an enormous number of exhibitions to see, qui t,e apart
from the usual attractions of Rome and the other Italian cities.
However, the Dutch delegate also saw the good sides of the Congress.
He realized that the Conference was the result of a great deal of
work, study and experience, now put together in the 180 papers, for
the benefit of hundreds of librarians. Although nobody had really
had a chance to profit from this knowledge at the time, the result,
laid down in the eventual Proceedings, would be very instructive,
he hoped. The Resolutions formed a working programme for a long time
to come. The execution of all these useful intentions would
certainly be very beneficial for international cooperation and for
libraries at a national level. However, Mr. Theissen clearly said
"if they are executed". And this reservation is understandable,.
considering the management of the Congress and the great number of
diverse resolutions.

Mr. Theissen Came home with one clear conviction:

that the personal

contacts between librarians from allover the world made during the
'framework' of the Congress would contr~bute notably to the
international cooperation and the ease of traffic between the
libraries in the various countries. Thid he obviously saw as the
!

main result, or at least as the only

de~initive

result of the World

Congress in Italy. This was also the el~ment which was stressed
mainly by another delegate in a less

of~icial

1
account of the congress. )

He also regretted the too great number of issues to be discussed,
too many sections, too many things to d

I

and see. He also remarked

1) Stemmen des Tijds Jaarg •. 18, 1929, p. 497-506.
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that the countries' delegates tended to stick together rather too
much, there by limi ting their con tac ts wi th colleagues from other
countries. Perhaps this can be excused if we accept that good
national contacts are necessary before international contacts can
really work - but they did not need to go· to Italy for that.
Although Mr. Leendertz saw the contacts as an important element,
he thought that the relationships remained rather superficial. He
did not think that many librarians h~d really been helped by being
able to talk about the problems in their libraries at a deeper and
more useful level, as this did not seem to happen. He saw this as
one of the main reasons for the obvious disappointment of many
at tenden ts. He gave an in teres ting ex plana tion for this phenomenon.
According to him the discus s ing of purely technical matters would
never bring librarians to g ether as people, only as librarians. So
that a real contact would never be possible, unless also the
philosophy of librarianship would be discussed. This is an interesting
thought; this lack of real human contact could be the cause of many
problems in in terna tional organi za tions, may be.
The actual importance of the Cong ress for international
librarianship would be in the realization of the Resolutions. Of course,
these were in no way binding. It would be up to the national
associations to try and get the resolutions accepted and executed in
their own country, a s far as some of the 15 points were concerned.
For other points it wo·uld be up to the Bureau of IFLA or the I.C.I.C.
and the I.I.I.C. to do something or not. The future would have to
t e ll how committed the or ganizations concerned were.

Second Plenary S ession, Third Meeting, Venice, 29th June 1929.
Three sub-committes were formed at this meeting. Mr. Bishop
proposed the creation of a sub-committee to study the question of
the exchange of librarians. This was adopted, and Mr. Bishop himself
was ch.osen as the president of the committee.
The president

st~ted

that the International Library Committee

intended to form a number of sub-committees corresponding to some
of the sections of the Congress. The formation of a sub-committee
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for the statistics of pUblications was

roposed accordingly. This

was accepted. Also a sub-committee for

he training of librarians

was created. So altogether, the new

Fed~ration

now had 9 sub-

committees, one would have thought. However, there

.

was~o

further

!

mention of the six committes formed ln fome. These seem to have died
a quiet death. Somehow there must have been a feeling that the
Statutes and the change of name meant aifresh start, and that
anything the International Library and

ibliographical Committee

had done, did no longer count.
Some important things had been said and done at this second
session of the International Libraryanr Bibliographical Committee,
being the first plenary session of IFLAt The change in name reflected
not only the initial success of the Orgj'nization, but also showed
more clearly what kind of body this new1federation really was. The
organization had obviously already

foun~

expected at the time of its creation,

more response than had been

n~cessitating

a change in

,

name. This new name was also more appropriate, for what had been
founded now was not the active bureau ih Paris, initiating and
!

executing many useful and important tasks in the field of international
congresses (as was the ideal of Mr. Hen~iot).
The new body was a
,
rather loosely organized federation of associations, with a President
in Stockholm and a Secretary in Geneva, and a little money, but
no permanent office, and no guarantees for any kind of permanence.
We saw that a great part of Mr. Godet's proposals were discussed,
without this leading to any relevant decisions. Hopefully his
useful proposals for the procedure of congresses would be kept in
mind all

thesame.~Obviously

they came too.late for the Italian

congress. This first congress could certainly have profited from
a better selection of issues and papers. His idea to take one single
main issue for each congress was very sensible and has certainly
influenced the organization of the later congresses.
That money would become necessary for the well functioning of the
new organization, could. have been expected - as Mr. Henriot did.
A subscription was the obvious solution.
The three sub-committees formed constitute perhaps an odd selection

.I
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of library issues. They were the result of the Italian conference,
yet this congress might concievably have resulted in various other
sub-committees. The choice probabaly reflected the particular
interest of the people who suggested their creation, ana who were
all three entrusted with the presidency of the respective committee.
In fact this was a very good reason for forming these particular
committees rather than any other sub-committees, since the interest
and enthusiasm of the chairman was to be a vital element in the
activities of the committees.
All together it was an important session. IFLA had been created
with its present name and in its present form. Some organizational
problems had been solved, The -international congress had presented
the new federation with a working programme for the years to come
and the first sub-committees had been formed. So work could begin.

D. Follow-up of the Congress. 1930 - 1934.
In the first years after the Ital-i an World Congress, IFLA

•i

slowly grew and developed a way of being and working, largely
decided by, on the one hand a small group of active supporters,
and on the other hand the material that had been given by the
Congress. Out of this combination of people and matter an organization
grew which would prove to be quite viable.
The

first~lenary

session after the Conference was held in

Stockholm, in August 1930. The meeting followed the following
agenda: -opening by the President
-report of the Secretary
-discussion of a section of the Statutes
-discussion of the resolutions of the Congress and the
follow-up
-reports - and discussion of the Sub--commi ttees
-reports from other organizations
-discussion on the next session and the next Congress
-national reports
Broadly speaking this would be the agenda of all plenary sessions

,•
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for the years to come. The discussion on the resolutions and the
follow-up would slowly disappear from the agenda, as decisions or ,
the execution of the resolutions, or the creation of a sub-committee
would end the discussion of a particular issue. The list of subcommittees

~ rew

slowly accordingly, either as the result of a

Congress-issue, or resulting from the su g gestion of a member. Until
a new Congress was prepared and the cycle could start afresh.
In view of this movement from one Congress to the next, which was
realized as originally planned up to the Second World War, I think
it would be be s t to consider the years

be~ween

the first and the

second Conference as a whole. I propose to take each item

and

follow its course of development through the years, hoping that
this will give a clear picture of the growth of the organization.
a. The Bureau.
For the first two years after the Congress, the Executive
Commi ttee remainep. the sa,m e. However th~ Statutes said that the
[

officers of the Committee should be elected "for a term to expire

•

I

not la ter than twelve mon ths after the close of each Con g ress".
So at the end on the 193 1 Plenary sessiJn a new Bureau

w~s

elected.

Mr. Bishop became the ' new President. Mr.1 Godet and Mr. Esdaile
were elected vice-presidents. It was pr9posed to add three honorary
vice-presidents, because oJ the ever

I

wi~ening

field of work, and

because this would allow more countries ito be represented in the
Bureau. Such representation was felt to ibe a need in order to
maintain a close contact with the membe 1 associations. There were
no le gal obstacles to this sugg estion in the Statutes. It was
I

accepted unanimously and Mr. Krus s , Mr. iLeicht and Mr. Lemai:tre
I

were elected honorary vice-presidents.

.

~ir.

!

Sevensma remained

General Secretary. These officers remai ~ ed in function till after
j

the second Congress, although Mr.

BiShO~

could not always fulfill

his obligations as president because Ofj hiS own workload

and the

problems of travelling to Europe. So Mr. Godet replaced him as a
chairman of the plenary sessions both i
Madrid (1 934).

Avignon (1933) and in
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b. Presidential speech.
Mr. Collijn's opening words in 1930 only fulfilled the function
of starting the meeting. In 1931 he elaborated slightly more. He
commented on the contemporary political and economic acene, which
could but influence the life of librarians: "Unfortunately, clouds
have gathered at the political and economic horizon of the world
since our last meeting, and due to this our present session is not
so well attended as our previous meetings in Rome and

Stockholm~.1)

Yet most of his speech was taken up by the mentioning of a few
achievements of the past year. Mr. Bishop's speech in 1932 also
dwelt on these two aspects: the achievements and major OCcurences
in the world of librarianship, and the by then even more
f~nancial

obvi~us

crisis in the world at large. In his faith and hope for

the future of IFLA he spoke some almost profetic words:
"All international projects must of necessity move rather
slowly. Patience is a virtue which we must all not only
' cultivat~

but make part of our very lives, if we are to

achieve international understanding and co-operation in the
field of l;i.brarianship".2)
These words would be remembered and subscribed many times in the
years to coWe. On the difficulties of libraries in the financial
crisis, and the role of IFLA in a time when it could by force do
so little, he said:
"1 take it that you will agree with me that our chief
duty in these days is to hold our organization intact,
ready for prompt service and development when a happier
day shall dawn. The promotion of good feeling and mutual
'
,
t an t , ••• ,,3)
un d ers t an d 1ng"
was never more l.mpor

Mr. Bishop repeated this faith in IFLA's task at the Chicago
meeting of 1933:
"Our task as a Committee in this world-crisis is clear.
11e must keep our organization alive and vigorous, ready to
'

,

,,4)

go forward at the f 1rat opportun1ty •

His speech was repeated by Mr. Godet at the Avignon meeting of the

---------1 ) Ac tes, Vol. III, p. 6.

2)

Ac tes, Vol. IV, p. 7.

3) Actes, Vol. IV, p. 9.

4) Ac tes, Vol. V, p. 19.
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I

same year, for the benefit of those representatives who had been
I

unable to come to Chicago. He concludedl' bY stating his belief that
in establishing personal relations betw en many librarians from
allover the world, in treating matters l of general inteTest, in
coordinating efforts and in being the authorized interpreters of
wishes and demands, the Committee had already
rendered great
r
I

services, and should continue on this way.
Mr. Godet chaired the meeting again ! in 1934, as Mr. Bishop had
I

been unable to cross the ocean in time for the plenary session. The
I

opening speech mainly concentrated on the achievements of the past
year, particularly on various importantlbooks published in the
I

field of librarianship. He thereby no doubt
fulfilled an important
,
I

function, passing on professional information to the various
I

national delegates. Hopefully this knowiedge was passed on again
I

to the member-associations and used whete necessary.
I

Altogether the opening speeches of this first period of IFLA
I

did li ttle' more than pJ,easantly starting the plenary session by
commenting on some of the achievements in the world of librarianship
and the world at large. It was not tillilater that more fundamental
problems were put forward for consideration in the presidential
speeches.

c. Secretary's report.

Mr. Sevensma was the General Secretary all through these and
I

many following years. His report followed a set pattern, starting
with the state of the membership and finishing with a survey of
the financial situation of the Federation. In 1930 twenty-four
associations belonged to IFLA, representing twenty countries. By
1932 there were twenty-seven members from 22 different countries;
~y

1933, twenty-eight, and in 1934 the Federation counted no less

than thirty-two members from twenty-four countries. The plenary
sessions were usually attended by ca. 25 delegates from member
associations and by one or more representatives of the League of
Nations and the I.I.I.C.
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Next the report would mention the publication of the 'Actes'
of the last session. Volumes I and II were published in Uppsala
in 1930-31. Vol. III was published in Geneva in 1931 and Vol. IV
was published in The Hague in 1932. From then on it· was decided
to ask Nijhoff Publishers in T~e Hague to do the printing and
selling. In 193 1f Mr. Godet was glad to be able to report that the
Actes were selling better under the direction of Nijhoff. The
selling actually began to help the financial situation of the
Federation. This was a very welcome development both for financial
reasons and for reasons of publicity. The 'Actes' were very
important to the Federation as they were the only regular form
of communication and publicity for many years, up to the
nineteen-fifties. We may doubt whether they were very effective
as such, but their selling was nontheless a reason for rejoicing.
The secretary's report always mentioned the various items
distributed by the Bureau (i.e. by Mr. Sevensma) to the member
associations

durin~

the year. Such items were usually somehow the

result of the last session. For example in 1929-30 the Bureau
had distributed the draft of the Statutes o~ IFLA and, after
approval, the Statutes in printed form. Also the projects for a
system for an International code for Bibliographical abbreviations
had been sent, as the result of one of the resolutions of Rome •
.

--

\

A "Guide to the National Information services, loan systems and
in terna tional Exchange" had been elaborated by the I. 1. I.C. and
published in collaboration with IFLA. This had also been distributed
to the member associations. Also a questionnaire asking for factual
information, for a membershiplist. This list of all the items
distributed in the year after the first Congress, shows us quite
clearly the vital importance of the Secretary and his inspiring
enthusiasm in these early years.
In 1930-31 the resolutions of the League of Nations Committee
of Expe ·r t Librarians on the preserva tion of manuscripts and
printed matter were forwarded to the members, drawing their special
attention to these resolutions. The members were also consulted on
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the general utility of t he list of nota le books published by the

1. I. I.C. and the answers were passed on! to the Ins ti tu te.
In 1931-32 the members again received quite a number of items

.

.

I

from the IFLA Bureau: a report composedl by the special'committee
of the Library Association on the durability of paper; reports
by Mr. Godet and Mr. Feldkamp on legal

~eposit;

a copy of the

International Code for the abbreviation l of periodical titles; a
provisional edition of the list of memb~r-associations of IFLA;
Mr. Bishop's 'International Loans

betwe ~ n
,

libraries - a report on

American and Canadian experience', with i a request to make similar
I

reports on the experience with international loans in other countries;
and the outline of a form for international library statistics,
prepared by Mr. Leyh.
In 1932-33 a request was sent to all members to compose
statistics on international loans and send these to the Secretariat.
The answers would serve as a basis for discussion at the coming

,

Congress. ·At the request of the I.I.I.C. members had been asked
to give information on the rules for alphabetical library indexes
for names in the various countries, A copy of the results was
sent to the I.I.I.C.
From this list of items distributed it is again clear how
important the Secretariat was. Without the secretary very little
would have happened at all, I think.
Mr. Sevensma's report would also mention the various functions
attended by members of the Bureau and the contacts with other
organizations. There usually had been some communication with the
Committee of Library Experts in Paris and with the Committee on
Science and Bibliography of the I.C.I.C. In 1933 Mr. Sevensma was
happy to report that the I.I.I.C. had stated its readiness to
cooperate with. IFLA by collaborating tbrough the League of Nations
to influence governments to execute IFLA's resolutions. This could
be very helpful, since the Federation had no real power at all to
support its recommendations.
The secretary's report closed with the financial survey. In 1933
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the IFLA budget showed a deficit for the first time, but this could
be met from the savings. The next year the better selling of the
Actes helped the situation, so that the finance was no great cause
for worry in those ,early years.

,

Before passing on to the next item on the Agenda of the
plenary sessions, we should mention the discussion on section 3 of
the Statutes, at the 1930 meeting. The question was whether
associations of bibli~philes would be able to join the Federation.
They usually had a lot of money! But if they Were allowed to join,
then why not allow associations of adult education and similar
organiza tions? ,The final answer was no. Associa tions 'with allied
interests' would only be allowed 'by vote of the Committee'. This
would remain so until the change in Statutes in 1952.

d. Discussion of the Resolutions of the Congress.

1. That a new edition of the Bibliotheca Bibliographica should be
,
1)
published. ,
In 1930 Mr. Severisma reported that, for the time being, it had
been

decide~

to publish a new edition of the Index Bibliographicus

instead, under the auspices of the I.I.I.C. This was indeed
2
published in 1931, edited by Mr. Godet with the help of J. Vortius. )
At the 1931 m~et~ng mr. Cowley presented a preliminary outline of
an International Manual of Subject Bibliographies, by W. Grundtvig.
Dr. J. Vortius would be co-editor. It was to be a universal manual
of retrospective subject bibliographies and would be a kind of
substitute for the Bibliotheca Bibliographica. Mr. Cowley asked for
recommendations and support. The Committee recognized the usefulness
of this project and decided to inform Hr. Grundtvig that the members
agreed to support his undertaking. This pUblication was not finished
within the period which we are dealing with at the moment.
2. International code for bibliographical abbreviations.
A committee under the auspices of the I.I.I.C. had composed a
system of abbreviations. This was published in 1931, andw6s
distributed to the member associations. A Supplement was published

1) For the full texts of the resolutions, see p. 22-24.

2)

Index Bibliographicus catalogue international des bibliographies
courantes. 2e ed. par Marcel Godet + Joris Vortius. Berlin-Leipzig
1931.
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in 1932,

3. A list

co~ering

the Slavonic languages.

of all the organizations and institutes which deal with

international bibliography.
At the 1930 session it was decided to send out a

ci~cular

asking

the associations for the details needed. This obviously did not
have the effect desired, for in 1931 it was decided that Mr. Vincent
should approach the In terna tiona·l Insti tute of 8i bliography in
Brussels for any information they might be able to give. IFLA would
then publish a list, with the help of Mr. Vincent. In 1932 it was
reported that the IFLA Bureau was still collecting information.
This is the last we hear of the planned list. It seems likely that
the project was never finished. However, in 1933 the I.I.I.C.
published the second edition of their "Guide to National Information
Services, Loans Systems and International Exchanges". This
publication probably reasonally covered the field of the unfinished
project.

4. Recommendations concerning the conservation of books and
manuscripts.

At the 1930 plenary

ses~ion

it was decided to ask the Secretary

to send a circular letter to library associations drawing their
attention to the recomm~ndations made by the League of Nations in

1928. This was indeed done by the Secretary, as was mentioned in
his 1931 report. The letter contained a copy of the resolutions.
A report to be published by the United States Bureau of Standards
on some experiments on the comparative durability of paper, and a
paper to be issued by a Committee of the British Library Association,
would also be sent to the member associations. The second report at
least was distributed, as was mentioned in the Secretary's report
of 1932.
These reports were not mentioned again. However, a closely
copnec ted problem was raised in .1933 by Mr. Bmler, who drew the
attention to the problem of secu~ity of libraries in times of war.
A resolution was accepted by the Committee to the effect that
librarians and others should raise their voice to ensure that
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archives, libraries and museums would be protected against all
eventualities. The I.I.I.C. would seem the most suitable body to
study the measures to be taken and to press governments to execute
such measures. Presumably the I.I.I.C. was informed of,this
resolution. However I do not know whether they ever acted along
these lines.
Later on the subject of preservation would be raised again and
would form the object of a sub-committee.
5. List of libraries possessing apparature for microphotography
and projection.
This problem was being discussed by the Sub-Committee of Science
and Bibliography of the I.C.I.C. The information could partially
be found in the "Guide to National Information Services, Loan Systems
and Interna tional Exchanges". IFLA obviously reckoned that they
could not improve on this. The resolution really asked that the
I.C.I.C. should provide such a list. However it is quite possible
that the people present at the Rome Congress had not been 'aware of
the plans for the "Guide".

6. Means of organizing exchanges, traineeships etc.; funds; periodic
reports.
We may remember that six sub-committees were formed at the first
plenary session in Rome in 1928. One of these was the sub-committee
on international scholarships, fellowships and exchange of librarians
and assistants. We also saw t hat three sub-committees were installed
in Rome in 1929, disregarding the earlier committees. Mr. Bishop
himself

suggest~d

the creation of a sub-committee to study the

question of the exchange of librarians, and consequently he was
chosen as the President of this re-established committee. It was
this committee which was entrusted with the execution of the sixth

Rome resolution. For the 1930 session the president had made a
report on a number of exchanges. There is no mention of any
particular effort being made to meet the wishes expressed at the
Congress in relation to, studying the means of organizing exchanges,
contacting authorities and obtaining funds. The action was limited
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to reporting on and thereby making known to others, any existing
exchange-relationships. However, the Secretary did state his
willingness to act as intermediary if any associations wished to

\

try and establish an exchange.

,

I will discuss the further development of this sub-committee
together with the other sub-committees.
7. Library schools; obligatory traineeships; recognized diploma's;
American international library school in Paris.
At the 1930 plenary session, Mr. Sevensma suggested that it would
be useful to start by asking the various countries for information
on the present situation as to library training. This seemed a
useful suggestion.
Professional training was again one of the problems that had
been recognized early,in the life of IFLA. A Committee on the
education for librarianship under the chairmanship of Mr. Henriot,
was another of the six committees formed in 1928. In 1929 a
\

sub-commiftee for the training of librarians was created again,
again with Mr. Henriot as chairman. Mr. Bergmans, Esdaile and Milam
became members.
So it won't surprise us that it was Mr. Henriot who came with
a suggestion in relation to the professional training, at the 1930
plenary session. His proposal and the further developments will be
discussed in our survey of the sUb-committees.

8. List of the member-associations.
The Secretary reported in his 1930 report that a questionnaire
had already been sent to all the member-associations to ask for
details in order to enable the Bureau to compose a List of Members.
This list of members of IFLA, with details on each association was
indeed published in 1930-)1. A provisional updated edition was
circulated in 1931-32. At the 1934 session the Secretary reported
that

50

many requests for the List of members had reached him that

a new, updated edition would soon be needed. As could be expected
this process of updating and re-editing the Members' List would
go on and on all through the years of the development and growth
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of the Federation, and has never reallY , stopped.
9. One library collecting all national publications.
Before anything could be done in th~s field, it was necessary
to investigate the situation of legal d~posit in each oountry, at
that moment. First of all it WaS decided to distribute the texts
of the communications on the subject delivered by Mr. Godet and
Mr. Feldkamp at the Rome Congress. These texts were in fact not
distributed till 1931-32, as was reported by the Secretary. However
this is the last we hear of this matter in the years up to the
next Congress.
10. International Loan.
This was recognized as an important matter. It , was decided already
in 1930, that this would make a good subject for the next Congress:
international loan in all its aspects. At the third meeting of the

-

1930 plenary session Mr. Godet presented a communication on
international loan and postal charges. A resolution was adopted to
the effect that the directors of libraries should do everything
possible to acquire the adhesion of their country to the Postal
Convention of London 1929, of which article 33 allowed a reduction
of 50% bn the postal charge for p rinted matter. This riduction had
'
30 countrles
,
alrea d y b een accepte d ln
• .1)
At the meeting of 1931 Mr. Bishop had taken the initiative on
this subject by presen~ing a report on international loans, based
on American and Canadian experience. There followed a discussion on
the problems of cus toms and pos tal charges. I t· was dec ided tha t the
Bureau should contact the Postal Union on this matter. Also each
country was asked to compose a report on the situation in their
country, similar to Mr. Bishop's report, and to send this to the
Secretary. One of the main issues was the question of payment:
who should pay the postal charges, the library which had requested
the loan, or the lending library.
The next year the Secretary reported the distribution to members
of Mr. Bishop's report on international loans. He also mentioned
having received similar reports from a number of other oountries_
1) Text of article

33: see Actes, Vol. II, p. 55-56.
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That year international loans were mentioned again a couple of
times. In the contexi of library statistics, Mr. Godet proposed
that the Bureau should make statistics on international loans,
based on the figures for 1931 and 1932. These should be' ready and
printed in time to be studied before the next Congress. At the
end of the plenary session such a resolution was indeed adopted:
"The International Library Commi ttee decides to make
statistics of international loans, based on the results of
the years 1931 and 1932. These statistics will be finished
and printe~ in time to be studied before the international
congress of 1934, for which international loans will be the
main theme" .,1)
Mr. Collijn distributed a brochure called "Loans of books and
manuscripts betwee,n libraries of Sweden and foreign countries" by
M.E. Sundstrom.
In 1933 Mr. Sevensma was happy to report having received many
reactions to the request for statistics on international loans.
These would serve as a basis for discussion at the next Congress.
Mr. Lomer was reported to be preparing a study on the subject of
international loans for the congress.
At the 1934 plenary session the programme for the Congress was
discussed. It was desided to devote the meeting of the Section
'study libraries' to international loans mainly, and to spend one
whole plenary session discussing this issue. So the subject was
certain to get a great deal of attention.
11. In each country an office charged with organizing and coordinating
the international exchange of pUblications.
Mr. Sevensma reported that this subject had been discussed by
the Library Experts of the I.I.I.C. and by the Sub-Committee on
Science and Bibliography. This had resulted in the following
resolution of the Sub-Committee:
"Considering that in spi te of the exis ting in terna tional
accords, and the efforts made in ,the last few years, the
international exchanges still don't work satisfactorally
1) Actes, Vol. IV, p. 47.

I
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in a number of countries, the sub-committee recommends
that
the I.C.I.C. should remind the various governments of the
importance of

,

a) publishing periodically a list of their official publications,
including those of scientific and other government
insti tutions.

b) or ganizing in each country a central service responsible
for the distribution and quick despatch of these publications,
and of supplying this service with the necessary money.

c) facilitating as much as possible the already existing
exchanges between learned Societies.,,1)
~Ihether

the I.C.I.C. did actually ask the governments to pay attention

to these matters, and whether the respective g overnments took any
notice, we are not told. As far as we can see from the 'Actes' the
subject was not raised again the next few years, within IFLA.

12. Exchange of the6es.
At the 1930 plenary session it was decided to form a sub-committee,
consisting of Mr. Emler, Mr. Fick, Mr. Grape, Mr. Lemaitre, Mr.
Sevensma and Mr. Theissen, to deal with this question. We will
discuss this sub-committee together with the other committees.

13. That all publications should be free of custom duties.
After some discussion at the 1930 plenary session, it was
decided that the Secretary should' collect detailed informat~on on
cases where the existing rules were not adhered to. If necessary
the Secretary should approach the authorities concerned. with this
decision the matter was considered closed. Unfortunately, I don't
know whether Mr. Sevensma was ever actually asked to intervene in
such !llatters.

14. National Bureaux for bibliographical information and orientation.
The matter has been discussed by the Library Experts of the
I.I.I.C. The "Guide to International information Services" prepared
by the I.I.I.C. and published in collaboration with IFLA, was the

1) Actes, Vol. II, p. 15 (translation from the French, by the author).
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result. Herewith the matter was regarded as dealt with.
14. Unification of rules for the statistics of publications.
We saw tha t Mr. Muszkowski proposed the forming of a subcommittee on the statistics of publications, in

1929. this was

accepted and he himself was appointed chairman. The execution of
this resolution was of course left to this sub-committee.

Resuming, we can conclude that the Resolutions of Rome resulted
in a number of publications, such as a system of abbreviations, a
"Guide to Na tional Informa tion Services!, Loans Sys tems, and

,

International Exchanges", and a list of the Member-Associations.
Of these. the firs t two were published bJ the
I

r. r. r. C.

Three problems were taken up by sub-committees.
For one or two
,
matters we cannot be sure that anything i really happened about them
a tall.

e. Sub-committees.
I. Sub-committee on the exchange of lib~arians.
For the

1930 meeting the President ~ad
made a report on some
,,

exchanges effected during the year, as we mentioned above. In the
!

same way the sub-committee presented reports
in the following years,
,
functioning as a clearing house for info:rmatiorj on existing exchange

r

relationships. However we never get the l impression that the
Committee did any constructive work in this field itself.
Surprisingly this sub-committee did not]present any report at all
in

1933 and 193 1f. It is not clear why

t~is

happened, although it

is of course reasonable to suppose thatlthe economic situation in the
!

world no longer allowed such luxuries. The issue would return later
I

on.

I

II. Sub-committee on professional training.
At the

,
1930 plenary session a proposition of Mr. Henriot was

.
i
presented concerning the formation of a "Ins ti tu t In terna tional des
I'

Bibliothficaire~ll.

This institute should be a school for further
I
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education for librarians from various countries.
According to the proposition, the teaching should be done by
librarians or international specialists. Studen t s should be coming
from anywhere in the world. 'rhere should be a wide currlculum,
taught during eight months' courses. The school should be under the
control and the direction of the League of Nations. Also, Mr. Henriot
wo~ld

like to see six months' summer courses.

This proposition was studied and finally it was decided that the
Committee favoured the plans and would support them.
In the mean time a summer course would be organized. as Boon as
possible, in the premises of the library of the League of Nations
in Geneva. The course would last at most fifty days and would be
free of charge. The General Secretary was to be responsible for the
organization.

At the 1931 session the sub-committee presented no report.
In 1932 it was· reported that Mr. Henriot had resigned as chairman.
This probably explaines the absence of a report in 1931. A new
chairman would be appointed, but as this had not happened yet,
there was no report in 1932, either. This gives us the impression
that the chairman was the vital figure in the committees. Without
him, nothing happened. The annual reports were usually his work
only. We will see whether this impression is confirmed. But the
issue was not completely dropped. In 1932 Mr. Godet did report that
the summer courses at the

~ibrary

of the League of Nations had

not been realized yet. He sug g ested that the Federation should ask
its members to examine the possibilities of instituting in their
countries diplomas of aptitude, of fixing the conditions for
obtaining such diplomas and of establishing examination s . Of course
diplomas already existed in some countries. The committee welcomed
Mr. Godet's suggestion.
Mr. Godet als o proposed a resolution. Because there were in many
countries no regulations on the employment and status of librarians
and library personnel, or at least no official regulations covering
all concerned, and in view of the importance of such measures for
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the professional status, Mr. Godet recommended that member-associations
should examine the possibility of supplementing the official action
by instituting their own aptitude-diplomas, by fixing the conditions
for obtaining such diplomas and by instituting examinations.
This suggestion was accepted as a resolution. The ideas expressed
here by f;r. Gode t were of course no t qui te new, but he had righ tly
refreshed the memories of the member-associations. They were
certainly the best agents to achieve anything in this field in their
own countries.

In 1933 we hear that the matter had been taken up by the I.C.I.C.
The Library Experts of this Committee had asked the I.I.I.C. to
undertake an enquiry on the professional training of librarians, as
this matter had so far not been studied to any great extent in the
international sense. The I.I.I.C. addressed to the different
library Associations a questionnaire inviting them to furnish
particulars concerning the various grades of librarians, the exis t ence
of training schools, or special courses for librarians, the
conditions of admission, programmes of study, the types of diplomas
awarded, the status of librarians, etc. By the 1933 meeting about
20 answers had been received, which showed the great variety of
provisions in the various countries, In 193~ the delegate of the
I.I.I.C. reported that more answers had been received and that the
result and conclusions and recommendations would be published in a
report.
Nothing was heard from the committee in 1933 or 1934. However, this
issue, like the last one, would remain an object of study.
III. Sub-committee on Public Libraries.
This sub-committee was the result

i
ot

a motion passed at one of

the library sessions of the Cambridge Conference of the World
I
Association for Adult Education.
The mo~ion
asked the chairman to
,
i
request the President of the IFLA to
libraries, to assure to librarians

ap~oint

pres~nt

a Committee on public

in Cambridge and their

colleagues further opportunity for discussion of public library
questions at international meetings.
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Such a committee was apparently formed, with Mr. Milam as president.
In his report he expressed the feeling

mong public librarians that

their affairs had been rather neglected l atthe Italian Congress. He
also offered tvlO recommendations:

I

'

"1. That committees of IFLA be e\lcouraged to give adequate
consideration to the public ~ibrary aspects of the
subjects with which they deal.
2. That in planning future

I

libr~ry

congresses the International

Library Committee a) provide opportunity for the discussion
of public library problems, and b) state in its
announcements that the Congress is for library workers
from all kinds of libraries and library agenCies.,,1)
The report also contained a statement from Miss Demchevsky proposing
the creation of an International Lending Library and Information
Bureau for Librarians. It would e.g. assemble publications about
libraries from all countries, issue catalogues of all such publications,
give advisory assistance on library problems etc.
The recommendations were approved, although Mr. Collijn did not think
the public librarians' complains about the Congress wholly
justified. Mr. Sevensma stated his readiness to centralise literature
in Geneva . in order to establish the beginning of a bibliographical
centre according to Miss Demchevski's proposal.
In 193 1, Mr. Godet reported that the International Labour Office
had approached the I.I.I.C. about means of using the public libraries
in solving the problem of the leisure time of workers. At the
request of the · Institut, the Bureau of IFLA had prepared a preliminary
report on the matter. The Committee of Library Experts had also
studied the issue. Mr. Lemaitre would be charged with editing the
final report to be sent to the Labour Office. The Bureau decided to
ask I.I.I.C. for copies of this report to be distributed to the
IFLA members.
This report· >tas in fact presented by Mr. Lemaitre at the 1932
meeting. Among the conclusions, the report stressed the importance
of public libraries being run by trained librarians. Mr. Schuster
1) Actes, Vol. II, p. 44.

J
I

-,
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stressed the tw o-fold task of entertaining and educating.
In 193 3 Mr. Milam presented his report, both in Chica g o and in
Avi g non, among o ther things suggesting some topics which might be
discussed at further meetings. At Avignon he expressed'the following
wishes:
"1) That National Library Associations whioh represent the
public or popular library movement and which are not now
me mb e rs, be invited to join the IFLA.
2) That s ubjects of special interest to public libr a rians
be placed on the agenda of future meetings of the
International Library Committe e and of the Federation.
3) That the officers of the Federation endeavour to place
on each sub-committee librarians competent to r e present
the different kinds of libraries which have a n interest
in the subject ":ssigned t o that committee.".1)
These wishes were adopted by the Committee. Mr. Milam also drew the
attention to the publication "Popular libraries of the World", issued
by the. A.L.A.
Surprisingly, the sub-committee on public libraries presented
no report at the 1934 meeting. However, they wer e not being forgotten.
Public libraries were mentioned a s one of the seven Sections, in the
programme for the 1935 Congress. In the discussion on this programme
it was once again stressed that the public libraries should get the
right amount of attention, to make sure that they would not feel
left out, like in Italy. So, in this respect the sub.committee on
public libraries had achiev e d its purpose in these years between the
first and the second Con gress by e ns u ring attention for their
problems.
IV. S ub-committee on the exchang e of the ses .
We saw that this s ub-committee was formed in 19 30. In 1931 the
Secretary reported having received nume rous reports on the problems
connected with the exchange of university theses. All reports would
be forwarded to Mr. Emler, who would make a general Report. Franc e
1) Actes, Vol. V, p. 8 4- 8 5.
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and Germany signed a convention on the subject in 1925. It was
decided that it would be useful to try and obtain the text of this
agreement, which was working very well.
Mr. Emler did prepare a report, which was presentea by Mr.
Sevensma at the 1932 meeting. It suggested, among other things,
to send out a questionnaire, asking university libraries to state
their particular field of interest. This information would be
needed to decide which libraries would get which dissertations.
Only the most important

un~versity

libraries could receive all theses.

Others would only get a selection accorfing to their interest. 'I'he
Secretariat was to prepare this

questio~naire.

proposed that each country should

publi~h
,

Mr. Emler also

a yearly list of its theses

published, and that each country should'designate one library to
deal with the exchanges.
In Avignon, Mr. Emle~ reported that he had no definite propositions,
I

as yet. One of his main problems was that theses were published in

.

I

widely differing . forms in the various countries. Mr. Sevensma stated
I

that he had not been able to get hold of the text of the FrenchGerman agreement.

I

i

At the 1934 meeting Mr. Lemaitre's ~eport
was read, which
,
stressed the importance . of agreements between particular countries,
as compar.ed to international agreements l The report was followed by

,

a discussion on the problems of theses published in periodicals or
,

series, and on the relative value of theses in different countries
I

and in different subject fields. No conclusions were reached. Mr.

I

1)

Breycha-Vauthier read the text of the French-German agreement.
.
I
Although the search for a good inte~national arrangement for the
I
exchange of theses continues, the general conclusion of these first
i

years seems to be that agreements between two particular countries
are far more likely to be effective.

i:
,

V. Sub-commi ttee on the sta tis tics ofp~blica tions.

!

This sub-committee was formed in 1929 , .at the suggestion of
Mr. Muszkowski. It was charged with the execution of the . fifteenth
resolution of Ro me. At the 1930 meeting it wa s decided that the
1) Actes, Vol. VI, p. 59: analysis of the Accord.

I
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sub-committee should study the proposals made in this field by the
committees of the I.I.I.C. and work towards the adoption of a unified
method in all countries. The lack of standardization was recognized
as the most important problem in this field.
Although the sub-committee did not meet during the year,
Mr. Muszkowski presented a detailed report in 1931. He suggested
statistical data collecting according to the following fifteen
categories:
1. Categories of material (decimal classification)
2. Number of books published: a) in the country, b) abroad.
3. Number of pamphlets.
4. Number of periodical pUblications: a) daily, b) weekly, c) more
than weekly - monthly, d) more than monthly - three monthly,
e) others. '

5. Total number

of works printed: a) in the language of the country,

b) in other languages.

6. Number of translations published in the country.
7. Number of copies issued.

8. Off-prints of articles.
9. First editions, re-editions, and new imprints.
10. Categories of publishers (State, printing houses, etc.).
11. Places of printing.
12. Places of publication.
13. Publications not entered in the bibliography (catalogues, yearbooks,
leafle t) •
14. and 15. Works published abroad in the language of the author or
1
in the language of the respective country. and their translations. )
The discussion stresses again the absolute necessity of finding a
unified basis for such statistiCS, but of course no immediate
conclusions were reached on ,Mr. Muszkowski's report.
For the 1932 meeting. Mr. Muszkowski

prep~red

another report

commenting a~d enlarging on his 15 categories. The discussion which
followed stressed the need of obtaining the cooperation of not only
librarians, but also publishers and booksellers. The sub-oommittee
1) Actas, Vol. III, p. 14 (translation from the French by the author).
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was enlarged with Mr. Godet, Mr. Sevensma and Mr. Uhlendahl. No
conclusions were reached at this session.
By 1933, the report had reached its final shape. It was decided that
the collaboration of booksellers and publishers was

no~

absolutely

essential for any further developments. It was suggested that Mr.
Sevensma and Mr. Muszkowski should represent IFLA at the next
International Congress of Publishers. At the meeting in Avignon it
was again stressed that the cooperation of other bodies was now
necessary, because the compilation of the actual statistics would
have to be done by the authori ties which had been doing the statistics
up to then, i.e. the associations of Publishers or the Statistical
Offices. Since Chicago, Hr. Sevensma had contac t ed the International
Associations of Publishers, and he would prepare a report on this,
with the help of Mr. Muszkowski.
In 1934 it was reported that the next international Congress of
Publi s h~rs would be held in London in 1936, but that no outside

vi s itors would be allowed to attend. It was therefore decided to ask
a publisher or the representative of a publishers' association to
represent IFLA at the Congress and to voice IFLA's proposals.
Alltogether we can say that thanks to the hard work of Mr. Muszkowski
this sub-committee produced a good report and made some progress
towards realization, d uring those first years. However, it is clear
that this was mainly the work of one man, with the help of Mr.
Sevensma. It can hardly be called the achievement of a committee.
Hr. Muszkowski himself stressed this problem, in 1933, by oexpressing
the wish to see periodio meetings of the s ub-committee. However, the
discussion on this matter showed the practica l objections to this,
especially the financial problems involved. We will discuss this
problem of the working of the sub-committees omore extensively later on.
VI. Sub-committee on Library-statistics.
During the discussion on the statistics of publications, at the
1930 meeting, it was suggested to form a separate sub-committee for
the statistics of libraries. Mr. Leyh was asked to be chairman. He
presented his first provisional report in 1931. He had contacted
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a number of specialists, but he had not received many useful answers
as yet. Mr. Lemaitre presented the rule

used in France. He was

asked to contact Mr. Leyh on this, who

ould continue his study of

the matter.
In 1932

Mr. Leyh presented his pro osed outline for an international

statistic of libraries. His outline aim d at obtaining only the
minimal information needed for an effec ive international comparison.
For his work he had received the help 0

Mr. Lemaitre. The following

categories were proposed:
1) Manu cripts, 2) incunabula, 3)

A. Stock:

printed books (metres of shelves).
1) purc -ase, 2) exchange, 3) statutory

B. Increase:

'd epOSit! 4) gifts, 5)
increas
C. Use in the building

total, 6)

in metres shelves.

1) hour J of opening, 2) number of

(reading'room):

readers j (Ca'rdS of admission) ,3) number
of read rs (visitors), 4) number of

I

books delivered on call-slips (printed),
5) numbei r of mss. delivered on callslips.

I

1) number of borrowers, 2) number of

D. Local circulation:

books lent (vols.).
E. Circulation outside the town:a) books lent:
1) number of borrowers, 2) number of
printed vols. lent, 3) number of mss.
lent.
b) books borrowed:
1) number of borrowing libraries, 2)
number of printed books lent, 3) number

/
F. Total expenditure for

of mss. lent.

purchase of books: 1) mss., 2) printed

purchase of books and

books, 3) periodicais

binding:

binding
total
expenditure from extraordinary
ressourcea.

1) Actes, Vol. IV, p. 59-64.

1)
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A lot of discussion followed this proposal. It was decided to ask
the members to express themselves on paper on this subject and to
continue the discussion at the next session.

,
Mr. Leyh was not present in Chicago, but he did attent the

meetin g in Avignon. There, he presented his second outline of
International Library statistics. He had elaborated his first outline,
taking the various comments received into account. He had made the
following changes:
A 1: stock in metres
A2:

stock in volumes

(7 ca tegories)

B1 : increase in metres (3 ca tegories)
B2 : increase in bibliographival uni ts (5 categories)
B3: increase in volumes (7 categories)
C1: use in th~ building (reading room) (5 categories)
C2: local circulation
C3: circulation out o£ town
c4: loan service with foreign countries
D

total expenditure for books and binding

E

personnel statistics

As we can see, comments usually meant demands for more detail.
Mr. Leyh's original idea of only asking for the minimum information
necessary was obviously not getting much chance of being realized.
His proposal was again followed by a lon g discussion. Mr. Leyh again
promised to examine the suggestions and to incorporate all reasonable
amendments proposed. This limitation in his promise is quite
understandable.
In 19 34, Mr. Leyh was not present. However, his proposals as
presented in Avignin and published in the Actes (Vol. V, p. 138-154)
were accepted as definite. It only remained to be decided for which
ca tegories of libraries they'/ should 1;>e used. No' decision was taken
in this matter.
We can again conclude that one man, in the name of a sub-committee,
did a lot of work and produces a useful report. As with the subcommittee on the statistics of publica t ions, we will have to see how
much actual result all this work would have in the long run.
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VII. Sub-committee on hospital libraries.
At the fourth plenary session in Cheltenham in 1931, Mr. Sevensma
reported on a correspondence with Mrs. Roberts, Organi~ing Secretary
of the British Red Cross Society and the Order of St. John Hospital
Library, suggesting the formation of an international committee for
hospital library services. Such a committee should collect information
regarding methods of conducting hospital library services, offer
facilities to study the cooperation between hospital and public
libraries, undertake publicity for the system of hospital libraries,
etc. This was though t to be a good idea, and the forma tion of such a
sub-committee was decided on. Mr. Lema1tre was elected as president.
He presented his first

re~ort

in 1932, based on a questionnaire

sent to all member-associations. Many replies had been received.
It is interesting to see that only a couple of countries actually
answered the systematically composed questionnaire. The others all
replied in a kind of letter-report. Mr. Lemaitre's report stressed
the importance of close contacts with the medical authorities. He
stated in his conclusions:
"The above information seems to show that the movement towards
the establishment

of libraries for the sick is not an attempt

without a future, but an ideal towards which are working the
joined efforts of the competent 1authorities in various
countries, with more or less success, in various degrees of
1)
deve lopmen ts. ",

i

Mr. Bishop proposed to send copies of the report to the Director of
the Health Section of the League of

I

Nat~ons.

librarian of the League, would be able

0

The Secretary, as the

discuss collaboration with

this Director.
It was decided that the committee would try to suggest projects to
countries not yet having a hospital libj ar y service, and would study
ways of ame'liora ting the si tua tion in t ose areas where this was most
needed, e.g. in mental hospitals.
Mr. Lemaitre again presented a repo ,t in Avignon, in 1933. He had
received information on the situation
libraries from various countries. To a

1) Actes, Vol. IV, p.

86.

w,lth

regards to hospital

ircular sent by the International
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Committee of the Red Cros s rep onses had al s o been received from a
number of countries, The International Conference of Hospitals had
adopted a number of resolutions in favour of hospital libraries. All
toge ther Mr. Lemai tre c'ould report a growing in teres t for the ma t ter.
Mr. Lemaitre's report in 1934 again showed the evolution of
hospi tal libraries in various ' countries during the last year. In
Spain a questionnaire had been sent to Spanish Health Inspe ctors to
ask for information on the situation. The results were pre,sented in
a report by Miss Capdevielle. Mrs. Roberts had been very active again
during the year. In December 1933 an Interna tional Society of Hospital
libraries was formed by her.
Hospital libraries were obv~ously getting more and more attention
in many countries in those years. Mr. Lemaftre did some very useful
work by recording the situation and the activities going on. The most
active person in the field seems to have been Mrs. Roberts.
Concluding we can say that the sub-committees did some interesting
preparatory work in the shape of questionnaires and reports. Not
many tangible results were achieved as yet, but there were certainly
po s sibilities. However, all this work was obviously only done by a
few hard-working chairmen. The sub-oommittees were not yet really
functioning as such, in between the yearly sessions. We s aw that Mr.
Muszkowski highlighted this problem in 19 33; He also voiced the need
for periodic reunions of the sub-committees in a resolution, which
was adopted by th e Committee. However, it would be a long time yet,
before the SUb-committees would change their way of working.
f. Reports from other or g anizations.

In those early years' it was onli the I.I.I.C. which reported on
its activities at every session of the Library Committee. Subjeots
treated were e.g. Guide to National services, List of remarkable works,
Public librarie s for workers, decimal classification, normalisation
of periodicals, international bibliography of translations, educational
films, the publication of bibliographical bulletins, International
guide on documentation, ' etc. It seems to have been a fairly active
Institute. In comparison with IFLA, it had of course the advantage
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of a bett e r permanent orga nization, in

aris, and probably more money.

It certainly seems to have done som e us ful work for libraries. It
scems to have been functioning quit e vie 1 as a "c e nt're to induce the
execution of studies by professionals", to "coordinate .the work done
by expert s and publish th e resul ts". 1. )
g. Various other r e soluti ons ad o te d or discussed.
)

Durin g the years a number of to p ics
last Congress, or the work of the

not related t o either the

sUb-c~mmittees,

were raised by

representatives and became the subje c t · f resolutions.

1) In 1930 Mr. Le ma itre mentioned in hi

repo rt on the situation

in France, that a vocabulary of technic 1 library terms was being
pre pared in French, German and Engli s h, und~r the auspices of th o
Fr e nch Association of Librarians. In 19 1 he could report that the
wo rk was nearly finished. In vi e w of th

'importance of this pUblication

also as a basi s for similar works for 0 1her languages, he asked IFLA
to accept the patrona g e of this publica 1ion. This pro posal was" accepted
by the Commi ttee and it

WaS

decided that IFLA would s ubsidize the

editing.
At the meeting of 1933 the delegate from France reported that the
vocabulary of Frech-English-German library terms was finish e d.
Publication was expected early in 1934. However, the actual publication
was not reported at the 1934 meeting.

2 ) In 1932 a number of such ' resolutions were adopted. Mr. Sevensma
presented a proposal of Mr. Emler concerning edition dates and
periodical index es . After some discussion the first paragraph of his
resolution wa s accepted unanimously:
"'The Commi ttee draws the atte ntion of the member Associa tions '
to the regrettable fact that a great number of pUblications
2
are no t marked wi th the da te of publica tion". )
· No further dis c ussion of the,/ effect of this resolution Can be found
in the Actes.

3 ) Also in 1932 Mr. Collijn addressed th e librarians on the problem
of library bud g ets. In this time of crisis there was a great danger
of cuts. Mr. Collijn particularly stressed the danger of stopping

1) Actes, Vol. V, p. 25-26.
2) Actes, Vol. IV, p. 46 .
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periodical subscriptions, since

tice leads to gaps that may

never be filled. He stressed the importa t function of libraries:
"they are at the same time the de ositories, the workrooms and
the instruments of sCience".1)
His plea resulted in the foll .owing resol tion:
"The Committee urgently request G vernments, in spite of the
world crisis, to maintain und'imi ished, for the service of
intellectual workers, the financ'al provision made for nattonal
education and instruction, and n tably credits voted for
Ii braries';. 2)
This resolu tion was to be sent to the GO ernmen ts.
At the 1933 session Mr. Sevensma reporte I~ that many replies had been
received from Ministries of Finance or p r bliC Instruction. Also some
information had been c ollected from memb~rs. In some countries, e.g.
Czechoslovakia, the resolutions seemed

t~

have had some effect.

However, in other countries, such as Finl and, considerable cute had

I

been made.

At the Avignon meeting it was reported that the resolution was backed
up by the I.C.I.C. and the Assembly of the League of Nations, which
had both adopted resolutions attracting the attention of Governments
to the serious consequences of cuts for the level of contemporary
culture. How much effect all this had, in the end, is impossible to
assess. ·The financial situati o n was obviously only getting worse.
4)

At the 1932 meeting Mr.

Lem~ rtre

presented a resolution on library

building:
"That all sch o ols of Architecture should give a course on the
construction o f libraries".
This was accepted unanimously and it was decided to send copies of
this resolution to all associations of architects and to all associations
of librarians. At the 1953 s,ssion in Avignon it was reported that
tho Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures in Paris had put on ita
syllabus for the second year a course on the planning and building
of a large library, and for the third year a Course on building
a workers' library. Whether this was really the result of the resolution

1) Actes, Vol. IV, p. 30.

2)

Actes, Vol. IV, p. 43.
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we cannot say. Neither do we know if this was the only effect it ever
had.

5)

Mr. Sevensma presented a proposal, in

1932, concerning greater

uniformity in communications on nati onal progress. These national
reports would then become even more important and useful. He suggested
that the reports should touch on:
A. Libraries:

1) new buildings, reorganization, adaption.

2)
B. Publications!

legislation on libraries.

1) library catalo g ues.
2) bibliographical ~ublications.

3) library guides.
C. Librarians:

1) changes in the higher staff.
2 ) legislation bearing on the library profession.

D. Role of the libraries in society: collaboration with other
organi za tions.
The Committee unanimously agreed that it would be very useful to
draw up the reports along such set. lines. When the resolutions were
afterwards sent to the member-associations, particular attention was
drawn to this r e solutions on uniformity of reports. In

1933 the matter

was mentioned again in the discussion on library statistics, whereby
it was suggested that the standard annual reports would also be
useful material for comparison. In the following years, Mr. Sevensma
in his annual survey repea te'dlY s tressed the importance of the
national reports.

6)

At the

1932 session Mr. Leyh presented a resolution on · the high

subscriptio~ rates of certain German periodicals. After Borne

discussion and some alterations, a resolution was adopted stating
that IFLA recognized as right the recent protests from America,
England, Sweden and Switzerland against the high subscription rates
of many German scientific periodicals, stressing the danger to the
German book traders and to the scientific world of Germany and other
countries if these periodicals could no long er be bought by the
libraries. IFLA

therefo~e

pressed the association of German scientific

publishers to do everything within their means to lower the price of
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the periodicals both by lowering the nu ber of copies and bY adapting
the price to the decreased costs of production.
During the following year, various l legotiations toke place between
the organizations interested, resulting in an agreementr signed on 3rd
August 1933 between the German associations of Universities,
Booksellers, Scientific publishers, and Librarians. This agreement
stated tha t the volume and price of these periodicals should be fixed,
for each year, and that the volume and price would be reduced by 20%
in 1934. The universities agreed to cooperate, e.g. by not pUblishing
theses in periodicals.
IFLA thanked the German associations for this agreement.
However, various libraries, particularly in America, had already
complained that the measures were insufficient. Some German
representatives of publishers were present at the 1933 Chicago meeting,
where this matter wa s being discussed, It was decided to hold further
negot~ations

with them. These talks did indeed take place in Chicago,

on October 15th and 18th. This resulted in a proposal of Dr. F.
Springer offering for 1934 reductions of 25 to 40% in the price of
26 periodicals. This was considered quite a good result of the
protests and negotiations.
At the meeting in Avi ~ non, Mr. Kr~ss reported that the German
~overnment

would ensure the execution of the Chicago agreement.

However, in 1934 there were complaints that the price of the Germa~
periodicals was still much hi g her than the price of any other
periodicals. Mr. Bultingaire proposed another resolution on this
subject, which was studied carefully. It was sugg ested that the
German publishers had shown great willingness to negotiate so far,
and ought to be treated with care. Perhaps the problem rather lay
with the editors of the p e riodicals? Yet, after careful consideration,
the following resolution was proposed and adopted unanimously:
"The Fed e ration ••• notes ••• that the publishers of German
scientific periodicals have kept their promise, since 1st
January 1934, to diminish the price and the volume of this
kind of publication.
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·..... .
However, the Federation cannot ignore the considerable
disproportion in prices between the price of German periodicals
••• and the price of the periodicals from other' countries,
and asks the German publishers to continue on the present
way towards reduction •••
Although certainly recognizing the fact that the fixing of an
annual maximum price constitutes already a notable progress,
the Federation presses the publishers to replace this with a
fixed annual price, as advocated by the libraries of the
world."

1)

The problem was not solved ' yetl
7)

The discussion on the price of German periodicals also resulted in

a resolution proposed by Mr. Leyh at the 1933 meeting in Avignon,
stressing other causes for the high prices of certain periodicals,
Mr. Leyh proposed:

" • ••

·... ,

the Federation believes that it is her duty to examine

whether it is le gally allowed to publish in periodicals or
series these s which are in principle material for international
exchange and thus to burden the ~udgets of libraries.
It should also be examined if parallel publications, such
as exist particularly in the fi~ld of bibliographies and
bibliographical surveys for the ~atural scietices, do not form
an overproduction by the PUblis, ers which does not correspond
with the needs of science and

w~iCh

entail supplementary

I

expenses for the libraries.

Although this matter was not discussed ~s such at the 1934 meeting,
the issue would be raised a gain later,

s it formed the subject of

one of the sections of the 19 35 Congres "
Finally a few minor mat'ters. At the Itwo sessions held in 19 33,
Mr. Sevensma had the sad task of appeal "ng to member-associations
to help refugees. He presented a list

0

refugee librarians needing

work abroad. The International Committe

for Securing Employment to

1) Actes, Vol. VI, p. 45 (translated fr m the French by the author).
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Refugee Professional Workers wa s Willi ~ g to help financially. We do
not know whether this appeal did actua ly h e lp anybody.
The same political causes led to p ] oblems for the German libraries.
In

1934 they could no longer promise c l operation with

~he activities

of the I.I.I.C. because of the bad relations of the German government
with the League of Nations. However a-Jolitical an international
organization wants to be, it is still

~ffected

by the political

situation in the world, as IFLA would expe r ience.
h. Discussions on the next sessions an d the next Congress.
!

Each session would end with a discus sion on the place and time of
the next session. Fortunately there

wa~

always an invitation from

some country. Sometimes the actual disClu8sion was left to the Board.
!

1933 meeting it was decided to hold the next International
Congress in· 1935. The place would be decided by the Board. International
At the

loans would form an important topic. Already at Avignon it was clear
that the place would probably be Spain.

1934 session. First
Mr. Godet read his proposi tion made in Rome (1928) on the principles
The Congress was discussed in detail at the

governing international congresses, stressing that the programme
of the Congress should not contain too many different issues. To
achiev.e this it would be necessary to decide carefully on the subject
.to be treated at the Congress. As we know, International Loans was to
be the major issue.
Mr. Sevensma read a report prepared by the Executive Board, on
the programme of the next Congress, proposing an arrangement of
subjects to be treated and inviting discussion on some organizational
•.

matters.
It was ·decided to send invitations to the National Association of
Publishers and Booksellers. Other problems discussed were the
appointment of presidents aid reporters for the various sections and
the relative attention given in the programme to matters concerning
public libraries and special library matters. The public libraries
oertainly ought to· get . the right amount . of attention, as they had felt

,

rather negleoted at the last Congress.
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It was proposed to give the Congress the title of "Second Congris
International des Bibliotheques et de Bibliographie".
The following programme was proposed:
I. Opening session.
II. Session for organizational matters (Commentary on the programme
of the sections).
III. Meeting of the sessions.
a. Public libraries.
b. Special libraries.
c. Study libraries. International Loan.
d. Professional training (including exchange of librarians).
e. Interchange and help between libraries.
f. The overproduction in the field of periodioals.
g. Libraries and bibliography in Spain.
IV. Plenary session on International Loan.
V. Plenary session on libraries in the modern world.
VI. Closing session: vote on resolutions.

The members present were satisfied that their various suggestions were
sufficiently incorporated in this programme outline.
i. National reports.
The last regular feature of the Committee's sessions t'o be discussed
are the national reports. Each year the various representatives of the
member associations reported on the main library activities in their
country in the past year. We saw that the Actes were considered to be
q uite an important aspect for IFLA, as they formed the only regular
means of communication betw.een IFLA and its members. Of these Actes,
the Annexes really formed the most important part; as these contained
the full texts of most of the sub-committee reports and all of the
national reports. Thus the national reports were an important means
of informing other countries

o~

one's national developments, one's

most important publications in the field etc. All taken together these
reports now form an interesting source of library history.
We also saw that the importance of standardization of thes'e reports
was stressed. If such a normalisation could have been achieved, it
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certainly would have made it easier to lbstrac t the important facts
and to compare the d e velopments. How e ve

this was probably asking

too much for such a relatively loosely · r ganized federation as IFLA was.
Within the context of IFLA's activities and achievements we can
only stress the importance of the natio al reports as a ·source of
information for the members. We will not go into any detail as to
the information supplied.

Thus the first five years of IFLA camo to an end. Few palpable results
had been achieved, but the organization had grown steadily, and
developed in a healthy fashion, and the possibilities for achievements
in the future were certainly present. S

IFLA went to its second

Congress full of hope and good plans.

j. Reactions in En land and the Netherl nds.
Surprisingly, the references mad·e t b the work of IFLA,
of Nations or the I.I.I.C. in the

Libra~y

British Library Association, were very

th~

League

Association Record of the

~ ew

in these years. In 1930

we only find a short notice on the 8th fonference of the International
Institute of Bibliography, in .1929 , and1 0n the meeting of the Committee
of Library Experts of the I.I.I. C . in

P~ris

in 1930. In 1931 there was

·a short notice announcing the 'most welb orne' in·ternational code of

~bbreviations

for titles of periodicals l drawn up by the Sub-committee

under the auspices of the I.I;I.C.
In 1932 we do find a report on the

~FLA

meeting in Berne,

. mention~ng in particular the resolutioni on library budgets. The
report is followed by · a report on the meeting of the Committ e e of
Expert Libra rians, which

als~

adopted a resolution on budgets. In 1933

the editor attended the ALA Annual Conference in America a nd
represented Great Britain at the IFLA meeting there. However his report
"Impressions of an American / Tour" gave no par·t icular informa tion at
all on IFLA.
In 1934 we find announcements of the IFLA Congress in Spain in

1935. More details on tra velling arrangem~nts and the programme of
~he Congress are given in 1935. Artioles published in 1934 on the
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price of German periodicals and various actions to get these reduced
do not mention IFLA either.
Altogether we may conclude the IFLA did not 'live' in British Library
circles in those early years, although the few delega t~s to the IFLA
meetings seemed active and involved.
The IFLA meetings received a better treatment, on the whole, in the

1

Netherlands. In Bibliotheekleven of 1932, Mr. J.S. Theissen ) published
a quite extensive and detailed report of the 1931 meeting in
Cheltenham. He gave a good impression of rna tt·ers discussed. He
particularly mentioned the national reports, which, as he said, gave
a g o od survey of what was going on in .the world of librarians.
There is no report on the 1932 meeting, but quite an extensive
report was written on the 1933 meetings in Avignon and Chicago, in
connection with the publication of the Actes of those meetings. Mr.
2
Brumme1 ) commented in this ,report on the surprisingly un-economic
arrangement . of two meetings, in a time of financial crisis. Also in
other respects his comments were not exactly praising. He thought
that the Actes did not usually abound with interesting information or
important resolutions. He found the real contents of the bulky Actes
of 1933 rather thin. He seems to have doubted the actual effect of
Col·l i jn' s resolution on library budge ts. N.or does he seem too
,enthusiastic about the results achieved in relation to German periodicals.
He did however admit the importance of Mr. Leyh's work on statistics
and Mr. Lemaltre's work on International Loans. However, what he

,

considered to be most important were the national reports, which, as
he said, brought together a large number of data which were otherwise
difficult to obtain. He very much

appro~ed

of the attempts at

standardization of the national reports, and gave as his opinion that
the Dutch· report might be improved!

i

He concluded by admitting that he was nft exactly jubilant about the
working and the achievement of IFLA, but also by acknowledging the
problems involved in trying to come to
solutions for internati.onal problems. H

nternational arrangements and
thought that in international

affairs the Dutch saying was particular y true that "God's mills

1) Bibliotheekleven, 1932, p. 41-45.
2) Bibliotheekleven, .1934, p. 147-148.
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grind slowly".
In 19 3 5 Mr. Brummel again provided

report on IFLA, on the 1934

meeting in Madrid. This time however, h . gave little personal comment,
but concentrated on a fairly detailed a count of the mee t ing. He
thought that the index to volumes I - V
1

very useful. )

I

of the Actes would prove

It is difficult to say whether IFLA ldid really 'live' more among
Dutch librarians than in England. In Ho t land too, it probably effected
only a very small group of actively invilved librarians; But at least
they did report extensively and criticaily on their experiences and
thus enabled other librarians to stay i j formed. if they wanted to •

,

1) Bibliotheekleven, 1935, Pi 10-11 •
.
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Chapter III. Pre-war y ears.

A. Second World Congress.
a. Eighth Plenary Session, Madrid 19th and 20th May 1935.
First and second Meeting.
In accordance with the statutes, the Committee met at the time of
the International Congress. The first and second meeting were held in
Madrid before the Conference. The third meeting was held in Barcelona,
after the Conference.
Mr. Bishop opened the first meeting with a short speech.Hethoughtas
mu'c h 'time as possible should be devoted to the national reports, as
there were more delegates present than ever before. So most of the time
of the first and second meeting was taken up by the representatives
from 25 countries presenting communications on the national
developments in the field of librarianship.
b. Second International Congress of Libraries and Bibliography.
The "Actes du Comite International des Bibliotheques" do not tell
us anything about the International Congress, apart from the resolutions,
which were discussed at the third meeting of the Plenary session, in
Barcelona. For full details of the International Congress we would have
to go to the Congress Proceedings, which were, however, never fully
published, because some of it

w~s

lost in the Spanish Civil War.

However, as going into all the de tails of the Congress would lead
us too far anyway, I think it will suffice to consider the reports
of the English and Dutch representatives.
In the British Library Association Record we can find an
announcement of the Congress early in 1935. Edgar Osborne wrote the
official report on the Congress, published in the Library Association
Record of August 1935, p. 319-320. From his account we can conclude
that the programme was indeed executed along the lines planned at the
1934 Plenary session (see p. 59).
Over a hundred and fifty papers were read: "In one section it' was only
possible, to allow five . minutes in which to summarize each paper".
There had obviously been ,no lack of preparatory work. Mr. Osborne did
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not go into any details of the reports, as the proceedings were
expected to be published soon. He himself attended the meetings of
the Pu~lic Libraries Section; so most of his report is concentrated
on this aspedt. He mentioned that many resolutions werd adopted, six
of which were proposed by the Public Libraries Section. He thought
that the most important of these resolutions was the one asking for
a better financial support for public libraries. He also reported
that: "A striking feature of the Conference was the interest taken by
the Spanish people in the Publib Libraries movement". The earlier
exhortations to attend the Conference obviously had not had the
required result: "Disappointment

was expressed at the small number

of British Libraries represented at the Conference". There were in
fact six British librarians present. The report ended with a list
of well-known figures present at the Conference.
From the report we get the impression that Mr. Osborne was fairly
pleased with the r e sults of the Conference as far as the Public
Libraries were concerned.

Unfort~nately

he gives us little information

on the general organization or th e atmosphe r e of the Conference, nor
does he give a personal opinion on its usefulness.
The Dutch delegate, Mr. W. Leendertz, wrote a report for Bibliotheekleven, 1936, p. 11-16. His report gives us much more information on the
Conference as it' was really experienced by the librarians present.
As Mr. Leendertz had also attended the 1929 Conference in Italy, he
began by comparing the two Congresses. The Spanish Conference was
attended by ca. 550 congressists of which ca. 200 were Spanish; in
Rome there were more delegates. Mr. Leendertz considered this smaller
number an advantage, as, according to him "the most important element
of such a Conference is the contact with colleagues from many places,
and this contact could now be more intensive".1)
The Conference in Spain was generally better prepared and better
organized; things happened as planned and on time. This was a great
change from Italy. Mr. Leendertz thought that this was mainly due to
the fact that the Congress was actually organized by IFLA, whereas,
in Rome the organization had been left mainly to the Italians. So,
1) Bibliotheekleven, 1936, p. 12
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altogether, . the Congress compared very favourably with its Italian

predecessor.
The preparations had of course an effect on the Section meetings.
The programme waG limited to matters with an "International" or
"general" character. Reports had been handed in in time, making it
easier for the sections to come to agreement on the r esolutions to be
adopted. In his report Mr. Leendertz stressed once more that the
resolutions could of course not be binding in any way. They merely
expressed what the congressisti considered to be desirable or
necessary. Particularly in the field of International Loans, Mr.
Leendertz thought that

a

way had been prepared for more frui tful . _.

international cooperation. Finally, he came to the conclusion that:
"the main point of all the meetings and of all the Congress did
or where it led to, was the possibility it offered to renew
personal contacts, and to discuss problems together, .through
which co.opera tion can gro",. The importance of such Conferences
lies in such contact, which is not the least important for
librarians who always need each other to obtain information and
to help each other to find the pUblications needed".1)
We can conclude that Mr. Leenderts thought the Congress definitely
succesful, not so much for the resolutions it adopted, as for the
possibilities it offered for personal contact. How successftil

the

Congress was in terms of palpable results, would depend on the influenoe
of the resolutions in the coming years.
c. Eighth Plenary session, third meeting, 30th May, Barcelona.
The third meeting was mainly taken up by the discussion of the
resolutions adopted at the Congress. These were read by Mr. Sevensma:
(for full text see Actes, Vol. VII, p. 21-31.). Summarized:
Overproduction in the field of Periodicals.
I German periodicals have been reduced in bulk and price, but
library budgets have been reduced to an ever greater extent.
II Rationalisation of scientific periodicals in all civilised countries
needed.
III Appointment of a special Sub-committee to consider the production

1) Bibliotheekleven, 1936, p. 15
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of books and periodicals and the cost in relation to library
budgets, suggested.
IV Expression of appreciation of the German intention to reduce the
exportprice of German books and periodicals.
V Theses should only in especially well-founded exceptional cases be
printed in periodioals and series and should in every case be
unmistakably indicated as theses.
International Loans.
The proposals of this section began with a list of eleven 'general
Theses' stating the basiC principles of international loan and the
conditions necessary for its effective functioning. These als0 stated
that 'Rules for International Loan' would be formulated and published
by IFLA.
As postal charges was one of the main problems, the section
adopted a number of resolutions, asking each country to try and obtain
the best possible arrangements and asking the Federation to support
these attempts. The section also proposed the creation of a Subcommittee to design a form to be used for all r 0quests for international
loan, and to study the legal problems involved.
Special Libraries.
I.A sub-committee should be formed for special libraries

(parliamentar~

administrative, commercial and industrial libraries), to maintain
the con tact between these 'libraries, in between annual IFLA
meetings.
II. The formation of a special group to regulate relations between
parliamentary libraries and the League of Nations. ,
III. Coordination between parliamentary librarians on publications.
IV. Approving and supporting the work of a committee of Experts on the
rationali s ation of legal documents.
V,Official list of public pUblications in each country, and a , bureau
charged with the sales of such publications.
Collaboration and mutual aid between libraries.
This section recommended the creation of union catalogues and the
regulation of the relations, internationally, between National
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Information Bureaux. It also proposed:
1. the use of a standard form for requests.

2. that the national information bureaux should aid in supplying
photocopies and by forwarding requests to the appropriate libraries.

3. The International committee should aim at the creation of an
international union

catal~gue

of manuscripts, by starting a 'short

title catalogue' in one of ~he main libraries of the world.
4. Supporting the work of Dr. Vortius on the Bibliotheca bibliograph~a
internationalis.

, 5. Suggesting the creation of a committee of Experts to work on the
s tandardiza tion of books and libraries. National organizations sh-olild
create a body responsible for the application of the standardization.
Stressing the need to add'to all publications the full names of the
author, the date of pUblication and the original title of translations

6. recommending the use of the Croatic system for

transc~ibing

slavonic

names in catalogues, side by side with the systems in use.
7. recommending the creation of a sub-committee for uniform cataloguing
rules, starting with th e rules for alphabetical order.
8. The section took the following decision:

the library assooiations

of the different count;ies are invited to work towards:
1. periodical lists of national publications, appearing at short
intervals, as exact and complete as possibl e .
2. apart from weekly or monthly lists, also annual lists.
3. indexes to these lists.
9. recommending the creation of a committee to study the gaps in the
present system of special bibliographies.
10. Recommending the creation of national centres charged with the
contact with documentation centres and special libraries, such
that at any time a survey of bibliographical work is possible.
11. recommending that the exchange of theses is extended to the exchange

of other scientific publications, in order to enable equal exchanges.
12. stre s sing the

impo~tance

of exchange of ,publications, of lists of

recommended works, and of lists of official publications.
~3.

stressing the importance of selected catalogues between public

,d
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libraries, ~nd the importande of good translations, for public
libraries.

Public libraries.
1. Hoping that the excellent work done by libraries in the rural
districts of Spain will continue to receive moral and financial
support.
2. stressing the importance of ample financial support for public
libraries, to fulfill their important cultural purpose. Extra money
needed, for increasing leisure time, adult education, work for
children. Adviso ry centres needed to deal with problems of rurai

areas.

3. for rural areas close cooperation with libraries in cities, and with
schools and other bodies ia needed.
4. Library training needed in schools for professional librarians, and
also courses for teaches and for non-professional workers in rural
areas.

5. Supporting library services on ships, under governme nt supervision,
in cooperation with official library administration.

6. Hospital library services should be extended and improved: special
training for hospital librarians, expansion of service to mental
hospitals, and close cooperation with public libraries.
To deal with these resoluti ons of the Congress, a number of new S ubcommittees were formed. For each Committee a president was appointed
who in collaboration with the Executive Bureau of the Federation should
name th e members of the sub-committee.
For the sub-committee suggested by the Section ' Ove rproduction
in the field of periodicals', Mr. Munthe was elected president. For
Internati onal Loan a sub-committee was created to study the legal
questions involved, under the chairma nship of Mr. P.S. Leicht. For
Spe cial Libraries a sub-committee was formed with Mr. M.E.

~ncaster

Jones, deputy-keeper of the Scienc e Museum in London, as president.
As president of the sub-committee on Parliamentary Libraries Mr. J.
Rais was appointed. The Section 'Collaboration and Mutual Aid between
libraries' also resulted in two new sub-committees. For the subcommittee on Uniform cataloguing rules a president would be chosen
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by the Executive Board. Mr. Prinzhorn, director of the library of the
Teghnische Hochschule in Dantzig was elected as president of the subcommittee on normalisation in' the field of books and libraries.
The matter of special international bibliographies was referred to the
committee on special libraries.
So, six new sub-committees had the task of realising as much as
possible of the wishes and demands voiced in the sections of the
Congress. We will look at each of them to see how much they achieved.
The 'disc"ussion was closed wi th a" vote of thanks to the organizers of
the Congress and an expression of gratitute to the Rockefeller
Foundation and the Carne"gie Corporation for their gi fts of money.

B. Follow-up of the Congress," 1935 - 1939.
The plenary sessions in th~ years after the Second World Congress,
would generally follow the same pattern as the meetings in the earlier
years. The resolutions of the Congress provided a working-programme for
these years.
As the agenda for the annual meetings was roughly the same each
year, and the same as it had been before the Second Congress, I will
again take each item, in the same order, and follow its course of
development through the years before the "ar.

a. The Bureau.
According to the Statutes, the Executive Board was elected for a
term to expire not later than twelve months after the close of each
Congress. So, at the 1936 plenary session, a new Board had to be
elected. Mr. Bishop resigned as President. Mr. Godet was elected in
his place. Because of the important work he had done for the Federation,
,

,

Mr. Bishop was made ari Honorary Preaident.
Mr. Godet's place as vice-president was filled by Mr. Kruss. The other
vice-president, Mr. Esdaile resigned and was succeeded by Mr. Schmidt.
Finally Mgr. Tisserant was made an Honorary member. Mr.. Sevensma
remained Seoretary, helped by Mr. Breycha-Vauthier, the legal librarian
of the League of Nations. The Bureau would continue to work in this
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formation up to the Second World War.
b. Presidential Speeches.
In 1935 the Pre s idential speech Was only short, as Mr. Bishop
thought that as much time as possible should be devoted ' to the
national reports, as there were more delegates present than ever before.
In his speech he s tated that : the Library Committee w.s now a well
established body, with regular meetings, and tha t it had done much
to give personal contact

a~ong

.the leading librarians of the world,

without which an effective international collaboration in the field of
librarianship was not possible. Obviously, he too thought that the
personal contact was one of the most important achievements of IFLA up
to that moment.
In the years 1936 to 1938 Mr. Godet devoted much of his presidential
speeches to the pr~blem of 'the relationship between libraries and the

new centres of documentation. The immediate cause of his concern was
an invitation, in 1936 , of the French Union of Documentation
Organizations to take part in th e World Congress of Documentation to be
held in Paris in Aug ust 1937. Yet, of course, the relation of librarians
to documentalists was alie§dy a problem before. Mr. Godet stressed
that it was not just a problem of cooperation, to what extent it should
extent. The problem went much further: it touched "the essential role
of libraries in the modern world".

1)

Mr. Godet stressed the needs of

the modern society, which was changing so rapidly, and the role therein
of the periodicals, which he called the "Books in movement". Dealing
with the

'~incessant,

torrentuous And multiform"

production in the form

of books,articles, films, photographs and gramophone records created
many problems, which had resulted in the rise of this new concept of

'documentation centres'.
Mr. Godet tried to define these centres: "These are, we are told,
essentially active organizations, which assemble or use, whatever the
form, all the doc"ments that are useful to their specialisms, and
which are supposed to be able to supply precise documentation, always
up-to-date, on any subject, particularly topical subjects, whether
scientific or economic, technical

1) Actes, Vol. VIII, p. 13 .

Or practical, thanks to the richness
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of

informatio~

they possess between them, doing this by checking

periodicals, regi~tering

articles, and compo s ing collections of

leaflets, press cuttings and

~hotoiraphs".1)

Although the distinction

between these centres and libraries might be clear in

c~rtain

cases,

'documentation' had been going on in many libraries as a matter of
fact, without being distinguished from other library work. Yet, the
difference between tradition~l iibraries and the new centres should
not be ignored. "Yet, however disputable, the ideas of the documentaliats
are all the same, symptoms of a 'new si tua tion and new needs, and many
librarians of our old Europe, fixed in respectable but out-of-date
tradi tions , would be wise to pay attention to these new si tuations -.. ,
and new

need~,

and to adapt to them, progressively, if they don't

want to see the current of modern life and public interest turn away
from them in the end".2)Mr. Godet concluded that "Libraries ' and
documentation centres, to the extent in which they differ from each
other, are made to c ooperate".3)
At the time of the 1937 plenary session, the World Congress of
Documentation had just finished. Mr. Godet mentioned in his s peech
that the Congress had been attended by many librarians. It had resulted
in 21 resolutions, almost all of which were of importance to librarians.
The rest of his speech was mainly devoted to a reflection on the
growing number of union catalogies, and on the possibilities of ,
photography for library work.
In his 193 8 speech, however, Mr. Godet returned to the problem of
the relatio~ between libraries and centres of documentation. According
~o the French Union of ' documentation Offices, documentation meant:

"l'itablisement, la recherche, la riunion et l'utilisation des
documents".4) If one accepted this definition, libraries would only
be one particular kind of documentation, and there need be no problem.
However, 'documentalists' tended to take the word in a much more
restricted sense, making it impos s ible to equate libraries and
documentation centres. The main characteristics o f the centres were:
specialisation, up-to-dateness, utility and mechanisation. They dealt
wi th e.g. analysing periodicals, distracting important information,

---------1 ) Actes, Vol. VIn, p. 14/ 15.

2)

Ac te s . Vol. VIII, p. 15.

3) Ac tes, Vol. VIII, p. 15.
4) Ac tes, Vol.
. documents".

X, p • 13, "to search for, collect, house and utilise
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particularly numbers, statistics etc., making abstracts, translations,
etc. Libraries do offer a service in some fields, e.g. local studies,
which is really documentation. Yet, on the whole libraries do not have
the money or time for 'documentation' activities, and part of it is
beyond their field of work anyway. Also, if documentation may be useful
in some subject-fields, there are other subjects where the institution
cannot and should not do the

~nalysing

for the client, as the essence

of the service is in enabling the contact of the reader with the
actual sources. In practice the "difference often lies not so much
in the actual facts, as in the attitude of the functionary, who as
'documentalist' is inspired more by considerations of utility, and as
traditional ·librarian more by the interests of culture.,,1)
Mr. Godet thought that centres of documentation formed a useful
development which would continue in the future. He thought that the
main cause of troubles was the difference mentioned between the
theQry, where documentation engulfed all, and the reality where it
only occupied a small part. Mr. Godet would like to see centres of
documentation and libraries living side by side as peaceful and
cooperating neighbours.
As could be expected, the 1939 meeting was strongly influenced
by the political atmosphere of the time. Therefore it should not
surprise us that Mr. Godet's speech also referred to the problems of
the time •. The president first talked about the divisions in the
world. The world was divided, not only politically, but also in the
general concept of life, one part giving priority to the State, and
the other part giving priority to the individual. As for libraries
this division led to two opposite ways of directing library services.
The first opinion led to the subordination of intellectual activities
to political aims. Libraries were used as a means to instruct the
readers in a particular philosophy and way of life, selecting both
books and readers for this aim. Librarians had to be devoted to the
ultimate cause. On the other side, librarians would try to promote
free study and free thinking offering all kinds of thinking and all
philosophies for the reader to choose and judge.
1) Actes, Vol. X, p. 17.
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Mr. Godetstressed that this was of Course a simplification, and
that the reality was much more d ivers and complex, showing many shades.
However, there were also still many communal things, tying librarians
together, rather than dividing them. First of all, ther'e was a Common
object:

the Book. In this context the International Loans Scheme, to

which Germany in particularly

~ontributed

a great deal, was very

important. Secondly, librarians held and had a duty to guard a
technique, together. To keep this alive, and to develop it, international
contact and consultation was essential. "We feel, among us, the existence
of a more elevated, more impersonal and stronger bond: servants, in
spite of everything, of the same culture, animated by the same piety
for the treasures of the spirit, we are all, because of our function
as lib~arians, guardians responsible for the same sanc tuary, eleva ted
above the events of the day and the historical situations of the
moment. Because of our function, we are in fact devoted to the same
noble duties, and if needed, called upon to make the same sacrifices.,,1)
In these difficult times, Mr. Godet would like to re-establish
the term of ·'conservator' for librarian; librarians as conservators
of the intellectual and moral values which are passed on from one
century to the next and for which the book is only a vehicle. These
values would always need saving in times of crises so. that humanity
can carryon humanising Man, which is the essence of civilisation.
It is difficult to judge the value of Mr. Godet's speech now. At
the time it was probably important to say something on the situation,
as to ignore it was impossible. Our best judge is perhaps the Dutch
delegate, Mr. W. Leendertz, who reported that Mr. Godet's speech
was very impressive. It was applauded loudly by the majority of the
delegates, apart from the Germans, who voiced a protest. However,
2
their objections do not seem to have led to a major incident. )
We get · the impression that Mr. Godet was the kind of man who could
voice fairly strong opinions with sufficient tactfulness, So that
nobody could really feel offended.
As to this earlier speeches; he no doubt contributed to the
discussion on the relationship between libraries and centres of
1) Actes, Vol. XI, p. 15/16
~) Bibliotheekleven, 1~39 ' , p.

176.
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documentation; a discussion which would go on for a long time yet.
Here again hi s t a ctful and care f ul wordin g must have made his
discourses acceptable to

bot~

parties concerned. By seeing and using

the possibilities of the presidential speech for stimulating
discussion on important library, matters, Mr. Godet made, I think, an
important contribution to the Federation.
c. Secretary's report.

Mr. Sevensma continued to report On the Rctivities of the Bureau,
in the same way as before. In '1935 the plenary se s sion was attended
by a record number of 6 5 delegates. In the years after the Congress
the at t endance remained fairly good, with an average of ca. 50
delegates. The number of members continued to grow slowly. By 19 37,
the Federation counted 43 members, from 32 countries. However, by
1938 the Federation had lost a member, as Austria no longer had its
own inde pendent library association.
The Actes continued to be published each year in The Hague, and
thi number of copies sold continued to rise. Vol. VI

~ontained

a

cumulative index, as this was the end of the first s eries; with the
second Congress, a second series of Actes wa s started.
In 19 35 a new revised list of Members of IFLA was published. By 193 8
'the Bureau was again asking for the latest information on the mem b erassociations, in order to prepar e a new edition of the List. This new
List was published in 19 39. Apart from the details of the members,
it also contained the Regulations on International Loans and a list
of all the libraries adhering to this scheme.
The proceedings of the Con gress caused some problems. The Bureau
was only responsible for some of the volume s . The rest of the
manuscripts remained in S pain and could not be obtained, because of the
Spanish Civil War. Only in 1939 did Spain manage to supply 200 copies
of Vol. III of the Proceedings, to be sold from The Hague.
The Bureau was again responsible for the distribution of a number
of documents to the members. In 1937 Mr. Sevensma reported having
s ent to members: the text of the ' Regulations on International Loans,
with models of the forms to be used, accompanied by a demand for
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adhesion; Mr. Godet's report on Internationa l Loans, as presented at
the Congress, printed as a panphlet; and the rules for uniform
library statistics with a request to select two libraries willing to
give their statistics for 19 35 and 19 36 . The Bureau of 'course collected
the answers to the demand for statistics and the adhesions to the
International Loan regulations.
In 1939 Mr. Sevensma moved to Leiden ( Netherlands) where he became
University Librarian. However. he did continue his work for IFLA from
his new seat, while Mr. Breycha~Vauthier continued to help him from
Geneva. The Federation took the occasion of this move, and the sixtieth
birthday of the Secre tary ' to honour him by instituting the Sevensma
Price.

The finances of the Federation did not give any particular problems
in& the years 1935 to 1939. Mr. Sevensma must
a gain have worked very
.
hard and very thoroughly. The Federation certainly had much to, thank
him for.
d. Discussions of resolutions.

Unlike the resolution of the fir s t Congress, the execution of the
resolutions of the Second World Congress had all in some way been
referred to a Sub-committee. The actual resolutions were never again
discussed as such. International Loans was the only matter to be
discussed s eperately. We will therefore only consider this last matter,

,

before moving on to the work of the sub-committees.
International Loan.
Before the 1936 me eting the Bureau distributed to members the
rules of International Loans, a s these had been formulated at the
Congress in S pain, with projected loan-forms, information-request-forms
and labels. The Bureau also sent a report by Mr. Abb on the matter
of int e rnational loans. Mr. Godet had written the regulations and
composed the forms. The Sub-committee on legal matters involved
considered these regUlations and added some comments. Mr. Abb's report
app eared to be along similar lines. At the 1936 session, the committee
considered the proposit-ions and managed to come to agreement on
Regulations for International Loans. (see Actes, Vol. VIII, p. 9'9-110).1)
1) see Annex V.
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The Committee also accepted the forms, which would be printed in the
lang uage of the country using them, with a translation in French.
Of course, each country would have to decide whether the national
associa tion could accept the regula tions and which libraries would
join the sch e me. Thereforei the Re g ulations were published the
following year, and distributed to the members, as Mr. Sevensma reported.
By the time of the 19 37 meeting a number of associations had a nswered
positively to the request for , adhesion. More countries were expected
to adhere soon, such as Gerrnany ' and England, which were both very
important if the scheme were to be effective. A few countries reported
having minor problems with the adaptation of the rules, but apparently
none of these were prohibitive.
At the 19 38 session, it was reported that not all members had
answered yet. However, already the main libraries of 15 countries
had joined the scheme, and th l delegates assured the Committee that
there were still more libraries intending to adhere. As we mentioned
before, the list of libraries adhering to the scheme was published in
the 19 39 edition of the List of IFLA-members, together with the
Regulations of International Loans. By then the system functioned in
19 countries. The other countries were once again urged to join.
About six countries had provided statistics on their international
loans,as requested in article 9 c. of the Regulations. Mr. Godet
stressed the importance of these statistics, which could provide
useful information. He would like to see uniform statistics from
all

coun~ries

for the coming year. According to the information

received, Poland, Switzerland, Holland and Hungary were the greatest
users of the German books.
Postal charges remained the main problem, but it was suggested
that , libraries could often reduce the costs by making the best possible
use of the reductions for printed matter and by using the special
forms as designed by IFLA for the purpose. Also associations should
try to approach the postal officials in their country, in order to
try and obtain better postal rates for international loans at the
next International Postal Congress, where the international arrangements
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for post would be revised.
I think we can say that the International Loan scheme was a major
achie v ement of the Federation in the years before the war. Many
important libraries took part in the system, which seems to have worked
fairly efficiently, although there were still problems. However, at
the v e ry moment when the

sch~m~

would have had to begin to prove its

effectiveness, the war broke out.

e. Sub-committees.
The sub-committees did not r-eport or me et in 1935, presumably because there was already so much to discuss in r -e la tion to the
Congress and because the-re were so many national reports. So, our
discus s ion of the sub-committees starts with 1936. We will first look
at the sub-committees which existed before 1935, in the same order as
before, and next at the new committe e s created in 1935.
I. Sub-committee on the exchange of librarians.
We s aw that this sub-committee did not present a report in 1933,
nor in 1934. In fact the committee seemed to have disappeared completely,
till it suddenly reappeared at the 1939 meeting. Apparently it had not
died completely, for it still had a president, namely, Mr. Bishop.
At the 1939 session, Mr. Sevensma read a note from Mr. Bish o p, saying
that it would be interesting if exchanges could be organized between
library directors or

theirdeputi~s

or other senior personnel, rather

than junior personnel, a s had been done before. This would - g ive
senior librarians a chance to get acquainted with th e functioning of
foreign institutions, The Actes do not say whether thi6 suggestion
was followed by any discussion. Perhaps it was felt to be a good idea,
but not very opportune.
II. Sub-committee on professional training.
This committee, too, was silent in 1933 and 1934. It seems to have
died a quiet death. The subject would be studied again after the war.
III. Sub-committe e on Public Libraries.
We saw tha t this sub-commi ttee managed to seCure a fair deal of
attention for Public Libraries at the Second World Conference. At the
Congress many countries provided information on the situation as to
public libraries. All this information would be

pu~lished

in Volume
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III of the Proceedings of the Congress. As thi s volume had not
appeared yet in 1936, the sub-committee decided to wait for the
publication, before taking further action. Unfortunately, Vol. III
was one of the manuscripts which remained in S pain during the Civil
War. It was only in 1939 that Mr. Sevensma reported 200 copies of
Vol. IlIon Bale at the publishers in The Hague. Therefore it should
not surprise us that ,there

~as

no report from the sub-committee in

1937 either. However, the I.I.I.C. had published a report, interesting
to public libraries: "Mission sociale et intellectuelle des
bibliothiques populaires".
Mr. Schuster remarked that interesting questions for public libraries
to be discussed internationally would concern the fields of interests
of readers in the various count r ies, what foreign languages were read,
etc. It would be useful to hold an enquiry into these matters.
A resolution was adopted, stating that the Sub-committee should hold
an enquiry into the fields 'of i-nterests of the public library ' readers
allover the world. It should deal with the foll'owing questions:
- which subject was most in demand during the last year? What was the
order of priority of the other subjects?
- what was the proportion fiction - non-fiction?
- which foreign lan guages were read? which one most, and in which order
the other languages?
- which'were the five most asked for works?
Any further information and comments would also be useful. Answers
from a limited number of representative libraries were considered
sufficient. The inq u iry would have to be repeated in coming years.
"The Institut f~r Leser- und Schrifttumskunde in Leipzig would deal
with the realisation of the project.
In 1938 Mr. Schuster ~resented a "report. The prepatory work had
already' given interesting information. He proposed to carryon his
enquiry through the help of the Ge r man Institute and two other
institutes, namely the Graduate Lib r ary School of Chicago University
and the School of

Libr~rianship

of London University. The Committee

agreed that this would be a good idea. Mr. Godet would like to use

o
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the enquiry to obtain comparative figures which might help to judge
whether

ther~

was a 'crisis of the book' or not. Whether Mr. Sch uster's

figures would be helpful for 'that purpose, would have to be seen.
At the

1939 meeting, Mr. Schuster explained how

th~

enquiry was

being conducted by the three institutions. In America the work was
done in great detail. In Germany, however, the scope of the survey
would be more limited. Unfortunately, the enquiry would never be
finished.
IV.

Sub~committee

At the

on the

exc~ange

of theses .

1936 meeting it was decided to wait for the publication of

the relevant volume of the Proceedings of the

Congre~s,

as this would

contain various interesting reports.
In

1937, Mr. Emler proposed the following resolution:
"University , theses are more and more the object of keen interest
and the scientific libraries more and more desire to receive
them. A certain number of countries do not demand theses to
be printed and can therefore not offer their theses for exchange.
However, it is hoped that these countries would not have to do
without foreign theses.
We propose therefore that these countries should pay the
cost of sending them theses, and to invite them to send in
exchange official scientific publications, conforming to lists
1

composed for this purpose.n )
1his resolution was adopted. Next, the sub-committee wa s renewed, as
some members had left, and others had lo s t contact with the issue.
At the

1938 meeting there was no report from the SUb-committee.

However, th~ issue was discussed. Mr. Abb stated that more and more
institute-libraries and universities desired to obtain foreign
theses.
,
However, this was not possible as these institutes had nJ exchange
material to offer.

Mi. Ab b thought that the collection of foreign

theses should be restricted to the Central University libraries.
These

ce~tral

collections should be strengthened and extended,

It was remarked that a

~ist

of all universities which

~ad

theses for

exchange would be useful. It was also hoped that it would be possible

1) Actes, Vol. IX, p. 31, Translated from French by the author.
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to publish a list of the publications available from the various
institutions in t he different countries. Such lists could best be
published in e.g. national library journals. Mrs. Fallot stated that
the I.I.I.C. was already trying tc collect such information. They would
contact the sub-committee.
At the 1939 meeting it was reported that Mr. Emler had resigned
as chairman. Mr. Guinard was elected to succeed him. Mrs. Duprat read
a report by Mr. Guinard. This, stressed the importance of lists,

suc~

as mentioned in 1938. It would be useful to have an alphabetical list
of libraries involved by country and town, and an alphabetical list
of publications offered.
In his report, Mr. Guinar d expressed his amazement at not having
heard anything since he had belonged to the sub-committee for a year.
This is not surprising, as we saw that the sub-committee had not
produced a proper report since the Congress. Mr. Guinard expressed
the following wishes:
-

that in each sub-committee a permanent contact should be established
between the chairman and the members - who often do not know each
oth.r.

-

that each sub-committee should meet at least once a year, before
the annual session of the Committee, to examine the questions in
hand at leisure and thoroughly and to be able to present the results
of its work to the Committee.

Mr. Guinard's obvious dissatisfaction with the working of the subcommittees was not something new, as we know. His wishes were very
sensible and really needed to be voiced once more. However, a more
effective working pattern for the sub-committees would only be
established after the war.
Finally Mr. Godet concluded that the sub-committee would extent

,

its activities to university publications other than theses, but not
to the publications of learned societies.

v.

Sub-committee on the statistics of publications.
At the 1936 meeting. Mr. Muscowski, who was still the president

of this sub~committee, presented a report by Mr. Rulikowski, proposing
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that the sub-committee should change its method of working. Instead
of making a standard form forstatistics, it should become a kind of
Supreme Court, judging matters relating to such statistics and
recommending the best features of national statistics to other countries
for imitation, thus slowly working towards unification. In the discussion
Mr. Rodowicz stressed the ne,ed to standardize the systematic classes
used in the statistics, and the meaning of terms such as 'book',
'pamphlet', 'periodical'.
In 1937 it was reported that Mr. Muszkowski would stop his work
as delegate to IFLA and as president of the sub-committee. Mr. Uhlendahl
was appointed in his place as chairman. Two new members were appointed.
As we might have expected, the sub-committee, having lost its president,
had no report to offer.
Mr. Uhlandahl as the new president started work on the issue with
fresh energy. At the 1938 meeting he presented a report, stressing
the connection between statistics of pUblications and national
bibliographies. As he thought that the realisation of full uniform
statistics was a long way off, he suggested to start by trying to
establish a more simplified form of statistics, e.g.:
a. independent works (books, pamphlets, compilations, series),
b. periodicals,
c. newspapers,

d. works of art and reproductions,
e. geographical maps,
f. musical scores.

Once such statistics had been achieved, the information could be
subdivided into various categories, such as:
a. language,
b. originals and translations,
c. first editions, later editions and reprints,
d. books, pamphlets,
e. subjects,
f. publishers,
g. periodicity.
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One should work from the general to the specific. If the various
countries could first produce the general statistics, they could
perhaps eventually come to such detailed universal statistics as
devised by Mr. Muszkowski.
Mr. Uhlendahl was encouraged by the Committee to carryon along these
~ines.

At the 1939 session, Mr. Uhlendahl reported on the progress with
his scheme, The division of publications into six clearly definable
categories, as suggested by him in 1938, had been tried for the
compilation of statistics in Holland, Switzerland and Germany. Mr.
Uhlendahl drew a few conclusions:
in order to achiev:e a reasonable impression of the si.tuation, both,.
the national bibliographies· and the library statistics should be

considered in combination;
to start with, a good impression of the production of pUblications in
one particular year was needed, to function as material for

comparison;
- it would be useful if more countries could use the simplified scheme
and produce statistical information for 1938.
Represen ta ti ves of Franc e, . Sweden , Norway .. Holland, Swi tzerland,
Denmark and Japan promised to cooperate with the scheme. Obviously,
it was generally thought to be a realistic and useful undertaking.
Although the work would have to be stopped in the next few years,
the

~dea

of these six categories was taken up again in 1947.

VI. Sub-committee on library statistics.
This sub -committee was very little effected by the Second World
Congress. At the 1936 meeting, Mr. Leyh expressed his wish to continue
his work, and in. ·particular to see, from 1935 onwards, annual
international library statistics , publish~d by the Fede~ati on . The
outline as composed by Mr. Leyh before the

Congress~

was sent to all

members. The kinds of libraries for which it should apply, was left
to the members to be decided.
It wa s suggested that Mr. Leyh should seek ·contact with the
directors of lar g e libraries to try and encourage the use of
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standardized statistics. As we suggested before, the standardization
of library reports would also be useful. Mr. Leyh's project could
produce a very interesting piece of work, but many delegates expected
difficulties to arise.
It was decided that the Bureau would ask members to compose
library statistics accordinK to the scheme, for one or two libraries
in each country, starting from 1935.
In 1937, Mr. Leyh reported having received statistics from 8
countries, on 13 libraries. Answers from 5 more libraries had been
promised. In the discussion it was stressed that uniform library
statistics could only be achieved, if libraries were willing to try
and use Mr. Leyh's scheme, and to state the problems encountered on
paper. Tha t was the only way ·to find out.
Since so little information on 1935 had been received, it was
decided that libraries should compose statistics for 1938 and send
these to Mr. Leyh.
By 1938, Mr. Leyh was losing heart. He had received information
from 14 countries, but this was not enough to draw any conclusions.
He thought that the Committee ought to decide whether the work should
be carried on or not. If it should be, he would like to see a representative from each country responsible for the statistics, who should
get into touch with him.
After some discussion it was decided that the questionnaire should
be reduced. A.shorter, simplified list of questions would be sent
to all members, asking them once more to give the statistical information
for 1939. However, this does not mean that the Committee pronounced
itself definitely in favour of continuing the work. Nor was any
promise made as to national representatives G

By the 1939 meeting, Mr. Leyh reported having received very few
responses. It is therefore not surprising that he expressed the wish
to resign. Particularly the refusal of America and England had been
very disappointing to him. Even if these countries could only fill
in a small part of the questionnaire, their answers would have been
interesting and helpful; even if they themselves did not see the use.
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However, Mr. Leyh's resignation was not accepted. The Committee
unanimously favoured the continua,tion of his work, basing his conclusions
on the information received. After the war his work for the subcommittee would finally be taken over by others.
VII. Sub-committee on hospital libraries.
After the Second World Congress, the sub-committee on hospital
libraries carried on alo nn the Ba me lines as before. Many important
reports would be published in Vol. III of the Proceedings of the
Congress, but these were not available yet in 1936 . It was reported
that the Guild of Hospital Librarians had been 't ransformed into an
International Association of Hospital Libraries, during the international
congress of hospital libraries in May 1936 . In view of the fear that
economical crise s might cause problems 'for many hospital libraries,
Mrs. Roberts expressed the following wish:
"The International Library Committee expresses the wish that
the greatest possible efforts are made in all countries to
organize and support hospital libraries, as these libraries
as considered a social service of the first order, because of
their usefulness for the sick.,,1)
This resolution

w~s

adopted unanimously.

As usual, Mr. Lemaitre presented a report on the development of
hospital libraries in various countries. In France a National
Committee of hospital libraries had been founded.
Mr. Lemaitre again presented the report in 1937. The internat ional
congress of hospital liqraries held in 1936 had had a useful influence
in attracting public attention. It would be desirable if a committee
were created in each country to stimulate the creation and development
of these libraries. The National Guild of Hospital Libraries in London
would be glad to help such committees. The report also gave the latest
developments in a number of countries.
Mr. Sevensma pre se nted Hrs. Roberts' report on the International Guild,
which stressed among other things the importance of volunteers in
hospital libraries. Copies of the quarterly review of the Gu ild, the
'Book Trolley' were distributed.
At the 193 8 meeting, members were reminded of the existence of the
1) Actes, Vol. VIII, p. 30. (translated from French by the author)
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International Guild of Hospital Libraries, in London. The report of
the Guild gave a brief summary of the position internationally. There
seemed to be widespread interest, and progress was being made in many
places. It seemed that IFLA could help mainly by attracting attention
to the Guild and urging individual libraries to join.
In 1939, Mrs. Roberts' report on the International Guild stressed
the responsibility of h,spital authorities for establishing hospital
services. Mr. Lemaitre's report drew the attention to a pUblicatio·n
of the American Library Association 'The Hospital Library', which was
a new edition of 'Hospital Libraries'. The difference between the two
editions of this useful guide showed the developments in the field.
Mr. Lemaitre also summarized the developments in England, Ireland,
South-Africa and France.
We can conclude that this sub-committee continued to have the
same function it had before the Spanish Congress. Mr. Lemaitre's
reports continued to be useful for recording the situation and the
latest developments. Otherwise, most of the work was still being
done by Mrs. Roberts and the Guild. Rather than trying to duplicate
this work, IFLA did indeed best by drawing the attention of members
to this Guild.
VIII. Sub-committee on

th~

price and overproduction of periodicals.

The Committee reported for the first time in 1937. Mr. Munthe
stated that the aim of the .sub-committee would be · to act in certain
cases by reporting to the Federation and/or writing to the publisher.
Cases concerned would be:
- if higher prices were charged from foreigners than within the
country,

- if publishers had a kind of monopoly in a field so that they could
charge exhorbitant prices,
- if a periodical was filled with non-original material,
.. f the articles in a periodical should really be monographs,
- if abstracting journals overlapped,
- if yearbooks were unnecessarily reprinted every year.
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Mrs. Cunningham was doing a comparative study of international
periodical prices, per page, to be able to come to a fair judgement.
The prices of German periodicals did not seem to be much above the
average any longer.
Hr. Hunthe again presented the report in 1937. Devaluation was
not helping library

budgets~

of subscriptions of new

which were suffering under the

bu~den

sci~'ntific periodicals. The German publishers

had kept to the 25% reduction promised, but the situation was still
not satisfactory. One of the problems was formed by the "families of
periodicals"

whereby subscription to one periodical compelled the

library to subscribe to another periodical as well. This was obviously
wrong. The

~isuse

of scientific periodicals to publish theses, which

was an encroachment on the· free exchange., was being studied by Dr.
Holmberg. One case of unfair pricing was reported, namely the
International Who's Who, which was sold for much higher prices outside
England. The value of the >lork was doubted too. Hr. Hunthe resigned,
this year, to be succeeded by Mrs. Cunningham.
At the 1938 meeting a report by Mrs. Cunningham was presented.
She had made a detailed study of the price of German medical and
biological periodicals and had also surveyed French period·ical prices.
The prices had inceased considerably in the last year, according to
her. 45 new journals had appeared in medicine and allied sciences in
the last year. The survey showed that nothing had been gained in
regard to further price decreases since 1935, and that some of the
ground gained since 1932 had been lost again. If this continued,
subscriptions would have to be stopped again.
The report also drew attention to the need for a study of the
abstracting publications in all countries, A Joint Committee composed·
of representatives of library associations and scientific societies
was going to work on this, in order to eliminate overlapping and
duplication. It would be helpful if the sub-committee would be willing
to cooperate. Also, librarians were continually complaining that it
was difficult to

obtai~

information on the publications of international

congresses. A yearly list Of congresses, with data ooncerning the

•
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pUblication of proceedings etc. would be us eful. The situation as
to theses in periodicals seemed to be better, but not yet solved.
A resolution wa s adopted, supporting the study of indexing and
abstracting services, and deciding that the Federation 'would nominate
a representative for this work.
Mr. Sevensma drew the attention to the "Bulletin de renseignements
sur l'oeuvre des organisations internationales" published regularly
by the League of Nations. This would contain much of the desired
information on congress proceedings .

Finally a resolution was adopted on the insertion of adverts in
periodicals on special pages. This matter was referred to the committee
on special libraries.
For the 1939 meeting

Mrs~

Cunningham had again written a long and

detailed report. Prices of German periodicals had on the whole
slightly improved. New scientific periodicals continued to appear in
large numbers. International organizations such as IFLA should do
all they could to make scientists aware of the inadvisability of new
journals, unless these really filled an existing gap.
Mrs . Cunningham presented IFLA at the first meeting of the Joint :'
Com'mi ttee on Indexing and Abstrac ting services , sponsored by the
American Library Association. It looked as if this committee was going
to do some very useful work.
Finally it is interesting to see that Mrs. Cunningham expressed
her appreciati on of the assistance and support in this work extended
by the members of the Sub-committee. This shows that Mrs. Cunningham
did not really do all the work, although on the other hand, it does
stress that the chairman did most of the work. She would continue to
work for this sub-committee after the war.
Altogether, we can say that the sub-committee did do some very
useful work in these years,by studying periodical prices, and highlighting some of the problems, but we get the very strong impression
that we should say 'Mrs. Cunningham ' rather than 'the Sub-committee'l
IX. Sub -committe e on the legal problems of International Loans.
This sub-committee was very short-lived. It presented its one and
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only report in 1937 , having studied the following two questions:
-

the responsibility of the borrowing library in caae of loss or
damage;
regulations concerning disagreements which might result from possible
damage.s.

They proposed a text to be printed on the back of the loan-form, to
deal with these eventualities. Their proposals were adopted.

X.

S ub-com~ittee

on Special Libraries.

At the 1936 meeting, Hr. La·ncaster-Jones presented the first
report. He analysed a number of problems: preserving of the sources,
adequate bibliographies, the provision of abstracts and digests, and
the provision of summaries of progress Bnd of the stage of knowledge
r ~ ached

at a given date; and he described ways of better organizing

information s ervices. He also submitted a scheme for a world index to
scientific and technical literature, brought to the notice of the
aub-committee by the Science Museum Library in London. The Science
Service, Washington, D.C . had submitted a programme of documentation
based on the use of microphotography.
It was

remarked that the best results would be obtained if one

library did all the abstracting work for each small field of interest.
Mr. Lancaster-Jones again presented the report in 1937. He
surveyed the progress made in the field of bibliography during the
last year, drawing particular attention to the work done by the
Science Mus eum Library to further its scheme for a World Index to
8cientific and Technical Literature. He approved of the work done by
the Ll.D., which had arrived at adaptations of the Decimal
Classification, in collaboratiori with various specia lised organizations,
with advantage to both parties, and while maintaining the unity of
the system. Further progress was recorded in the pUblication of this
system in English and German. Activities continued in the production
of microphotographic apparatus and the application of this process
for libraries. In the compilation of lists of periodicals purporting
to relate to a specific subject, he thought it desirable to specify
in regard to each item:
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- the place (country) in which it is published,
-

the subject or subjects with which it deals.

He recommended that the arrangement of the titles in an extensive
list should be according to national groups in the fir&t instance.
Mr. Lanca ster -Jones was particular interested in comments on this
recommendation. However,

there was no discu ss ion on it, as it was

susgested that anybody interested should contact Hr. Lancaster-Jones
directly. So we d on 't know the general opinion on this.
The 1938 report drew the attention to the importance of supplying
lists of current periodicals on specialised subjects. The I nsti tute of
Agriculture was preparing such >a guide for agricultural periodicals;
the Sc ience Library in London would also produce one. Both these
institutions were also preparing lists to periodical abstracting
and indexing services in their respective fields.

The importance of technical libraries was increasing in many
countries. The report once more drew the attention to the important
role of micro-photography. S ome very interesting and useful work in
the field of technical periodicals was being done in Sweden, by the
So>c iety for Technical Li ter~ ture (Tekniska Li ttera tursallskape>t
T.L.S.).
Hr. Lancaster-Jones 'report for 1939 mentioned a number of
interesting publications, suc h as the Ulrich's periodicals directory,
the Handlist of Current Periodicals from the Science Library and the

•

World Bibliography of Bibliographies. It was discussed whether this
last publication, by Besterman, was not a duplication of the work of
Hr. Grundtvig and Hr. Vortius. Mr. Esdaile explained that there was
a considerable difference between these> two publications.
It was noted with interest that special libraries were gradually
e volving their own textb06ks. >The

~roject

of an international gu ide

to technical periodicals had to be abandoned for the time being.
In his report Mr. Lancaster-Jones mentioned that no formal session
of the sub-committee had been held

~u ring

the last year, but that many

of its members had met on the occasion o f the annual conference of
the F.I.D. and the British Association of Special Libraries and
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Information Bureaux. On that occasion the opportunity was taken to
hage several informal discussions. We know that sub-committees hardly
ever met in between the annuil sessions, for various reasons. It is
good to see that this sub-60mmittee did take such

oppor~unit ies

for

informal discussions, so that presumably the annual report was not
completely the work of Mr. Lancaster-Jones alone. This also stresses
the importance of letting conferences of allied organizations
coincide, in the same

country~

However, all this does not alter the

fact that the reports of this sub-committee in the years 1936 to
1939 were mainly the work of the chairman. The committee did not
achieve any thing tangible, but it probably fulfilled a useful
function in drawing attention to progress made in various countries
and in stimulating discussion· and contacts. This same work would be
continued after the war, under a new chairman.
XI. Sub-committee on Parliamentary Libraries.
Mr. Damiani presented the first report. The committee had started
working immediately after the 1935 Congress. A questionnaire had been
sent to the parliamentary libraries of the various countries, in July
1935, asking for informtaion and suggestions on the following matters:
- coordainat ion of the methods of work and of publications,
- rationalisati on of legal documentation,
editing of the summaries of the working of the various Parliaments,
amelioration of the exchange arrangements for official publications,

•

- forma tion of parliamentary libraries, as. organiza tions independen t
of gene ral parliamentary administration,
parliamentary libraries and le gal deposit.
Only a small number of answers had been received. It Was suggested that
mor e answers might come, if the questionnaire was also sent to the
national associations, in the various countries.
~Ie

don't know whether any more answers to this questionnaire were

received during the following year, as the matter was not mentioned
at the 19 37 meeting. There was no report either. Instead there was
a lon g ~iscus~ion which .resulted in the decision to have 5 issues
studied. The reports from 5 reporters on these subjects would form
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the basis of a discussion at the next meeting. The issues chosen Were:
- Governmental and parliamentary publications,
- legal deposit in parliamentary and legal libraries,
- world exchange of parliamentary and legal informatio~ and publications ,
- possibility of normalisation of references made by authors and
publishers,
- functioning of the 'Legislative Reference Service' of the Library
of Congress.
The reports on these subjects should be sent to the Bureau by March,
1st, 1938. Mr. Damiani was appointed general reporter.
From the 1938 report of this sub-committee it becomes obvious that
ooly one of these reports was actually written. Miss Meyer gave a
survey of the origin, the history and the functioning of the 'Legislative
Reference Service' of the Library of Congress. Of the other reporters,
only Mr. Childs, who should have reported on the first issue, did
somethin g . He did not write a report, but he did sent some information,
namely a pamphlet 'Library of Congress. An account of Government
~ocument

bibliography in the United States and elsewhere', which he

published in 19 30; he accompanied this with some up-dated information.
He also sent the text of the 1937 agreement between the United States
and Mexico on the exchange or" official journals and parliamentary
documents, and ·a pamphlet "The current recording of United States
Government Publications" published in 1937. I suppose altogether, Mr.
Childs though t that this information sufficiently covered the subjec t
he was supposed to study.
The sub-committee had also received a report from Mr. Breycha-Vauthier
on the library of the Lea g ue of Nations. The report of the SUb-committee
presented at the 19 38 meeting summarized these three surveys. Together
they showed the great importance of good relations between the directofs
of parliamentary information · services, enabling them to stay informed
of new pUblications and interesting changes. A resolution Was presented
asking the Federation to invite all directors of libraries and other
institutions interested . t? get into contact with the Federation in
order to organize regular contacts between pa r liamentary documentation
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centres. The resolution also thanked Mr. Seven Rma for his excellent
work in making the library of the League of Nations into what it was
now, and hoped that this library would continue to be acce"sible to
all countries, and would continue to be so useful. This resolution
was adopted unanimously.
The first questionnaire, sent in 1935 and 1936 obviously had not
had m'uch su'c cess, for in 1939 it was repor ted that ano ther ques tionnaire
was being prepared, which ' would ask for information on general methods
and instruments of documentation in parliamentary libraries,' and also
information on biblio g raphies, institutions and persons which might
be helpful for research in the field of parliamentary and legal matters.
The information would be regularly up-dated and published. Whether
this questionnaire was ever sent is doubtful. The sub-committee
continued under a new president after the war, and this particular
survey was never mentioned &g ain.

The conclusion on this sUb-committee is that it really tried very
hard to collect information and to have certain issues studied in
more detail. However, the respons was minimal. Hopefully the existence
of the sub-committee did give some support to the librarians concerned
and did stimulate discussion and contacts.
XII. Sub-committee on the normalisation in the field of books and
libraries.
Mr. Prinzhorn presented the report of thi s committee in 1936. He
thought that the sub-committee should deal with the standardization
of rules for alphabetical arrangements, the ordering of citations, the
useful form and shape of periodicals, the form of library cards and
bibliographical cards, the transcription of foreign letters etc.
Much of this also interested the I.I.D., but many members of the subcommittee belonged to that Institute too, so it would be possible to
prevent duplication of efforts. The International Standards Association
and the International Committee of Scientific Organizations also dealt
with standardization, so duplicatin g their work must be avoided too.
From France it was reported that a special committee was studying
the elaboration of rules for alphabetical lists. Rules for the ordering
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of personal names and names of commercial firms would be published soon.
At the

1937 meeting, Hr. Prinzhorn reported that the sub-·c ommi ttee

had now also become a committee of the I.I.D. in order to be as effective
as possible in the field of standardization. It ha d be&n decided to
form special committees in each country responsible for the execution
of the standardization. Thirteen countries had already appointed
chairmen for such committees. On the programme of the joint IFLA-I.I.D.
committee were rules for alphabetical ordering, transliteration, rules
for cit*tions,

th~

shape of periodicals etc.; in fact the same kind of

programme as the original IFLA sub-committee had envisaged for itself.
To avoid duplication, Mr. Prinzhorn would g et into contact with the
sub-committee on the unification of cataloguing rules, on the issue
of transliteration.
In

1938 it was reported that the joint IFLA-I.I.D. committee had

now come under the supervision of the International Standards
Association. As 'ISA-committee 46 Documentation' it had its secretariat
with the German committee for standardization.
The committee's first task would be to ensure the execution of the
already existing international standards. Thisconcerned the. int e rnational
rules for abbreviation of periodical titles, the order.ing on lists
of periodicals, and the shape of library cards and bibliographical
cards. These matters would be discussed at the meeting of the subcommittee during the F.I.D. conference in September

1938 in England.

The other tasks of the committee would also be discussed there. The
committee would report re g ularly on the progress of the various issues
in the library periodicals.

1939 session, Mr. Prinzhorn reported on the meeting of
the ISA-committee 46 in Septemb er 1938 in London. It was decided that
At the

the rules for the abbreviation of periodical titles and the rules
for the ordering of lists of · periodicals would be proposed for
ISA-recommendations. Mr. Damiani's work on transliteration had been
distributed and would be discussed in the various countries. To stimulate
the discussion on rules for alphabetical ordering, countries had been
asked to establish nat10nal rules, if these did not exist as yet.
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Normalisation in the field of photographic reproduction

wa ~

also

discussed. Particularly in Germany and America good progress was being
made in the field of standardization.
In the discussion the attention was drawn to a new'format for
catalogue cards, being introduced in some new libraries. It was
stressed that this

developm~nt

should be stopped as much as possible,

as it threatened uniformity.
It is difficult to compare this sub -committee with the other IFLA
sub-committees.since it really became an ISA committee.

After the war

it would continue as a committee of the International Standaids Organi zation. Of course it wa s a good thing, that IFLA did not try to have
its own com~ittee,duplicating the work of others. The effectiveness
of the committee in these years is hard to measure, since the adoption
of the various rules in the different countries was of course a slow
process. No doubt it stimulated such execution, by discussing the
value of the rules and stimulating the devising of more rules, and by
reporting on the progress made. Standardization continues to be a
major concern in international librarianship.
XIII. Sub-committee on the unification of cataloguing rules.
Mgr. Tisserant had been appointed chairman of this sub-committee.
He reminded the committee of the important work done by the Vatican
library in the field o f cataloguing rules. A code was published in
1930, which was being tried out in various countries. Collaboration
between the Vatical Library and IFLA could be very profitable .
As mgr. Tisserant was, however, leaving the Vatical Library and also
his work for IFLA, he resigned as president in 1936 and was succeeded
by Hr. Bishop.
Mr. Rodowicz reported that Mr. Sustrac had done some work on the
unification of cataloguing, for the I.I.D., but that the Institute
had de6ided to leave this matter to IFLA. However, mr. Sustrac's work
ought to be considered . He had devised a kind of auxiliary code,
to be used for in terna tional works, which should he·lp to make the
national codes more simple and more precise. Mr. Godet assured Mr.
Rodowicz that Mr. Sustrac 's work would certainly be studied.
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Apparently, not Mr. Bishop, but Mr. Metcalf took over the
presidency of the sub-committee. He presented the report in 1937. He
stated that a study should be made of the existing national or
,
international codes. He realized that it would be a long time before
any kind of international agreement would be achieved. Five topics
had been singled out for consideration:
1. language question. Would it be possible to find a code which could
transcend the language barriers? The sub-committee was undertaking
the preparation of a glossary of cataloguing terms in at least four
languages: English, French, German, Italian. The Vatican Rules and
the Prussian Instructions should also become available in 4
languages, as should the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules.
2. The theories and policies 'behind various rules should be studied.

3. The sub-committee should act as a clearing-house for information
on the subject.

4.
5.

Transliteration . should be studied.
The problem of cataloguing musical scores, and of other special
cataloguing codes should be studied.

Mr. Lemaitre announced that his French-English-German vocabulary of
library terms would soon appear. Mr. Kruss reported that the Pruss ian
Instructions would soon be translated into English and Greek. The
Vatican Rules had already been translated into various languages.
In 1938 Mr. Metcalf's rep a rt contained a study of various cataloguing codes

~nd

the policies for using them. There was also a

statement on cataloguing in the United States. It was suggested that
similar reports should be prepared by other countries each year, and
should be published. Mr. Metcalf's report also contained a useful
list of books, periodicals and reports on cataloguing published in 1937.
The report presented in 19 39 consisted of two parts: first a
statement on the international cataloguing situation, based on letters
from Committee members, and second a statement on cataloguing in the
United States in 1938, prepared by Mr. Russell of the National Archives.
Good progress in this field was reported from F rance. The sub-committee
intended to try and combine ·the best elements of the various codes
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into a code of its own.
This sub-com mittee did some useful work in these years before the
war, by registering various codes, stimulating knowledge of these
codes il-nd the·ir transla tion into other lan guages

and~

initiating the

study of the pros and cons of the different systems. Like most
committees it also fulfilled a useful function in acting as a
clearing-house for information on the subject. The members of the
commi ttee seem to ·have been helpful in supplying Mr. Metcalf wi th
information on the situation in their country. The sub-committee would
carryon in the same vein after the war.

Some conclusions On the working of the sub-committees.
If we try to sum up the ·work of the sub-commi ttees in the years
1935 to 1939, the picture is neither too favourable nor too
disappointing. The sub-commi ttees basically continued to Hork in the
same manner as they did in the early years. Meetings in between the
annual sessions were almost unknown. Good exceptions were the committee
on special libraries and the committee on standardizations, but in
both cases the members met on the occasions of other conferences or
meetings; not because the sub-committee of IFLA had decided that it
needed to come together. Reports continued to be written by the
chairmen. If a president resigned there was usually no report. A new
chairman "ould be appointed at the annual meeting, who \;ou ld pr.esent
his first report at the next session. Often a new president would
start to work along new lin es . This lack of continuity, which of course
made progress slow, could also be seen in regard to other members of
the commi ttees, so that it \;as usual for members of a commi ttee
hardly to know each other.• The best sub-committees seem to have been
thos e committees of which the members regularly reported to the
chairman on the situation in / their country in relation to the particular
issue. This at least enabled the chairman to give a good survey of the
gegenral situation, in his report.
Yet, the picture is not just bleak. All sub-committees did fulfill
a useful function as clearing-houses for information on their subject.
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This really was quite important. They also stimulated thought and
discussion and brought together people from allover the world working
in particular fields or particular kinds of libraries. This must have
been a great help to many librarians.
Of course tangible results were very few. That such results are
very difficult to achieve in an international context, is well-known.
Therefore it was all the more encouraging that IFLA did achieve one
such actual result in setting up the International Loan Scheme. And
it was all the more disappoin ting tha t

the war put a s top to it.

Disappointing was also the lack of support given to some very useful
schemes, such as Mr. Leyh's projects for library statistics and the
minimal respons received to questionnaires such as that sent out by
the sub-committee on Parliamentary libraries. However, some very useful
studies were undertaken, such as Mrs. Cunningham's studies on periodical
prices, and some very helpful reports were presented. Very encouraging
was also the cooperation with other organizations, avoiding duplication
of efforts.
As to the resolutions of the Spanish World Congress, the picture
is not very clear. The various sub-committees created as a result of
the resolutions did none of them actually attempt to realize particular
recommendations.

Th~y

all took their tasks as concerning the general

field of their particular subject. This was probabaly the only
possible course of action. Attempting the execution of a particular
recommendation without first exploring the general field of interest,
would probably not have led to any results anyway. The Congress had
highlighted a number of problem-areas, which needed particular
attention. This attention they received through the sub-committees.
Only a few resolutions which were not ,covered by committees, were
forgotten altogether.
So, in the end, the result of five years work wa s quite reasonable,
considering that five years only really means five times two or three
days in which to

meet~

report, discuss, decide and leave again, and all

that in an atmosphere of growing unrest and disillusion with
international contacts.
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f. Reports from other organizations.
In the early years it had only been the I.I.I.C. ' which sent a
delegate to the Federation's meetings and reported at the plenary
session on the Institute's activities. After the Second World Congress,
however, two other organizations began to sent a representative of
their organization to the annual meetings of IFLA, namely the
International Institute of Documentation, which ·would change its
name to Federa tion In terna tionale de Documen ta tion (F. I. D.), and the
International Committee of Agricultural Libraries. Moreover, a
representative of the League of Nations was present at most meetings.
At the 1935 plenary session the I.I.I.C. was still the only
outsi~e bod~, reporting on its activities. Mr. Rossi drew the attention

to a number of publications of the Institute: "Guide des Services
nationaux de renseignements", "Bibliotheques populaires et loisirs

ouvriers" and "Role et formation de bibliothecaires". He also
mentioned that the Institute was undertaking a study On the social
and intellectual mission of public libraries.
At the 1936 meeting Mr. Sevensma reported that the International
Institute ~~ Documentation had expressed a wish to collaborate with
IFLA, notably by sending representatives to each others meetings.
Moreover, the I.I.D. offered to cooperate with IFLA's sub-committee
on uniform cataloguing rules. After some discussion, the Committee
adopted a resolution to the effect that I FLA was willing to exchange
representatives with I.I.D. and to cooperate in order to avoid
duplication of efforts. The International Committee of Agricultural
Librarians had also expressed a wish to collaborate with IFLA. The
represen ta t.i ves of both organi z;, tions would be present a t a l l IFLA
annual meetings, up to the . war.
the I.I.I.C. continued to send a delegate to each annual IFLA meeting.
Matters dealt with by the Institute in these years before the war
included: an investigation on legal deposit, a Guide to National
Unions of Documentation, an International Guide to Archives, the
publication "Mission sociale et intellectuelle des bibliotheques
po p ulaires", a new edition of the Guide to national Information
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centres, and a study of rural libraries. The Institute also undertook
a project to have the Bibliographie de la France printed on cards. The
Institute intended to frequent publishers to publish with each
publication also a card to be used in the catalogues of libraries.
The IFLA committee discussed this plan" and judged it to be impossible
td execute. For us it is interesting to see that

Cataloguing~in

Publication was being discussed in 1938, as the problem is still not
satisfactorily solved in 19 7 ~.
In 1936 the representative of the International Committee of
Agricul'tural Librarians explained the history and constitution of
the Committee. Its tasks were to develop the work of .gricultural
librarians by publications, by developing ' an international centre of
agricultural bibliography at the International Institute of Agriculture,
and by other means of mutual aid between the agricultural librarians.
The delegate also told something about the Committee's plans ,for the
future. By 1937, the representative could report that the Gommittee
had held it~ first meeting in August 1937 in Paris. They had published
the "Survey of current bibliographies on agriculture and allied
subjects". In 1938 the number of members had grown to 24, representing
20 countries. The World list of Agricultural Libraries and Documentation

Centres wa s expected to appear by the end of 1938. The pUblication of
this list could indeed be

~eported

1n 1939.

At the 1937 plenary session, a representative of the I.I.D.
presented a report, stating what should be the functi6ns of the

Institut~

a. clearing-house for bibliographical information,
b. coordination of methods,
c. auxiliary centre for bibliographical documentation,
d. stimulate union catalogues - publish list of existing union
ca tal'ogues,
e. diffusion of the idea of world documentation.
The delegate reflected on the relations between IFLA and the I.I.D.,
without,however, arriving at any clear distinctions or definitions.
He concluded that the

~fforts

of libraries, special libraries, documen-

tation centres and archives ought to be united. He saw this as a task
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of the Institute. Mr. Godet answered that he was glad to see good
relations between IFLA and the I.I.D. and he tactfully remarked that
the relationship between librarie s and documentation centres was
different in eac h country.
In 1938 Mr. Donker-Duyvis pres ented the report of the new Internationa'l Federation of Docum,entation (F .LD. ) He explained the
revision of the Statutes and the organization of the new Federation.
He also invited librarians to , participate in the next Conference of
the Fe deration. For more information he referred to the "Ll.D.
Co mmunic a ti o ns" of which he distributed copies to anyone interested.
The same representative presented a r e port in 1939 , stressing
the s~cc es s of the 1938 Congress and the importanc~ of the next
international conference to be held in Zurich in Augu st 1939 . The
report gave the latest dev e l opments of Universal Decimal Classification.
Work on this continued . Finally the representative drew the attention
again to the "F. 1. D. -communica tions" which gave de tailed information
on all ,p roblems related to documentation. With their regular
conferences and the regular publication of their "communications"
F.~. D .

certainly seems to have been already on the right road t o

becoming an e 'ffective 'international organization.
g. Various other resolutions.

Unlike during the years ,before ' the Second World Congress, only a
small number of other issues, unrelated to the work of the sub committees,cropped up during the y ears before the war, demanding
resolu tions.
~.

In 1936 Mr. Sevensma reported that a letter had been received from

the French Union of Documentation Organizations inviting

IFJ~

to take

part in the World Co n g ress of Documentation to be held in Paris, in
Au g ust 1937. He offered a repor t on the subject , stating that the
programme of the Congress sh'o wed that'essential library matters would
be di scussed under n e w terms. "Therefore I don't quite see how our
Federation could participate in a Congress of which the programme
1
shows so li ttle in teres t and unders tanding of our professional work .... )
However, it would of course be us eful to know what exactly 'documentation

1) ,Actes, Vol. VIII, p .43.
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meant to the organizers of the Congress; where the work of libraries
ended and the work of documentation began. It would be useful to grasp
the opportunity during the Congress to examine the point of view o·f
documentation, from the point of view of libraries, in

o~der

to come

to some practical and precise definition. Mr. Sevens ma therefore
proposed not to collaborate officially, but to hold the 1937
Committee's session in Paris at abo ut the time of the Congress, to
enable librarians to attend the Documentation Congress.
After some discussion an

ans ~ er

was decided on, stating:

" ••• The programme of the Congress contains a good number of
questions which touch libraries specifically, and which,
consequently, will return in the studies of IFLA. The Federation
will certainly recommend to its members to participate in the
Congress and to express in their reports everything libraries
hav e already done and can still do in the field of documentation.
However, the programme, in the e laboration of which IFLA
had not participated, oversteps in many points its field of
activity. It seems, to the Federation, much too excessive, and
can therefore, in many of its issues not lead to cny useful
discussion. Therefore, IFLA regrets that it cannot accord its
patronage to this Congress."

1)

In view of the objections raised by Mr. Sevensma this really seems to
me a fairly tactfully worded answer. The decision not to participate
officially was probably

very wise. Whether the librarians who did

attend the Congress were ab le to have any influence there, or whether
it made anybody any the wiser on the relations between libraries and
documental.ists,

is difficult to say. The Congress certainly raised

many questions related to libraries. However, as we saw, the discussion
on the relation sh ip was not closed at this Congress, and the problems
were not solved. Perhaps the fairly good relationship of IFLA with
F.I.D. was one of the results • . No doubt personal contacts between
workers in both fields were stimulated.
b. At the 1938 meeting ~r. Godet gave some information on the work
of Mr. Grundtvig, "ho was elaborating the "International Manual of
1) Actes, Vol. VIII, p • . if7 (transl. from French).
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Special Bibliography" with the help of Hr. Vortius. Mr. Godet stressed
the evident usefulness of the work and asked the Committee to suggest
how Mr. Grundtvig and Mr. Vortius could best be helped. After some
discussion a resolution was adopted to the effect that'the me mberassociations should help the work, either by each charging a qualified
person to collaborate with Hr. Grundtvig and Hr. Vortius, or by putting

them into contact with a central in s titution, or an institution
specialised in bibliographical matte rs , which would consent to cooperate.
As there is no further mention of the "Manual" in the Ac t es up to the
war, it is impossible to know whether Mr. Grundtvig and Mr, Vortius
did get the help they needed.
c. As we meritioned before, the Committee decided to take the occasion
of Nr. Sevensma's move from Geneva to Leiden and his sixtieth birthday
to honour him and thank him for all he had done so far, by the creation
of a Sevensma Prize, in 193 Q

•

The price would be paid, every two years,

from a fund to be established. The Price would be given for the best
study on a set subject - a subject which would relate to Libraries and
Practical Life, as this subject had always occupied Mr.

~ evensma.

A sum

of 10.000 Swiss francs had already been collected which would form the
basis of the fund.
The scheme was offered " to I1r. Sevensma, as a kind of present,

l

immediately after the presentation of his report. Mr. Sevensma expressed .
his sincere thanks for this honour. The practical details were discussed
at the end of the session. The Statutes for the Price were accepted
unanimously. It was decided that the first theme would be announced
at the 1940 session. The first decision of the jury would be taken
at the 1941 meetin g . The article· should have a length of 50 to 100
pages. It was suggested t hat IFLA should publish the winning

~rticle.

The competition would only be open to members of associations belonging
to IFLA, under the age of forty. So, the Price was explicitly meant to
stimulate the younger members of the profession. Altogether, the
institution of this "Prix Sevensma" was a very good idea, and a very
good way to honour a man who had done so much for the Federation.
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h. Next Congress.

As before, the choosin g of a place to hold the next annual meeting
never created any major problems in the years 19 35 to 1939. Again,
there always was at least one invitation. Both China arid India invited
the Committee to come to their countries in 193 6 . Although everybody
agreed that i t would be a good idea to hold the session in a nonEuropean country, most associations said that they would not be able
to afford sending a delegate tha t far, in those difficul t

times. So,

an invitation from Poland had to be accepted, instead . In 1937 the
meeting was held in Paris, to coincide wit h the World Congress of
Documentation. In 1938 it was held in Brussels, and in 1939 in The
Hague and Amsterdam.
Already in 1935 Germany invited IFLA to hold the next World Congress
in Germany in 1940, to coincide with the Gutenberg celebration of 500
years printing. However, no decision was taken at that stage. The
German invitation was finally accepted in 1938 . The Conference would
be held in Berlin, Leipzig, Frankfurt and Nainz. The Congress would
concentrate on library users, i.e. all questions were to be considered
from the point of view of the us er s . The Motto was to be "The Library
and· its Users". Particular attention would be paid to microphotography
and other me thods of reproduc tion, and their uses of libraries.
At the 1939 meeting the date of the Congress was set as August
3 - 12. Although most of the delegates present at the 1939 session did not for a moment believe that it would be po ss ible to hold an
International Congress in 1940, least of all in Germany, the
preparations and discussions on · the ' programme did continue. Apparently
nobody dare to speak the truth out loud. Presumably, the Bureau
dropped the preparations quietly, sometime during the following months.
The Committee would not meet again till 1947.
i. National reports.

As before, the delegates from the various countries continued to
present their annual national reports, which were always published
in the Actes. They remain e d one of the most important means of
informing the countries of the national developments, the most
important publications etc . As such, they formed an essential, and
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often,larr,e part of the annual volumes.

~s

a record of the times and

the library developments allover the world in the years 1935 to 1939,
the reports still have not lost their value.
As it would lead too far to go into the details of all these
national reports, I will only mention a few interesting facts.
As a foretaste of what was to come in many countries, China reported
both in 1938 and in 1939 on the extensive loss of books
of the hostilities. Many collections

h~d

8S

a result

been destroyed, although

some books had been evacuated in time to the interior of the country.
Understandably, China asked for donations from other count r ies, to
set up new libraries after the wars. In 1938 their request was still
seriously considered. By 1939 it was already nearly too late for most
of the members to be able to help China.
At the 1938 meeting, the representative from France expressed a
number of wishes from the French association:
a. the regular exchange of publications of member-associations.
b. an enquiry into national information centres on library management,

the creation of such centres where they did not yet exist, and a
regular contact between such centres.
c. reports of sub-committees to be sent to the Bureau one month before

the session, and the distribution of summaries of these reports to
all members, a fortnight before the session, to enable a useful
discussion at the annual meetings.
Unfortunately, the Actes do not report any discussion on these wishes.
Yet, they were very sensible demands. The first wish shows that there
was little, or at least not sufficient contact between the memberassociations, outside the annual meetings. The wish expressed was very
sensible, as an initiative from the Bureau or a resolution at one of
the meetings might have been all that was needed to stimulate further
contact among the associations.
The third wish referred again to the problem of the sub-committees.
These wer, ·obviously still not working satisfactorily. There never
seems to have been any problem

about distributing documents to members,

once they had been received by the Bureau. So, presumably, the problem
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was that committee-reports were not ready in time, or were not sent,
which shows that the committees were sti ' l

not working effectively,

as indeed we concluded in our discussion on the sub-committees.
As for the second wish it was reported in 1939 that the'administrator
of the Na tional Library in Paris had decided to crea te an Informa tion
Bureau on libraries and library manar,ement, attached to the Secretariat
of his establishment. He hoped that

strong collaboration would be

established between the new bureau and the

~rench

association of

librarians. Cooperation with other countries was desirable too.
Mr. Godet asked the associations to give all possible information on

national library

informatio~

centres in the respective countries.

As a result of this request national centres were mentioned
Germany, England, Italy, the

~nited

in:

Nations, Denmark and Switzerland.

So, a start had been made.
j. Reactions in England and the Netherlands.
We already looked at the reactions and reports in England and the
Netherlands in relation to the Second International Congress in Spain.
In relation to the annual sessions between 1935 and 1939, the , pattern
is very similar. Some information can be found in the British
~L~i~b~r~a~r~y~A~s~s~O~c~l~'a~t~i~o~n~~R~e~c~o~r~d,

but very few comments. In March 1937 a

short review of the Actes of 1936 was published. 1) The reviewer drew
particular attention to the "far-reaching and mnst suggestive opening
address by, the acting President of the Warsaw meeting, Mr. Godet".
The national reports were considered important as they "give information
as to a number of developments which might otherwise be missed".
Finally the review mentioned the names of the three British delegates.
The review gave no further comment on the work of IFLA.
In November of the same year , the Library Association Rec"rd printed
the official report of the Dritish delegate to the 1937 meeting.
The representative of the Library Association gave a straightforward
'report of' the meeting, without any personal comments.
In the Library Association Record of 1938 we only found a review
of the I.I.I.C. publication on the social and intellectual mission
of public libraries (see p. 99); which was considered an invaluable

1) Library Association Record, March 1937, p. 140.
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work of reference .
In Hay 1939, the request was published of the IFLA sub-committee for
library statistics, asking for statistics from two libraries in each
country . At the 1937 session Mr . Sevensma reported having distributed
the requests for this information. Th e request was sent out once more
in 1938. This shows us how long it took for such messages to reach
the actual librarians in the various countries.
The Actes of 1938 were reviewed. ,1 ) Again, Mr. ' Godet's speech
attracted the attention: "he stressed that librarianship had more to
fear than such accidental damage - the decay of culture and the
superseding of the book by other means of information. Mr. Godet
endeavoured to clarify the relative aims of centres of documentation
and libraries in the diffusion of knowledge, and he made a plea for
a working partnership b e tween the two cultural agencies". Also the
national reports were mentioned again, which "admirably display the
progress of librarianship throughout the world".
In August 1939 a short report on the 19 39 session in The Hague was
published , together with a short article on the Seven sma Prize, with
the statutes. The report on the meeting mentione d the invitation from
Germany: "The Committee unanimously kept po li tics out of consideration
(The only condition on which the Federation can survive) and accepted
the invitation,,2). This is interesting, ' as it is one of the few personal
comments in these reports on IFLA meetings. The British delegate
obv i ously agreed with the decision to carryon, irrespective of the
political situation .
The official report of the Library Association delegate was
published in July 1940 3 ). The presiden t of the Federation "poin ted
out that in spite of the vast expenditure on arma ments and of
ideological divisions between countries, there had nevertheless been
much cultural activity and evi dence of a deep sense of the identity
of the interests of libraries everywhere which made international
cooperation through the Federation more ' than ever necessary".
As to the next international Congress, the report said: "Though many
members of the Committee thought it improbable that these meetings
1 ) Librar;z: Association Hecord , May 1939 , p. 245.
2) Librar:t: Association Record , August 1939, p. 447.
3) Librar:t: Association Record ', July 1940 , p . 209.
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could be held, they believed it to be best that the arrangements
should be accepted".
It is good to see that all together

more information on IFLA and its

activities reached the members of the British Library Associations
than in earlier years. Mr. Godet's speeches obviously - and rightly
made an impres s ion on his audience. He had the abili ty to touch on
the right matters at the right time in a tactful and impressive way.
The importance attached to the national reports is also as we would
have expected. It is a shame that the Bri tish dele gates did not give
more of their owri opinions and reactions to the work of IFLA. This
would surely have made their reports more interesting and stimulating
to their colleagues.
The reports of the Dutch representatives to the plena r y session
between 1935 and 1939 did not give much more information on the actual
mee ti ngs·, but they di d con tai n more personal commen ts. Perhaps this
was just because of the particular man who used to attend the meetings,
and who obviously enjoyed them, and also enjoyed writing a b out the
session afterwards.
In 1937 Bibliothe ekleven published Hr. Leendertz's report on the
tenth plenary session held in 19 37 .in Paris. It said, amongst other
things: "The importance of such meetings lies not so much in the
decisions taken - for

inter~ationally

things cannot really be decided,

only desired - as th the regular meetin g of colleagues from different
countries, colleagues who seek this contact, and who try to realize
the wishes, formulated at the meetin g s".1)
The report also referred to the national reports, which were
supplemented by informally received information: "one receives information from many countri e s on library situations, of which one would
.
2)
otherwise never hear't.
Talking about the problems and consid e rations of the various subcommittees, Mr. Leendertz remarked that not enough was being done
for hospital libraries and book provisions in prisons, in the
Netherlands. Another criticism was directed at the lack of Dutch
material on the library exhibition in Paris.

1) Bibliotheekleven, 1937, p. 2 04.
2 ) Bi b liotheekleven, 1937, p. 204.
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In 193 8 the same representative wrote an article on the eleventh
session held ln Brussels. He thou Ght that the national reports had
provided the most interesting information

at this meeting.

Also he~ressed again that one could lea r n much from personal contacts.
He was glad to see that many countries were willing to join the
International Loan Scheme and to adhere to the rules. According to
him the most important decision taken was the agreement on holding
the next Horld Congress in Germany, in 19 40, to coincide with the
Gutenber g commemoration, and to coincide with the congress for
d ocumentation in Frankfurt.
As to the sub-committees, the report stated that many committees
did not make much progress, but, it said, "the expression of wishes,
and particularly the possibility to hear what others desire or have
already done, can be very stimulating".1)
finally, in 1939, Mr. Leendertz published a report on the 1939
me eting in the Netherlands. As I mentioned before, the report
mentioned Mr. Godet's speech and the reaction of the audience.
Fortunateli, the German delegates did not take it too badly. As the
war had broken out by the time Mr. Leendertz's report was printed, he
decided not to say anymore on the Congress programme. The sub-committee
reports contained interesting information for 'insiders', he thought.
He concluded:
"We hope that the international links will not be destroyed
completely, by the war, although everybody will understand that
it will be very difficult to rebuild what has been built
slowly over the years, and what has now been destroy e d by a
single stroke".
"We .only wish to express the hope that, as librarianship is such
a peaceful and serving pr o fession, the old ties may Soon be
2)
renewed, when peace comes".

It is difficult to say whether the Dutch reports on IFLA's activities
reached mor e people than the 2nglish reports. However, I am inclined
to think that the'y were more likely to stimulate interest. In the end,
we probably have to accept that the number of people who really felt
involved in IFLA was very small in both, or perhaps all, countries.

1) Bibli o theekleven, 1938, p. 188 .
2) Bibliotheekleven, 1939 , p. 177.
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Chapter IV.

Conclusions.
A. Statutes.

The Statutes of the International Federation of Library
Associations defined the object of the Federation as:
"to promote international library cooperation" (section 2)
and the duties as:
"to se lect the time and ·p lace for interna tional library
conferences and ••• to prepare for such conferences and to

make. investigations and recommendations concerning
international relations between libraries, organizations of
librarians and bibliographers and other agencies". (section 5)
The statutes stated that conferences must be held at least every
five years, and that other sessions 'may' be held. More o ver, the
Committee was to have 'power to appoint subcommittees'. (section 7).1)
Looking back over the first period of IFLA's existence, from
its creation to the war, we

~a n

first of all say that the Federation

did keep its defined object in mind. all the time. It did achieve
its broad obj ect, but to a certain extent. International library
cooperation was definitely promoted by the existence and the activities
of this Federation. Vie saw in some detail what the federation did,
in those first years. Surveying the activities once more, I will now
try to decide how effective the Federation was in its attempts to
achieve its object, what were its major successes and what were the
causes of its failures.

Having decided that the federation was true to its object, we
should now look at its dut ies. In this respect, too, the organization
did what it was meant to do. It did organize congresses at least
every five years: 1929, 1935 (6 years!), and the next one would have
been in 1940. One could critize the federation for not doing more;
more regular con gresses might have been useful. We will return to
this later. However, we cannot say that the stated duty was not
fulfilled. The federation also did make investigations and

--!"'------1) see Annex I: Statutes.

recommendatio~
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concerning international relations, and also concerning a number of
other issues of international interest.
As to sections

6 and 7 of the Statutes, the organization did

even more than it need have done. Plenary sessions need tot have been
annually. But it certainly was a very good thin g, and a very important
element in the development of IFLA that th e tradition of annual
sessions grew up so easily and naturally. On Sub-committees, too,
more was done that strictly necessary. The many Sub-committees, which
again grew naturally and spontaneously were to form the main body
of the working organization. So, simply comparin g the statutes with
. the actual work done, 'the c'Onclusion most obviously be that IFLA did all
it was meant to do and even more. However, accepting this favourable
judgment, I think it would still be interesting Lo evaluate the actual
working of the federation in the early years and to compare this to
a modern definition of the functions of international organizations
in the social science, as defined by Thomas Humphrey Marshall.
B. Achievements.
In the years 1927 to 1939 IFLA achieved a number of things, some
more important, 50~e less. 'It managed to create a federation with a
governing committee and a growing number of members. The only really
constant factor in this administrative organization was the Sec retary.
It is not quite clear who first thought of asking Mr. Sevensma to
act as Secretary for the new Federation. But it certainly was a wise
move. Mr. Sevensma was a Dutchman who became the librarian for the
new library of the League of Nations in 1928. In 1927 Rockefeller
had donated two million dollars to the L~ague for'a Library. Hr.
Se vensma was particularly well placed to act as a secretary, both
because of his geographically central position in Geneva and the
possibility of usin g certain facilities of the League, and because
of his own dispos'i tion as a hard worker who par ticularly enjoyed
building up new things. This he did for the Library of the League of
Nations as well as for the Federation.
However, the fact that Mr. Sevensma was sacretary during all those
years does not mean that the Federation really had a Permanent
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Secretariat, in thc sense of a permanent office with some staff. When
Mr. Sevensma became librarian of the University of Laiden, in 1938,
he continued to be secretary for IFLA from his new abode. Mr. BreychaVauthier, who had started to help him a few years before, continued
to assist him from Geneva. But a permanent secretariat, which can
function as a centre for the organization, irrespective of the person

temporarily acting as secretary, was not realized till much later.
There was no staff actually working for and paid by the Fed eration,
nor was there money for this. The contributions of the members paid
for the printing of the annual vo lume of Actes and for minor expenses
such as the stamps for th e distribution of various matters to the
member-associations. The Congresses were also subsidized by the
Federation. But there was never very much money left, even after selling
the Ac tes.
Having a reall y permanent basis would have helped the fed"ration
in it s development, as would have done a better financial arran ge ment.
But if the Federation was unlucky in not having these ass ets , it was
very lucky in havin g such a hard-working and fai thful Secretary.
The nu mber of members grew steadily in thes e early years. If we
look at the list of members of 1935,1) we see that the federation
counted 34 members at the time. 'This number gr.;; to about 40, by 1939 .
Of these 34 members, the majority already existed before the creation
of IFLA. As might have been expected, the oldest library associations
were those

~f

S witzerland, England, Germany, the United States Hnd

sur prisingly Japan, which all five had organizations before 1900.
Most of the West- European countries established or gan izati 0ns between

1900 and 1925 .

~ mong

the countries which did not create library

associations till after 1927 were Spa in, Greece , Italy, Finland,
Letland, Jugoslavia and Czechoslovakia. As for Spain, we know with
certainty that the existence of IFLA contributed directly to the creation
of these organizations. For the other countries this is less easy to
prove, but I

think we can assume that IFLA did have some influence,

indirectly. Looking at the members we

~hould

notice that 'international'

was still a limited concept!

1) e6 nA rtoire

~es

AS Rociat ions de

B ibli oth~caire

membres de 1a

Fe dera tion In terna tionale. IFLA, Nijhoff, The Hague, 1935.
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Of course these member-associations were not all alike in their
organization and set-up. Greece , for example, only had an official
go v ernment body for librarians. The representative sent to the
meetings was therefore no doubt a government

official~

Hi s status

in his o wn country and his power to enforce IFLA recommendations
would have been very different from that of many other representatives.
Yet the strength and influence of the national assoc iat ion s was
decisive for the power of IFLA;

the international federation de -, ended

upon its members for the execution of its wishes and recommendations.
So it was, and is, essential for IFLA to have effective ly organized
members. One member per country, or rather one library association
per country,· would seem best. This was in fact ua.u 2.11y the case.
Some countries had separate organizations for public librarians.
The Netherlands were the worst >Ii th three organizations represented,
of which one wa s a government advisory body.
However impor.tan t

the working of the national bodies '<as to IFLA,

and. the power of the de1ega tes,

there was nothing much it cO l,ld do

about this aspect of its e ffectiveness. Some countri es would send

the

5am~

man or woman each year ; some would send a different one for

each session. The regular attendants seem

to have done most of the

work in the sub-committees, but there was of course a danger that they
were working in isolation, without any real contact with their
national fellow -workers . Th~, probably ideal, situation of a national
committee for international cooperation which could choose a
representative to send to IFLA , wa s only achieved in these years by
the American Library As sociation.
In the course of the years, the regular attendants of IFLA sessions
saw quite a bit of Europe, as IFLA met in ten different countries .
No doubt it had a beneficial effect on a national library association
to be the host to IFLA me mbers. This is true not only for brand-new
organiza~ions

such as Spain , for which the IFLA congres s wa s probably

of vital im portance , but also for longer established associations.
Receiving these guests from allove r
doubt act

the world would . without any

· as a stimulus to the national library world and the national
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discussion of library matters in the whole country, inter a lia
drawing the attention of the
a ' ~ in

G~vernment

to such matters. However, here

I FLA as organizat i on c du ld exert little influence. The Committee

could but accept an invitation fro m one of the members.'Only
occasionally did the Committee itself suggest a place, such as in the
case of Pa ris, 1937, which was to coincide with the Documentation
Congress. So metimes there was a choice, but there were usually other
considerations to decide the issue, suc h as th e fact that nobody would
be able to a ff ord a tr ip to C~ina ' or India (1936) .
The timing of the sessions

\-IaS

usually c aref ull y discussed, to make

sure that the mee ti ng would · not coi ncid e with other me et in gs that
some of the representatives might want to a tt e n d , such as FI Dme etings . If possible a combination with a national meeting was
favoured, such as in Cheltenham in 1931, where the IFLA session was
followed by the Ilritish Library Association meeting, t o whi c h all
delegates were invited, So, although the time a nd p lace of th e annual
sessions and particularly th e conferences was quite important, the
power of the Committee to actually choose was only limited.

We sa w that the Federation did its duty in organizing international
co ngresse s , re gu larly. Th e first one

,JaS

mainly o rganized by Ital y,

but th e second one really was an IFLA-con fere nc e , although of cours e
the l oc al committee did a lot of the work. The first time, the
organization d rowned itself in its OWn enthusiasm; there was just
too much of ev ery thing. But the federation l ea rnt its lesson, an d in
Spain the conference was much better run,

the sp ee ches wer e fewer an d

better prepared and the sections worked mor e eff ecti v e ly; even the
delegates were fewer, but communicated better wi th each . o th e r.
Iloth congresses fulfilled an important function in bringing
to ge th er librarians from allover the world and c o nfronting them with
a wealth o f i nfo rmation. In both cases the result provid e d IFLA with
a working programme for the foll owi n g four or fiv e years. The first
Congress resulted in 15 , rather spe c ifi c and detailed recommendations.
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Five years later, the Federation had, I think rightly, learnt that
such a congress can best be used a s a stimulus for the work of sub commi ttees, \'lhereas the more specif ic matters can be dealt >Ii th more
effectively at the annual sessions or in the sub-committees. So, the
Spanish Co ngress resulted in a IFLA sub -committee for each of the
areas dealt with. Consequently, the effect of the Congress can only
be measured by looking at the sub-committees.
Whether it mi ght have ' been useful to organize congresses more
often, is a purely theoretical question. No doubt a congress received
more attention, drew more scholars, and generally int ensif i ed the
discussion on the various issues much more than the annual sessions.

For those reasons, it might have been a very good thing. However,
the organization was obviously not equipped to cope with more frequent
happenings on such a larger scale.
In discussing the various sub-committees we briefly evaluated
their ac hi e vements. I will therefore not survey each sub-committee
separately, in this recapitulation, bu t rather re-group the
achievements of the committees according to a number of criteria.
First of all we can divide the issues concerned into:
- international issues,
- i ssu es concerning a gr oup o f countries,

- locally important is su es.
To start with the l att er, matters that are only of importance to one
country sho uld not be de alt with by an international

o~ganization.

IFLA has in fact managed with success to keep such subjec ts out of the
discussion.

Occasionally matters were dis cusse d which only effected a group
of c o untries, or which could best be dealt with at a more regional
level. The exchange

of librarians was a basically international matter,

but e f fective exc hange relationships were usually those between
particular countries. The same applies to the exchange of theses.
The discussions on this subject le d to the conclusion

that agreements,

such as between France and Ge rmany were more effective than genera l

international a rrangements. I think this is in the nature of exchanges
of all kinds. Nonetheless, IFLA continued to aim at international
agreements. The thiid issue we should mention is library

~tatistics.
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This is again an internationa l matter,which however, did not have

the succesful treatment it might have had, because some countries,
notably the United States and England, Here not interested. In fact
the matter might have be en dealt with much more succesfully, if
re g iona l solutions had been tried first.
All other a chievements of IFLA in the years before the war, can
be called international. I should like to divide them into three
groups:
A. General,
B. Library-technical: 1. general
2 . relating to a specific type of library,

c.

Psychological.

In this division of subjects

~

will also include the various

resolutions, not connected with a particular sub-committee, and the
indirect achievements, which will form the main part of d ivision C.
Under the heading Ge neral we can place the Hork of three
sUb_committ ees.

The sUb-committee on statistics of publications

produced a report by Hr. Huszkowski, which was also brought to the
attentiqn of publishers and booksellers. Later, "r. Uhlendahl
simplified the original categories.
The sub-committee on the price and over-production of periodicals
drew the attention to various problems, such as overlapping and
published some useful reports on periodical prices. The committee
in fact continued the earlier work on the price of German periodicals.
In that matt e rs IFLA had contributed to the di sc ussion and helped
to achieve agreements with the German publishers in 1933. The problem
of theses in periodicals continu~d to arouse anxiety;
The sUb-committee on normilisation also did 60me general work,
although a large part of its field of interest was purely librarytechnical.
~ uite

a few of the 'unconnected' resolutions of the earlier years

were of general international

impo~tance.

We can mention a resolution

of 1932 drawing attention to publications without a date of publication,
a r~solution i dvocating courses on library architecture, which was
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also sent to the associations of architects, and

~

very important

resolution drawing attention to the need to ra i se , or at least not
diminish, library budgets, in 1932.
Last but not least, we should mention the International Loans
Scheme, which was certain ly of more than purely library -technical
importance. I can but repeat, that this was probably IFLA's greatest
and most tangible achievement of the pre-war years .

Library technical matters can be subdivided in general matter,?",
and matters concerning particular types of libraries. A number of
sub-committees dealt with Auch general ma ~ ters. The sub -committe e
on library profession tri eu in vai n to set up international summer courses. Later on the matter 'was taken up by the LLLC. which tried

to collect information on th e situation in the various countries as
to library training .
He mentioned the sub-committee

on library statistics , which was

hampered in its work by the indifference of two important countries.
Nonethe l ess , Mr. Leyh did some very useful work in composing first
elaborate and l ater more simplified categories. It might have consoled
him to know that the matter is still not dealt with really satis factorily anno 1976.
The exchange of 'theses was also mentioned earlier . After the second
Congr~ss,

in Spain, ,the discussion was extended to include oth " r

scientific publications.
The sub-committee on the unification of cataloguing rules
produced two useful reports on existing cataloguing rules and their
applica ti on .
F inal ly the sub-commi ttee on normalisation should be mentio,ned
again. Together with the FlD and the ISA some useful work wa s done
towards the normalisation of various library materials.
Unconnected with a particular sub-committee, lFLA contributed
to the

publicati~n

of a vocabulary of technical library terms in

French, German and English, by subsidizing this work (1930-31).
Four sub-committees we re created to promote the interests of
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particular kinds of libra ries. The sub-committee on public libraries
mana8ed to draw the attention to the importance of public libraries,
and ensured a prominent place for this issue at the Spanish Congress.
Thi s led to an enquiry being se t up in to the in teres t o'f publi c
library readers, for which research was done in Germany, America and
England.
The sub-committee on hospital libraries produced regular reports
on the situation in various countries. In later years it concentrated
on encouraging libraries to join the international Association of
Hospital Libraries.
For special libraries a sub-committee was created after the
Conference in Spain. Among other things it advocated selected lists
of periodicals. Many of its members also belonged to FID, thus
ensuring 800d communications with that organi7.ation.
Parliamentary libraries also benefitted from the creation of a
sub-committee after 1935. The committee tried to collect information

on the situation in various countries and to act as a clearing-house.
A point of contact for parliamentary libraries from allover the
world was certainly much needed.

Finally we should say something about the psy c hOlo 6 ica1 s rrects
IFLA had. These are the intangible results that cannot be proved.
Fortunately there is some contemporary evidence ' to support our
view that this was an important element. In the reports of the Dutch
representatives we repeatedly found the comment that the main result
of the meetings always was -the per s onal contact between attendants.
ParticularlY "Ir. Theissen stressed again and a8ain that the things he
learnt from other representatives during informal talks was the main
benefit he 8ained from attending the annual sessions. Of course this
need not surprise us, since the same applies for many congres s es and
international meetin8s nowadays.
Also difficult to measure is the professional encouragement the
delegates received from -discussing -matters with people from other
countries. A.C. Breycha-Vauthier, in his tribute to vlilliam Warner
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Bishop, expressed his belief in the importance of this element .

1

)

In this respect he particularly stressed the importance of the

national reports:
"Their presentation serves a double purpose: on'the one hand
it may encourage associations to achieve results worthy of
publications, at the same time the recognition accorded those
results by librarians of international repute must help
forward efforts sometimes insufficiently appreciated in the
countries "here they originated. On the other hand, a
powerful stimulus is provided by the interchan g e of new ideas
2)
brought about by the reportsll •
The publication of the Actes was of course

m~ant

to stimulate this

effect. In the same way it wa ~ boped that the Sevensma Prize would
interest and encourage younger librarians.

I don't think we need to repeat all the things the sub -c ommittees
did not do. It is obvious that their working effectiveness was far
from optimal. In explanation, we might just remind oursel ve s of some
of the drawbacks of all international organizations:

the depen d ence

of the international organization on the effectiveness of the memberorganizations, distances, l :ack of money , language problems, variation
in the status of the delegates, different delegates each year, lack
of contact between the members, lac k of real power of the international
body, di f ferent level of economic and educational development and
the cultural differences, which make .

it al mo st impossible to .find

clear definitions and unambigeous categories to build on . Moreover,
IFLA had the disadvantage of no real bureau , and particularly the
difficult economic and political situation of the time. Taking all
these factors into account, the sub-committees did not do so badly.

c.

Functions'of International organizations in the social sCiences.
Thoma s Humphrey Harshall def.i ned the three main functions of

international organizat ions in the social sciences as:
building an 'international faculty' or body of professionals in
each discipline, mainly through congresses held by the organization;

1) A. C. Breycha- Va u thier, .T he Federation of Library Associa tions,

p. 34- 49.
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- promoting the development of teaGhing and research in particular
subjects by means of research projects , seminars and pUblications
that serve as tools of research, such as bibliographies, dictionaries
of terminology, etc.;
- sponsoring pUblications such as scholar ly journals and selected
papers not easily available in many countries, and furnishing
.
'
.
t ranslat10ns
0 f these papers
1n
more W1'd e 1 y k nown lanGuages • 1)
.
If \·/e compare the work of IFLA before the second 't/o rld "lar to

this modern definition, we come to ;the following conclusions.
Through the sub-committees , IFLA did build a body of experts in
each field,

to Bo me extent. However , we must admit, that the work

of the sub-committees was mostly the work of one or two men, in each
fi e Id. The 'experts' would orily mee t onOe a year to discuss the
report of this one person . But the possibilities were there, and a
more effective working of the committees would certainly have created
such a body of professionals in each field.
Of course , more congresses would also have helped. Each congress
brought to ge ther a large number of expert librarians. More regular
conferences would certainly have led to an 'i nternational faculty'.
So, the necessary means to fulfill this function were present, but the
working of the organizatioh was not really effective enou gh as yet.
The promotion of the development of teaching and research was
also effected through the

su~c ommittee s,

mainly. That was where the

research was done. Teaching was treated more s ··ecifically by the
sub-committee on professional education. This committee also
attempted to organize a seminar , namely an I nternational Summer School.
Unfortunately, this plan was not realized. As to publications, we
should mention the three-language dictionary of technical library
terms, and the project of Mr . Grundtvig and Mr. Vortius.
Promotion of Aevelopments in general was achieved through the · contact
between librarians at the annual
encouragement. So , I

' meeti~gs

and the consequent

think IFLA did fulfill this function of an

international organization quite well.
P.I'blica tions of I F LA itself were only the annual volumes and the

1) Harshali, Thomas H. "International Cooperation in the Social Sciences"

International Organizations in the Social Sciences. Paris, Unesco
Gocial Science Clearing House.

1965, p . 13.
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regular edi tions of the List of member-associa tions. In t h e field
of translations we can mention the translation of cataloguing codes
into various langua ges . The contribution from the slavonic countries
was not yet so voluminous as to necessitate many transLations into
more widely known languages. If IFLA did not sponsor

many pUblications

itself, at least it did crea.te the possibility of making any important
pUblications available known to a wider public, at its annual meetings.
In doing this it certainly fulfilled an imp or tant function.
/\ lltogether, I think IFLA's activities in the pre-war years
went a long way towards fulfilling the requirements of an international
organization in the social sciences as defined in 19 65 .
The pre-war years of IFLA did not produce very many tangible
results. They were years of development, characterized by a steadily
growing number of members and attendants at meetings, by g rowin g
enthusiasm of the par ticipants, showing in the volume .of the annual
Actes, by more and more contributions from members on national
accomplishments, and an increasin g number of sub-committees. But these
years were also a time of growing problems. At a time of great financial
and economic crises, the clashes of basic philosophies and political
threats were aggravated by the fear for an imminent war. These times
were not conducive to international planning or coordination of any
kind. Under the circumstances, IFLA did very well.

Annex I.

Statutes of the International Federaiion of Library Associations.

Section 1. The name of this organization shall be the International
Federation of Library Associations.

<,

Section 2. The object of the Federation shall be to promote international
library cooperation.
Section

3. Members of the Federation shall be those LiQrary Associations

which approve these statutes and which comply with such other provisions
as are adopted from time to time. Associations with allied interests
may be admitted to membership by vote of the Committee.
Section 4. The affairs , of the Federation shall be administered by the
International , Library Committee; this

C~mmittee

!

shall consist of

representatives selected by Associations which are members of the
Federation. There shall be from each co*ntry only one designated member

,

or substitute with the right to vote, bl,lt with him may be asso,ciated
delegates. Delegates are selected for a ' period not exceeding 5 years
but are eligible for re-election.
Section

5. The duties of the Committee

~hall

be to select the time

and place for international library con}erences and with the cooperation
of local committees to prepare for such conferences and to make
investigations and recommendations conc rning international relations
between libraries, organizations of lib arians and bibliographers and
other agencies.
Section

6. International Library Confernces shall be held at least

once in five years. Plenary sessions of the Committee must be held in
connection with each international libr ry conference. Other sessions
may be held at the call of the chairman and must be ,held when requested
by one third of the Committee.
Section 7 . The Committee shall have pow r to appoint subcommittees from
its own members or from the members of

ny of the cooperating library

Associa tions.

Section

8.

f

The officers of the Federati n and of the Committee shall

be a President, two VicB-presidents and a Secretary. These officers
shall constitute the Executive Board an

",

shall be elected by the

-

'c.."T

-

Committee for a term to expire not later than twelve months after the
close of each congress. The Secretary may be, but need not be, a
member of the Committee designated by some national Association. He
s hall have the right to vote. Vacancies on the Executive· Commi ttee
shall be filled by the Committee.
Section 9. Annual dues for .e ach member Association shall be fixed at
a rate between 25 and 50 centimes (Swiss ) for each member of that
Association or on a basis of 5 or 10% of the receipts from membership
dues of the Associations, but shali not be more than 2.500 francs
(Swiss) for any Association. Dues shall be payable to the Secretary
on or before March 1st for each calender year. The amount of the dues
will form the budget of the Federation.
S ection 10

Any Association may withdraw from the Federation, if its

dues for · the year have been paid.
Section 11. By-laws may be adopted by ·the Committee.
Section 12. · Resolutions adopted by the Committee or by any Congress
held under its auspices shall not be binding on any member Association
until ratified by that Association.

Venice, June 29, 1929. (With amendments as adopted at Stockholm,
August 20, 1930).

Annex II.

Sessions of the International Library Committee.

Year

192 8
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

Proceedin s Vo).

President

Place

Rome

C llijn (Sweden)

Rome, Venice, Florence

"

Stockholm

"
"

Cheltenham

•

"
"
"

Bern

B shop (U.S.A.)

Chicago, Avignon

G det (Switzerland)
f r Bishop

1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

Madrid

G det, for Bishop

Madrid, Barcelona

B shop

Warsaw

G det

I

II
III
IV

V

VI

VII
VIII

"aris

"

IX

Brussels

"

X'.

"

XI

' The Hague, Amsterdam
Oslo

Secretary

I

M nthe (Norway)

1929 - 1958

XII

T P. Sevensma (League of Nations,
T e Netherlands).

/

>
\,

/

.'
\

-
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Annex III.

Delegates.
Abb, G.

Director of the University Library, Berlin.

Bergsmans

Belgium

Bishop, '<I. VI.

Librarian of th

Breycha-Vauthier, A.C.

Legal Librarian of the League of Nations, Geneva

Brummel, L.

Director of the Royal Library, the Hague.

Bultingaire, L.

Librarian/Honor ry .Chief of the National Museum

University of'Michigan.

of Natural Hist ry, Paris.
Capdevielle, Miss J.

Librarian of th

Arts Faculty, Madrid.

Cashmore, H.M.

City Librarian, Birmingham.

Collijn, I.G.A.

Director of the Royal Library, Stockholm.

Cowley, J.D.

Lancashire

Cunningman, Mrs. E.

Librarian, Vanderbilt University, School of

Coun~y

Librarian, England.

I

Medicine, Nashville.
Damiani, E.

General Director, Biblioteca della Camera dei
Fasci e delle Corporazioni, Rome.

Demchevski, Miss M.

Bulgary

Donker-Duyvis, F.

General Secretary of F.I.D., the Hague.

Dupra t, Mrs.

Librarian at the National Museum of Natural
History, Paris.

Emler, J.

Director of the National and University
Library, Prague.

Esdaille, A.

Secretary ·of the British Museum, London.

Fago, Prof. V.

Librarian, Director of the International
Exchanges Service, Ninistry of Education, Rome.

Fallo t, Mrs.

Representative of the I.I.I.C., Parie.

Fick, R.

Director of the University Library, Gottingen.

Godet,

Director of the National Library, Bern.

~r.

Grape, A.

Director of the Royal Universi ty Library, Uppsa·la

Guinard, J.

University-Librarian, Bordeaux.

Henriot, G.

Professor at the Paris Library School and
President of the French Association of
Librarians. Conservator of the Library, Forney.

Holmberg, A.

Library Director, Kungl. Svenska Vatenskaps-

akademien, Stockholm.
Kruss, H.A.

General Director of the Pruss ian State Library,
Berlin.

Lancas ter-Jones, ·E.

Deputy-keeper of the Science Museum Library,
London.

Lasso de la Vega, J.

Director of the University Library, Madrid.

Leendertz, W.

Librarian, Nederlandse Handelshogeschool,
Rotterdam.

Leicht, P.S.

Senator, Professor at the University, Bologna.

Lemaitre, H.

Honorary Librarian of the National Library,
Paris.

Leyh, G.

Director of the University Library, Tubingen.

Lord, M.E.

Director, Publio Library of the city of Boston.

Meyer, Miss J.

Library of Congress, Washington.

Milam, C.H.

Secre tary of the American Library Association.

Mun the, W.

Director of the Library of ·the Royal University,
Oslo.

Muszkowski, J • .

Direc tor

Prins, A.

President of the F.I.D., the Hague.

Prinzhorn, F.

Director of the Library of the Technische

0

f the Krasinski. Library, Warsa'w.

Hochschule, Danzig, later on Director of the
University Library, Leipzig.
Rais, J.

Honorary Chef of the Parliamentary Information
Services and the Library of the Chambres des
Deputes, Paris.

Roberts, Mrs. M.E.

England.

Rodowicz, St.

President of the library section of the Polish
Society of Engineers, representative of I.I.D.

Rossi, A.

Principal Secretary of the I.I.I.C., Paris.

Sa to, J.

Delegate of the Library Association of Spain.

Schmidt, Ch.

General Inspector of Archives and Libraries at
the Ministry of National Education, Paris.
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Dire ctor of the Town Library , Berlin .

Sch uster, W.
S 0 V A nSRlIl,

Dir eotor of the Library of the League of Natio ns

T. P.

n~"O v f\ ,

Fro m 19;>1\ 1 O:l rnO\;or IlC th ~ \lnl v"rntty

'l'he i 6sen , J . S .

I.JI"''' J' Y, J"dl1.';11 .
Director of the University Lih rary , Amsterdam .

Tisserant, Mgr . E.

Pro-pr efect o f the Vatican Library .

Uhlendahl, H.

General Director of the Deutsche Bucherei ,
Le ipzig.

Vincent, A.

Keeper of the Royal Library ,

do Vos van Steenwijk;

Professor , Chef of the Seotion of So ien ti fio

J . Ed . Baron .

Relat ions of the I.I.I.C., Pari s.

Welsford , P. S . J .

Secr·e tary of. the Library Asso ci a tion , London.

Wharton, L. C.

Bri tish Museum , London.

/

/

,.

Bru ~ sels .
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Annex IV.

Composition of Sub-Committees of IFLA, as published in Aetes, Vol. V,
1934.
a) Sub-Committee on Hospital Libraries

President: M~; H. Lemaitre
19 members

b) Sub-Committee on Public Libraries

President: Mr. C.H. Milan

8 members
c) Sub - Committee on the Exchange of

President: Mr. W.W. Bishop

3 members.

Librarians
d) Sub-Committee on the Exchange of

President: Mr. J. Emler

University Theses

4 members

e) Sub-Committee on Professional Education President: vacant

3 members
f) Sub-Committee on Library Statistics

President: Mr. G. Leyh

g) Sub-Committee on the Statistics of

7 members,
President: Mr. J. Muszkowski

Publica tions

4 members

Mr. Sevensma belonged to all seVen Sub-Committees as an extra member.

Sub-Committees as published in Actes , Vol. VIII, 1936.
Sub-Committees as published before, plus!
h) Sub -Committee on Special Libraries

President: Mr. E. Lancaster
Jones
5 members

il Sub-Commi ttee on Par liamen tary
Libraries
j) Sub-Committee on Uniform Catalogue

Rules
k) Sub -Commi ttee on Legal Questions

concerning International Loans

President: Mr. J . Rais
2 members
President: Mgr. E. Tisserant
7 members
President: Mr. P.S. Leicht
4 members

-

I:';V

-

1) Sub-Committee on Normalisation in th

President: Mr. F. Prinzhorn
4 members

Field of Books and Librari e s
m) Sub-Committee on Overproduction of

President: Mr. W. Munthe
~ members

Periodicals

Mr. Sevensma belonged to h) and i) as a

I

/
/

extra member.
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Annex V.

REGL2M1::NT D U PRET INTERNATIONAL.
I.

B ut dtt Pret
11J,ternat~'onat,

L'org:anit.;."tlOD. du p, i. a po ur b ut de fai[(~ venir, d ..~s
bibliothequcs 6trl.lngeres, par Ja voie la plus r(\r.l\ '·l~, ...
plus e cono mi'1ue et 1a plus 'sure, les ',:--:,)Qt n~cessaires a des rech erches et que les ~;, .... ..J"' ''. _05 au pays
ne possedent pas.
2.

Adhesions.

Sent conslderees a di".ere r a I'organisa tion du P. I " les
bibllot:l8ciu.es q ui (L~c1 a;'ent accepte r les presen tes regies
et SOllt pre . . (.;;s a acco rder UDe r~cjp roc itt; com plete, L~
. s e cretaire g....:;.:.~ ... al d e ia ",Feo.era tion int ~rnati ona l e des
z.... sociations de bioiio th~c airesl> r ecevra les inscriptio u!i jJ;:\ r
l'entl emise de la cen tra le nOitio nale (voir Art. 9) au, a
defaut de ceile-ci, par les soius de l'associati on au d'un e
des associa tio ns bibliothEicai res du pays. Les b ib liotheques
non autoris ees a aecorder une re ciprocite complete oot,
nean moins, la possibilite d'adber e r au P. 1. si la cen tr a le
nationale s'e.r..~·a.ge a faire venir tes Hvres dem andes
d'autres bi b!io tneq '-1es au pays.

3·
~I'a£s.

La b iblioth~q ue emprunteuse supporte to us 1es frLlis
de por t, d'assurance e t cl'embaHage occasionnes par j' envoi
et Ie i"etour d es liv;es. Elle est r csponsablpo d e la perte
de ceux-ci et de tous demma ges sub is par eu:\.,

+
EXjtditiQn des
L'envoi des lettres, des imprimes et des paqu ets , SE'
fait par la posce . Les enyeis du P. 1. doive nt porter un
demandes et
des livres.
tim bre speciai s ur l'em ballJge. Chuque povoi d o it etn'
accompag n~

cl'Uil OO;-d e (('.J.i.l Illemionnant II' n o mbn ' dt' S
bulletins d l.' p rd ou cies ouvr.1gt~S ex.pcdies. 1."s bu l\ t·tiu.s
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et bo rd ~ r~J.ux a oivell.t l~tre ~-l;dig~s l' U IrauI:a is ou da.ns 1<1
. langue na tional\' acco[llpag'p.0c de 1.1. tradu ction fr an,.~a is t!.
L es bliiiL't:us dc're <;u t:h!uvent l:trL! u ti lis~s com me bulletins
de dema nd c, si la bib~i0 ;;~lt~ qUl' de I'a.ut re pays ad lllet cette
s implificatiolL
J.

Durtt! d" pret.

La dlin~€' du pret es t, en rBglt, g-enerale, d'un mois,
n on comprls l 'e~peditioil et 11.3 ((>tou r des !ivres . Cependa ot,

la biblioth"'lue qui prete peut prolongor ou rMuire ce dela i.

6.

Controte.

Cbaque b ib liotl:;.~q ue a Ie devoir , avant d'euvoyer une
d emaade a l'etranger) de s'ass ure r qUe Ie li;vre d esire ne

se t ro uve pas da ns Ie pays.

7·
Restrt'ct,,·ons.

En regie gene ra ie, ne s on t pas expedies;
I. les livres et p~riodiques SQuveut demandes dans
Ie pays ,
z. les ouvrages d' un e valeu r wil e qu'ils ne deiv ent pas
sortir de la bibliotheque,
3. les pub licatioDs en vente dans !es lib rair ies et dent
. Ie pri x. ne .depasse pas un montant eq uiv <lIa ot a 3 francs
swsses or.
L es li vr es qui ex istent dans ie pays, m ais sont mo mentanement pretes, ne doivent pas etr e d emand es pa r

la voie du P. I.
Les mau uscr its sont, autant qu e .p ossible, pretes aux
conditions que les imp r imes; la de cision a prendre
est laissee ce peudant dans chaqu e cas particulier
la
bibliotheq ue qui posse de Ie m a nuscrit.
'
mem~s

a

8.
Vo/,'es

dexptditz'on.

L es envois de liv r es se fon t di;ecte meut de bibliotheque
les dema.u.des, s o.it }lar la meme Vale, soit

a bibliotheque;

par l'entremise des centrales du P.1. La bibliotM que qu i
prete peut mettre comme conditio n Clue les delll an des lui
scient t ransmises pa r la centra l ~ du P. L, s 'il en ex iste une.
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9·
Organ/sat/on
des centrales.

It est recolTImZlnde qu'en chaque pays soit fondee une
centrale pour Ie P. 1., qu'elle soit Cll relatton avec une
grande bibliot~c \]. ue et com porte, si possible, un bureau
de r~nseignements avec catalogue general.

La cent.,.le a pour tache:

a) de transmettre les demandes vell3.nt de l'etranger
aux bibliothcques du pays que la nature de leurs collections et leurs regiements mettent en mesure d'y donner
suite.

b) de contraler les demandes venant du pays, de s'assurer que les livI"es demandes ne se trouvent pas dans une
de ses bibliotheques, et ell cas negatif, de faire suivre 1a
dema:..:.c.:e a l'etranger.
,:) d\;tz. bli:;:- une statistique des prets internationaux
effectue.s par les bibtio t:l cq ues du p.:,tys, et d'en communiquer armu c :!Ci11ent les chiffres ,au secretaire general.

a) d'annoncer au secretaire general les appareils de
photographie, de photocople, de photomicrographie et de
projection ql.li se trouvent dans les bibliotheques du pays.
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Recto.

I

I

Dc mande de Prel.
de
La Bibliothcque
qui a adhere au Reglement du Pret inter •• atio nai ado ple par la F. I. A. B. demaod e en communication A I. Bibliotheque
de
l'ouvrage ind ique ci-dessous. pour f:tre cons ulte par M

Cote

Auteur (avec pr~oom)

I

Titre

Nombre de volumes
Lieu et date
Pour les collections: Tornaison

,

Annee
I

Remarqpes

Lieu et date

Timbre

Signature

,

I

I
It

Voir § -4 du Reglcment,

p.:l~e

99.

Dlllllattde de pre!.

I. QUc1.iillcation juridiq'u e de ia

(1,) Bibliotheque de pen cii.1lt

~.

bib!i o th~q·ue (~ mp runteuse;:
G.L' 3

au writes

publiq ues (Etat, Province, Commuiw,

NC.),
b) Bibliothequ e depend ant d'une institution pri vee (societe, loudation, etc.),
(Bifter co qui ne conviout pas).
2.

La Btbliotheque empru.'.J.(i.:use declare expn~ SSBlllPnt que Ie livre pmprunte n(!
sera pas prete.

(Biffer si uu pret

a domicile

est envisage.)

3· Le's risques de perte et de d8terioration sont ('nticremeot garalltis par la bibliothe que emprunteuse. Si Ia vaie'ur de I' ouvrag l~ dcpass n Ie montan t dp .... .... .
priere d\~n donner avis (~t d'attt'ndYl~ r~pons~~ aV3 n t d(' iuir(' I'(·nvoi.
4. Dans Ie cas d'impossibilite d 'un reg-trIn e'nt amjable <:'ntre les partil's, la bihlio.
theque emprunteuse s·cngage a soumet::re tout litige pouvant resultcr du prN,
ainsi que toute reclamation concernant fiais d'euv oi, de reexpedltion pt d'assu.
ranee ou de pe rte et deterioration a un arbi;;r-ag'e.
Si Jl ar bltrage n'est pas aceepte J indiqi.ler q ueU e sera la juridiction compet<:'ntl~
pour regler les iitiges eveaLuels: .... __ ... __ .. _._ ...... ....... .

*

Voir Ie rappor( de" 1a. Sous-Commission des questioos juridiques relat ive9 au prt!t ioternation'al, p. 109.
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Modele
de

DEMANDE DE R ENS2IGNEI>IENT

d' une b ib liothcque ou d'un bureau ceutra l a u

bure~lu

central d' un a ut re pays .

(Dimcllsiol15 J<: cha'tl1c p artic: 1 ::,) X 7.) Oil.)

R ecio;

Demande de renseip;nement

de

NOlls vous prions de nous indiql.i.er la bibliotheque qu i possede l'ouv ra5"e
. indique ci-dessous et la prt:terai.

a

notr e bibliothequ.e -

a une de nos

. bibliot heques.
Lieu et date'

Timbre

Sign~ture

_._------------------------------------------ .---. __ .. -_ .. .. __ ._-_.... _-----------------_._--_.,---_._------.------.-----Au~eur

Titre

Lie u et date

PoUt les collections: Tomaison
Rem arques

An nee '
Bibt~otht:que

Cole

o

Bibliography.
Actes du Comit' International des Bibli~thaques.
Vol. I.

•

Travaux Pr&paratoires; 1st sJssion, Rome 1928 ; 2nd session,
Rome-Florence-Venice, 1929 . J ,ppsala, 1931'-

19~.

Vol. II.

Third Session, Stockhoim,

Uppsaia, 1930.

Vol. III.

Fourth Session, Cheltenham; 1193", Geneva, ' 1931.

Vol. IV.

Fifth Session, Bern, 1932. T 'e Hague, 1932.

Vol. V.

Sixth Session, Chicago, Avig on, 1933 . 'The Hague, 1934.

Vol. VI.

Seventh Session, Madrid, 193 • The Hague, 1934.

Vol. VII.

Eighth Session, Madrid-Barce ona, 1935. The Hague,,1935.

Vol. VIII. Ninth Session, Warsaw, 1936. The Hague, 193 6.
Vol. IX.

Tenth Session, Paris, 1937.

he Hague, 1938.

Vol. X.

Eleventh Session, Brussels,

'938. The Hague, 1938.

Vol. XI.

Twelfth Session, The Hague-A

1939 . The Hag~e, 1940.

Congresses:
COngras International des Bibliothecaires et de s amis du livre.
Prague, 1926. Tome I.
Tome II.

Proces-Verbaux

Communications et memoires.

Primo Con resso Hondiale delle Bibliotheche e di Biblio rafia. Roma Venezia, 15-30 Guigno, 1929. 6 vols. Ro a, La Libreria dello S tato,
1931-1933.
Actas

del II Con reso intern cional de bibliotecas

bibliografia, Madrid-Barcelona, 20-30 d

mayo de 1935.

Vol. I + II, Madrid, 1949
Vol. III, Bibliotecas populares, Hadrid; 1936.
Index Biblio g raphicus: catalogue international des bibliographies
courantes. 2nd ed. edited by ' Marcel Godet
, and Joris Vortius.Societe
des Nations, I.I.I.C. Berlin, Leipzig, 1931 •

•

Articles.
anonymous:

"The Jubilee Conference", by the Edi tor. Library Association Record,

1927, p. 249-252.
';International' Library Cooperation". Library Asscciation Record, 1928,

p. 60-61.
"The First World Congress of Libraries and Bibliography". Library
Association Record, 1929, p. 180-182.
"The International Meetings of 1932 ". Library Association Record, 1932,
p.

250-251.

"The International Federation". Library Association Record, 1939, p. 447.
"The International Federation of Library Associations". Library
Association Record, 1940, p. 209.
Breycha-Vauthier, A.C. "The Federation of Library Associations,". A
study of the Hechanism of

~n

International Organization. reprint of an

article of 1940 (original periodical not mentioned).
Brummel, L. "De zesde vergadering van de International Bibliotheek
Commissie". Bibliotheekleven, 1934, p. 147-148.
Brummel, L. "De zevende vergadering van 'de Internationale Bibliotheek
Commissie". bibliotheekleven, ]935 , .. p. 10-11.
'Brummel, L. "De achste vergadering van de ltiternationale Bibli6theek
Commissie". Bibliotheekleven, 1936, p. 17-18.
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